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Abstract

This compilation thesis explores the merger of machine learning, quan-
tum information, and computing. Inspired by the successes of neural
networks and gradient-based learning, the thesis explores how such ideas
can be adapted to tackle complex problems that arise during the modeling
and control of quantum systems, such as quantum tomography with noisy
data or optimizing quantum operations, by incorporating physics-based
constraints. We also discuss the Bayesian estimation of a quantum state
with uncertainty estimates using physically meaningful priors.

Classical machine learning could inspire new quantum-computing algo-
rithms. One such idea is presented to extend the capabilities of variational
quantum algorithms using implicit differentiation, enabling straightforward
computation of physically interesting quantities on a quantum computer as
a gradient. Implicit differentiation also leads to a novel method to generate
multipartite entangled quantum states and allows hyperparameter tuning
of quantum machine learning algorithms.

Several new experiments were possible due to the theoretical and numer-
ical techniques developed in the thesis — robust generation of a Gottesman-
Kitaev-Preskill and cubic phase state in a 3D cavity, fast process tomography
of a new family of superconducting gates with known noise, efficient process
tomography of a physical operation implementing a logical gate on a bosonic
error-correction code, and the reconstruction of a photoelectron’s quantum
state.

Keywords: Machine learning, quantum information, quantum com-
puting, quantum machine learning, quantum state tomography, quantum
process tomography, generative neural networks, optimization, Bayesian
estimation, variational quantum algorithms
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Preface

“Let there be light!”

The last question
Isaac Asimov

In Isaac Asimov’s classic short story “The Last Question”, a super-
intelligent and self-correcting computer ponders how to save the universe
from heat death by reversing entropy. While such a super-intelligent
computer does not exist today, machine-learning algorithms, especially
using neural networks, are empowering classical computers to tackle real-
world challenges, from autonomous driving [1], computer vision [2–5], image
or text generation [6–11], to even emulating intelligence [12]. Machine
learning has also been applied to solve scientific challenges [13–16], discover
physical laws [17–19] and new algorithms [20], learning strategies [21], or
playing complex games at a superhuman level [22].

However, as classical computing hardware nears atomic scales signaling
an end to Moore’s law [23], various limitations appear where quantum effects
such as tunneling become critical. Furthermore, classical computers struggle
with problems such as in quantum chemistry which require simulating
physics at the quantum level using classical hardware [24–26]. Therefore
new types of computers are being explored — quantum computers that
harness the power of quantum physics for information processing and
computing [27–37].

One might wonder if quantum computers can boost machine learning
by providing a computational advantage similar to specialized machine-
learning hardware [38–40], as well as whether machine learning can help
solve quantum physics problems [41, 42]. This thesis explores these two
aspects to set the stage for the results and detailed discussion in the
appended papers.





Chapter 1

Introduction

“Quantum mechanics is certainly
imposing. But an inner voice
tells me it is not yet the real
thing.”

Albert Einstein [43]

Quantum mechanics is one of the most successful theories in physics,
describing quantum phenomena in systems such as elementary particles [44],
atoms [45], electromagnetic fields [46] (light), and even black holes [47].
Yet, its implications bewildered even its creators [43]. Its origins lie in Max
Planck’s efforts to reconcile experimental data with theory ending up in
a radical proposal — energy can only be emitted or absorbed in discrete
quanta [48]. In the late 1800s, classical physics predicted that an ideal black
body in equilibrium should emit radiation at all frequencies, with more
energy radiated as the frequency increases, thereby radiating all its energy
instantaneously. The paradox, known as the ultraviolet catastrophe, went
against experimental observations and could only be resolved by Planck’s
counter-intuitive proposal, using which he could derive an equation that
fits the data [49].

Quantum mechanics thus emerged through an attempt to fit observed
data using a new model for exploring light-matter interaction. Models and
fitting data are a central theme in this thesis, as is light. We study the
generation, characterization, and transformation of non-classical states of
light (e.g., Schrödinger cat states) with machine learning. Let us, therefore,
delve into central ideas of quantum physics through light.



2 Introduction

1.1 Quantum physics, information, and computing

Light has captivated humanity for ages — from Euclid’s optics in around 300
BC to Ibn al-Haytham’s Kitab Al Manazir (Book of Optics) introducing the
idea of light rays around 1040 AD. Galileo attempted to measure the speed
of light at the beginning of the 1600s. In the 1600s, Descartes, Newton,
and Huygens proposed conflicting particle and wave theories of light to
explain phenomena like reflection and refraction [50]. In the 1800s, Young’s
experiments supported the wave theory [51], while Faraday speculated that
light involved electric and magnetic forces [52]. Maxwell later confirmed
this with his theory of electromagnetism [53]. However, in the early 1900s,
Planck’s idea that energy is emitted and absorbed in discrete units or
quanta completely changed our understanding of light and the microscopic
world.

Einstein used Planck’s ideas to explain the photoelectric effect, suggest-
ing a particle nature of light [54]. Compton’s experiments further supported
this particle view [55]. These contrasting findings led to wave-particle dual-
ity and, eventually, the theory of quantum physics [43]. Quantum physics
has since then revolutionized our understanding of nature.

A central idea in quantum physics, beyond quanta and wave-particle
duality, is that nature at the quantum level is probabilistic. The state of a
quantum system is described by a wavefunction ψ represented by a state
vector |ψ⟩ in a complex Hilbert space. Hermitian (self-adjoint) operators
H denote observable quantities such as energy. If |en⟩ is an eigenstate of
H, we can write

H |en⟩ = en |en⟩ , (1.1)

where en is an eigenvalue. The complete set of eigenvectors for such
a Hermitian operator form an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space,
⟨ei|ej⟩ = δij , such that any state can be expressed as

|ψ⟩ =
∑

n

cn |en⟩ , (1.2)

where cn are complex-valued probability amplitudes. Quantum mechanics
postulates that for measurements on such a state, the probability of observ-
ing an outcome with eigenvalue en is |cn|2. For example, a measurement
operator, such as the photon number operator counts the number of photons
in a quantum state.

A two-level quantum system, e.g., a spin or an atom with two energy
levels, can be represented with a wave vector using two two basis states
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Figure 1.1: A classical coin flip can be modeled as a random experiment with
two outcomes (a Bernoulli trial) by specifying the probability of heads. We can
observe samples by flipping the coin to infer the probability of heads. Similarly,
an interacting quantum system, e.g., spins, can be described by a density matrix
ρ that defines probabilities for various measurement outcomes. The dimension
of ρ grows exponentially with the system size, making it difficult to tackle larger
problems using classical computers, necessitating a tunable quantum device such
as a quantum computer. However, if specific constraints exist on the physical
system, the probability distribution of outcomes could become simpler. An efficient
and flexible ansatz, such as a neural network trained on data, could learn the
underlying distribution and predict outcome probabilities or generate samples for
outcomes efficiently.

representing the ground (|0⟩) or excited (|1⟩) energy states as

|ψ⟩ = c0 |0⟩ + c1 |1⟩ . (1.3)

We can also write a quantum state as the linear combination of arbitrary
quantum states, e.g., an equal superposition of two states

|ψ⟩ = |ψ1⟩ ± |ψ2⟩√
2

, (1.4)

where the probability amplitudes can add or get subtracted from each other
like amplitudes of a wave, giving rise to the phenomena of superposition
and interference. Things get more interesting when we consider multiple
such interacting quantum states, see Fig. 1.1. The number of different
possible basis states grows exponentially with the number N of such two-
level quantum systems. A full classical description of such a state requires
keeping track of the O(2N ) probability amplitudes in general, see Fig. 1.1.
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A state where the total wavefunction can be written as a tensor product
over different Hilbert spaces is called separable:

|ψ⟩ = |ψ⟩1 ⊗ |ψ⟩2 ⊗ . . . |ψ⟩N . (1.5)

Generally, we cannot always write a quantum state in the separable form,
e.g., the following state for two quantum systems with respective Hilbert
spaces H1 and H2:

|ψ⟩ = |0⟩1 ⊗ |0⟩2 + |1⟩1 ⊗ |1⟩2√
2

. (1.6)

Such states of a composite quantum system are called entangled as it is
impossible to write the state of a subsystem independently from the state
of others, i.e., assign a pure state vector to the subsystem. It could be com-
putationally challenging (NP-hard) to even decide whether a quantum state
is separable [56, 57]. Various measures of entanglement and separability
criteria have been proposed, e.g., a geometric measure of entanglement [58,
59]. In Paper IV, we show how our proposed machine-learning-inspired
algorithm can generate entangled quantum states through gradient-based
optimization of such a measure of entanglement.

Quantum entanglement was itself a source of great puzzlement [60],
showing that quantum systems can have non-trivial correlations that classi-
cal systems cannot [61], as confirmed by experiments [62–64]. Separable
states, or states with some bounds on a measure of the entanglement, can
be written more efficiently, e.g., using tensor networks [65], but general
quantum states require tracking all probability amplitudes.

Therefore, the full classical description of quantum systems quickly be-
comes intractable, and tackling quantum problems with classical computers
becomes challenging, although various clever algorithms exist to tackle
specific systems [66]. This difficulty prompted the idea of using a tunable
quantum system as a quantum computer [27–29]. In recent years, various
prototypes of such quantum devices have been demonstrated [33, 67–69]
with many interesting applications [36, 37].

There are several approaches to encoding information in quantum
systems for computation. A straightforward encoding is simply interpreting
|0⟩ and |1⟩ as logical bits and manipulating information by applying a
transformation E as ∣∣ψ′〉 = E(|ψ⟩). (1.7)
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The transformation E is linear and has certain restrictions to ensure that
the coefficients in |ψ′⟩ give valid probabilities. A classical representation
of E can be simply a complex-valued matrix. A quantum computer thus
encodes information in the quantum state of a system and manipulates it
through linear transformations.

The promise of quantum computers is that we can encode and manipu-
late information in a superposition of quantum states represented by large
state vectors. A quantum operation on this vector can be described by
a linear transformation. A quantum computer thus makes it possible to
manipulate all the coefficients in a state vector using physical operations.

However, the trouble with quantum physics is that measuring a quantum
state only reveals a single bit of information about the state by collapsing it
into one of the basis states or their combination with a certain probability.
This probabilistic nature only allows us to gather statistics to infer the
state from measurement data. Since we are estimating an exponentially
large number of coefficients — O(dN ) for N quantum systems, each with
a dimension d — an exponentially increasing number of measurements is
necessary.

Therefore, we need to obtain and process an exponentially increasing
amount of data to completely characterize quantum systems and operations
in a general way such that we can predict the probability of arbitrary
measurement outcomes. We approach this problem with tools from machine
learning and connect to ideas in generative modeling in the next chapter.
But, before that, let us briefly discuss the effect of measurements on a
quantum system.

1.2 Measurements, probabilities and informational com-
pleteness

Quantum measurement links the quantum description of a state to the
macroscopic world. Measurements are performed by letting the quantum
system interact with a measuring apparatus that gives a classical outcome.
The von Neumann model [70] assumes that the measurements are stochastic,
representing the projection of the quantum state into an eigenstate. Multiple
repetitions of the measurement on identically prepared copies are necessary
to gather enough statistics to infer a quantum state.

Measurements are described using operators and the probability distri-
bution of the measurement outcomes can be computed using a so-called
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density operator ρ. The density operator is a matrix that describes a
statistical mixture of pure quantum states:

ρ =
∑

i

pi |ψi⟩⟨ψi| , (1.8)

where
∑
pi denotes the statistical probability for each possible state, dif-

ferent from the intrinsic probability amplitudes of a pure state vector. If
we expand the state vectors using the basis {|en⟩}, the density matrix is
characterized by the complex-valued coefficients ρmn given by

ρ =
∑

ρmn |em⟩⟨en| . (1.9)

A projection operator Pn = |en⟩⟨en| such as |0⟩⟨0| extracts the probability
for the measurement outcome en as

p(en) = tr[Pnρ]. (1.10)

Positive-operator-valued-measures (POVMs) generalize measurements with
a set of operators {Mn = P †

nPn} satisfying
∑
n Mn = I.

A general observable with eigenvalues ai and eigenvectors |ai⟩ can
be written as O = ∑

i ai |ai⟩ ⟨ai| relying on the Hermiticity of physical
observables. The expectation value of the measurement O is given by the
so-called Born rule

⟨O⟩ =
∑

i

aip(ai)

=
∑

i

ai tr[|ai⟩ ⟨ai| ρ]

= tr
[∑

i

ai |ai⟩ ⟨ai| ρ
]

= tr[Oρ]. (1.11)

Therefore quantum measurements provide us a way to compute expec-
tation values for measurements. In an experiment, we obtain outcomes
distributed according to the Born rule. The task of estimating a classical
description of the state, i.e., determining the full density matrix ρ, is called
quantum state tomography.

Quantum state tomography is difficult due to the large number of mea-
surements that must be carried out experimentally. However, there is also
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a computational difficulty where data processing could take hours or even
weeks [71, 72]. The problem is even more pronounced in quantum process
tomography, where we wish to estimate how quantum states transform [73].
We tackle such problems in Papers I, II, VI, VII, VIII, and X, exploring
efficient reconstruction algorithms for quantum tomography. However, to
understand the source of difficulty in estimating quantum systems, we need
to discuss the so-called informational completeness of measurements.

Informational completeness (IC) for a set of measurements means that
we can uniquely and unambiguously determine a quantum state using this
set. Since repeating measurements require several copies of the state, we
can think about the sample complexity for tomography in terms of the
number of copies of a quantum state necessary for estimation. However,
choosing the measurement setting is essential and not trivial and it could
depend on many factors, e.g., the assumption of low rank [74–77]. Machine
learning has been applied to tackle challenges in certifying IC from raw
data [78].

If we ignore the task of determining the measurements that guarantee IC
and only focus on the number of copies of ρ, we can do a resource estimation
for quantum state tomography. The upper bound for the number of copies
required for the tomography of a d−dimensional mixed quantum state ρ
was known to be O(d4) [79, 80]. Ref. [81] improved it to O(d3), but only in
Ref. [82] was it shown that the optimal number of copies for full quantum
state tomography was O(d/ϵ) for the estimate ρ′ to be within an error ϵ
in the Frobenius norm ||ρ′ − ρ||2F . In the trace distance, O(rank(ρ)d/ϵ2)
copies are required to obtain an ϵ-accurate estimate.

IC measurements given by a POVM {Oi} allow the computation of the
expectation value of any arbitrary observable by completely specifying ρ.
Such an IC-POVM consists of at least d operators {Oi} that span the full
Hilbert space of dimension d [83, 84]. For example, working in the Fock
basis to write the quantum state of light, we often set a cutoff Nc on the
Hilbert-space dimension. A POVM measurement can reveal the occupation
probability for different Fock basis elements |n⟩, thereby fixing the O(N2

c )
real values needed for reconstructing ρ. Even for moderate cutoffs, such
problems can become challenging, requiring many measurements for IC.

The design of IC POVMs is also not straightforward for arbitrary quan-
tum states and higher dimensions. The class of symmetric, informationally
complete POVMs (SIC-POVMs) denotes the optimal IC-POVMs with ex-
actly d2 elements [85]. There are exactly determined SIC-POVMs found by
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hand and computer algebra systems using supercomputers for dimensions
as high as d = 844 [86]. For the case of optical quantum states, Ref. [83]
describes a numerical procedure to determine the optimal measurement set-
tings. A geometric interpretation is presented that can guide the choice of
the measurement setting for a Schrödinger-cat state. Nevertheless, it is not
straightforward to determine the best possible SIC-POVMs to reconstruct
a quantum state completely, and often we might use informationally over-
complete measurements [87]. Informationally over-complete measurements
are ICs that could have more than d2 outcomes, e.g., measuring a set of
qubits locally in all combinations of Pauli operators (I ± σx,y,z)/6.

It is possible that certain quantum states allow efficient descriptions
where it is unnecessary to keep track of all the coefficients, e.g., separable
quantum states, or coherent states of light which can be described by only
specifying the mean photon number or superpositions of coherent states
called Schrödinger cat states. Similarly, many other states with rotational
symmetry [88, 89] admit an efficient description with a few parameters, see
Fig. 1.2.

Further assumptions such as having a low rank of the density matrix, i.e.,
the density matrix is a mixture of only a small number of pure states, could
simplify estimation by reducing the number of independent parameters.
Machine-learning methods could therefore be effective in solving learning
problems in quantum physics by exploiting patterns in the data [42].

1.3 Machine learning meets quantum physics

Machine-learning algorithms are designed such that they can automatically
learn and improve their performance on a task with experience. This
is usually achieved by training the algorithm with data, allowing it to
recognize and exploit patterns in the data. With the availability of more
data, new machine-learning algorithms running on improved hardware
such as graphics processing units (GPUs) are solving problems that posed
significant issues for computers before.

Face recognition, automated driving, and natural language processing
are challenging to solve using hand-crafted algorithms. However, machine-
learning algorithms can tackle such tasks [1, 91–93], even achieving super-
human performance [94, 95], and showing some level of creativity [12, 96,
97].

The backbone of many such machine-learning algorithms today are
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Figure 1.2: Machine learning can help solve problems such as the classification of
quantum phases [90], where patterns in the data can be learned by a model, e.g.,
sampled spin configurations. The model could be a neural network with tunable
parameters θ trained to predict a class for a given spin configuration. In the
case of non-classical states of light, similar patterns exist in the Wigner function
that can be measured experimentally, e.g., pure single-photon Fock states have
Wigner functions with rotational symmetry consisting of rings. The density matrix
for such a Fock state will have only one non-zero element. A machine-learning
algorithm can therefore learn to predict the probability measurement outcomes by
approximating or estimating the density matrix.

neural networks that are loosely inspired by the structure of human brains
and seemingly emulate intelligence [12]. Beyond solving tasks that could
be easy for humans, such as driving a car, neural-network-based algorithms
have also been applied to defeat or match humans at various types of
games [94, 98]. Self-learning algorithms can even discover the rules of
games by themselves [95]. More recently, machine-learning techniques have
also been applied successfully to solve grand scientific challenges such as the
protein-folding problem, outperforming other human-developed methods
and models [99].

Therefore, combining quantum physics and machine learning can lead
to interesting new ideas and applications. From a quantum description of
light and its characterization, we can now discuss how machine learning can
benefit quantum physics. Recent studies have demonstrated the promising
potential of machine-learning-inspired techniques for addressing challenges
in quantum information processing [42]. These techniques have shown
success in tasks such as faster automated calibration and control [100],
quantum experiment design [101], and reducing error rates in the readout
of information from quantum computers [102, 103].
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Machine learning’s recent successes revolved around supervised classifica-
tion such as the ImageNet challenge [3, 104] and, more recently, generative
modeling with transformers [10] and diffusion models that are inspired
by ideas from non-equilibrium thermodynamics [105]. A straightforward
application of supervised classification to quantum physics was explored by
Juan Carrasquilla and Roger Melko when they trained a neural network to
recognize phases of matter from data [90]. Identifying phase transitions is a
fundamentally difficult task, often tackled by tracking an order parameter
such as specific heat. In situations where such an order parameter is not
apparent, it is not easy to identify and classify phases of matter. Yet using
neural networks, it was possible to train an algorithm to classify phases of
matter simply from data.

Since quantum states are described by vectors in an exponential Hilbert
space, it may appear somewhat surprising that a neural network could
easily classify such states without requiring a large number of parameters.
However, quantum states are already a subset of the total possible states
in the Hilbert space, e.g., density matrices form a convex set [106]. Under
more physical constraints, a quantum system may only occupy a small
fraction of the total Hilbert space, therefore simplifying their classification
or approximation, see Fig. 1.2.

Neural-network quantum states proposed by Carleo and Troyer achieve
this feat [41]. Quantum states approximated with different types of neural
networks show great promise in tackling the dimensionality problem that
a general quantum state description faces [107–110]. The intuition and
hope is that automatically learning an efficient representation that captures
the essential features of a quantum state can simplify its estimation from
data with fewer measurements. Further, it was possible to study the
dynamics of a quantum system more efficiently with the approximation of
a neural-network ansatz [111].

In the appended Papers I and II in this thesis, we show how the most
straightforward approach of representing a quantum state as the output
of a neural network can be used for tomography. The goal is to learn
the underlying distribution of measurement outcomes on the state from
observed data. This problem relates closely to generative modeling in
machine learning, e.g., a neural-network-based approach can learn the
underlying distribution of pixels that create a human face or generate
a scenery from text input [112–114]. In a broad sense, this is also an
inverse problem, where we want to estimate the parameters of a model that
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uses a density matrix from observed measurement data. In the quantum
tomography task, additional constraints coming from physics complicate
the problem and have to be enforced. Beyond characterizing quantum
states in a quantum computer, we want to solve problems with it.

A quantum computer is used to solve problems by encoding and ma-
nipulating information with quantum systems, i.e., running a quantum
algorithm. Quantum algorithms are implemented as operations on quantum
states. The operations are designed to increase the probability of solution
states to a problem. Consider the task of finding the prime factors of a
number. It is a computationally difficult problem for classical computers.
Shor’s quantum algorithm showed one can find prime factors by encoding
the problem in a quantum computer using a polynomial number of quantum
operations [115]. The quantum algorithm is exponentially faster than the
best-known classical approach. Other algorithms implemented in a similar
way by using a tunable physical system such as a quantum computer could
solve many difficult problems [116].

In order to implement such operations, we need to optimize the control
parameters of a quantum device. Such optimization is often posed as an
optimal control problem [117]. This is another avenue where machine
learning can help [118, 119]. We discuss, in Papers III and VIII, how simple
gradient-based optimization with constraints allows us to find parameters
that implement a target quantum operation, e.g., unitary operations that
generate non-classical states of light or implement logical operations on
encoded quantum states. In a quantum device, such an operation is
implemented by modulating pulses that affect the controllable part of the
Hamiltonian. Pulse-level simulations and modeling are discussed in Paper
V. Although we do not go into the optimization of pulses in this thesis and
use the black-box tool [120] for optimization, the software developed in
Paper V could enable future research into optimizing pulses and low-level
simulation of quantum algorithms incorporating various type of noise.

1.4 Quantum computers for machine learning

Another aspect of combining quantum physics with machine learning is using
a quantum computer itself for machine learning. A quantum computer can
be used as a learnable model, or to compute interesting physical quantities
such as generalized susceptibility or nuclear forces with methods inspired
by machine learning. We present one such idea in Paper IV with multiple
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applications.
Recent demonstrations of the capabilities of quantum computers show

other promising applications beyond Shor’s factoring algorithm [121], with
many of them being heuristics [122]. Variational quantum algorithms
(VQEs) represent one such approach [39], where a parameterized set of
operations E(θ) implemented on a quantum computer finds the solution
to a problem by optimizing the parameters θ using a classical computer.
The quantum computer is used to compute measurement statistics after
applying operations and the classical computer uses the results of these
measurements for optimization.

A simple example is finding the minimum of a function that gives the
ground-state energy of a quantum system defined by some Hamiltonian.
A related problem is finding how the ground state changes as we change
the Hamiltonian itself, i.e., computing ground-state gradients as a function
of the Hamiltonian parameters. Such gradients also connect to many
physical quantities of interest, e.g., susceptibilities and nuclear forces in
quantum chemistry. By borrowing an idea from machine learning, we
show in Paper IV how such gradients can be computed automatically on a
quantum computer using implicit differentiation, thus extending the power
of variational quantum algorithms.

Therefore, in this thesis, we will discuss the intersection of machine
learning (ML) and (Q)uantum physics, noting that combining ML and Q
can lead to very different outcomes which do not commute:

[ML,Q] ̸= 0. (1.12)

1.5 Outline of the thesis

This thesis is a compilation of the appended papers discussing various
aspects of the merger between quantum physics and machine learning.
We will present several machine-learning-inspired approaches to tackle
tomography and learning in quantum systems. A crucial difficulty in such
approaches is enforcing quantum-mechanical constraints, which we tackle
in various ways — from implementing differentiable physics-based models
to modifying gradient-based optimization using the idea of optimization on
a manifold. We also discuss how Bayesian estimation techniques can help
estimate quantum states with noisy data incorporating priors. Lastly, we
show how quantum computers used as variational models can be enhanced
using an idea from machine learning.
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The thesis partly builds upon the licentiate thesis of the author on quan-
tum state characterization with deep neural networks. The introduction
sets the context for the work by relating some problems in quantum physics
that can be formulated as learning problems. The potential benefits of com-
bining machine learning and quantum physics are outlined with examples of
recent successes in applying machine learning to quantum physics problems.
A brief discussion of the numerical and experimental difficulty of solving
learning problems in quantum physics motivates applying machine-learning
methods to quantum physics problems. The rest of the chapters introduce
the various theoretical tools used in the appended papers.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of machine learning, focussing on mod-
eling and inverse problems. Machine-learning tasks can often be formulated
using generative or discriminative models. Neural networks find extensive
use in such modeling, and the chapter discusses how generative and dis-
criminative models can be formulated as neural networks. This discussion
is relevant for Papers I, II, VI, and IX, where neural networks find use for
tomography and the discrimination of quantum states. The connection
to Bayesian approaches for modeling is also discussed to highlight some
benefits of a Bayesian viewpoint over using neural-network-based models,
relevant to the results obtained in Paper X.

The next step after modeling is the estimation of parameters, which can
be performed in various ways using optimization algorithms. Chapter 3,
therefore, discusses some of the optimization techniques used in the papers
with comments on how to include constraints in the optimization. Regu-
larization and constraints play an important role in machine learning and
inverse problems and can be implemented in various ways. Regularization
also reduces the need for data and proves helpful in handling noise in
estimation tasks. The exact implementation of various constraints during
optimization is essential to satisfy quantum-mechanical constraints. The
results in Papers I, III, VI, VIII, and X require implementing such con-
straints and regularization. We discuss gradient-based optimization, Monte
Carlo methods, and convex optimization in the rest of the chapter as these
methods are used in all the Papers from I to X except in Paper V.

Chapter 4 then discusses how the concepts developed so far apply to
learning in quantum systems. Quantum state and process tomography are
discussed with their challenges and how machine-learning-inspired methods
have tackled some of them. Tomography with neural networks is one such
approach discussed in this chapter and Papers I, II, VI, and VIII. The use
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of non-neural-network approaches that closely follow the recipe used in
machine learning, albeit using physics-inspired ansatzes, is also presented in
this chapter. Beyond tomography, the optimization of quantum operations
within a unitary ansatz is discussed next, which enabled the experimental
results in Papers III and VIII. Implementing quantum operations, e.g., a
unitary corresponds to physically driving a quantum system with control
pulses that act through a controllable Hamiltonian. Pulse-level simulation
of quantum systems is implemented in Paper V with a software package.
Optimization of pulses and the simulation of quantum dynamics at the
pulse level are essential to correctly incorporate realistic sources of noise and
find ways to tackle them. Finally, this chapter presents a simple Bayesian
approach to model a quantum state used in the experimental Paper X. The
Bayesian approach has several benefits over just estimating parameters by
simple gradient-descent, which are highlighted.

Chapter 5 delves into the field of quantum machine learning, discussing
topics such as variational quantum algorithms and using parametric quan-
tum circuits as machine-learning models. Gradient computation on a
quantum device has its complications, and this chapter discusses ideas such
as the parameter-shift rule that allow computing gradients on a quantum
computer. Then, we present implicit differentiation, the topic of Paper IV
that extends the capabilities of variational quantum algorithms and allows
the calculation of interesting physical quantities on a quantum computer,
hyperparameter optimization of quantum machine learning algorithms, and
a new way of creating entangled quantum states.

Chapter 6 summarizes the results from the appended papers, and
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with an overview of the work and possible
directions for future research.



Chapter 2

Machine learning

“truth ... is much too
complicated to allow anything
but approximations.”

John von Neumann [123]

Digital computers, inspired by ideas from Alan Turing [124] and John
von Neumann [125], have become indispensable tools today. Computers exe-
cute a fixed set of precise instructions, an algorithm, that solves well-defined
problems [126]. However, digital computers struggle with loosely-defined,
complex real-world problems that involve interacting with the environment,
processing noisy unstructured data, or adapting to new situations. A per-
fect model of the real world is far too complex to handle. Solving many
real-world problems necessitates something more than traditional computer
programs.

In a task like driving a car, traditional programming is insufficient
due to the many possible scenarios and heavy data processing involved.
The program must dynamically assess changing road conditions, process
noisy sensor data across different modalities, adapt to weather conditions,
and make split-second decisions. Furthermore, pre-programming for new
scenarios, e.g., driving a new car for which the computer was not pro-
grammed, would be challenging. In contrast, humans can learn driving
from experience, employing approximations, and adapt to new situations
easily.

The idea of making computers “learn” in a way similar to humans
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Figure 2.1: Neural-network-based machine-learning applications and their suc-
cesses. (a) Image classification [127]. (b) Object detection [2, 4]. (c) Generating
textual descriptions of images, showcasing a better way than a simple assignment
of labels [128]. (d) Generative models can create images from input descriptions [6,
8]. (e) Image-to-image translation highlights how such generative models can
create images conditioned on specific inputs [7]. (f) Neural networks also showed
superiority in tackling complex scientific problems, e.g., protein-structure predic-
tion [99]. (g) In reinforcement learning, neural networks could lead to computers
learning to play games at superhuman levels or solve control problems such as
driving [1, 22]. (h) Neural networks have also demonstrated advantages in solving
quantum physics tasks, inspiring exploration in this domain [42, 90, 109].

was being explored even before modern computers existed. Alan Turing
introduced machine learning as an alternative paradigm for programming
computers to emulate human learning, even envisioning the possibility of
machines with physical bodies to explore and interact with the world [129].
Despite early skepticism, machine learning and artificial intelligence now
excel in problem-solving [130].

Neural networks, specifically deep learning, empowers many modern
machine-learning and artificial-intelligence techniques [131]. The success
of neural-network-based models over traditional algorithms for pattern
recognition and machine learning [132, 133] is speculated to have roots
in physical concepts such as symmetry or locality possessed by real-world
data [134]. Since 2012, neural networks have revolutionized tasks like text
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generation, image processing, conversation, and scientific challenges [131],
see Fig. 2.1. These networks model input-output relationships with pa-
rameterized functions to solve problems and find extensive applications to
model probabilities in machine learning [135] as we discuss in this chapter.

In the 1990s, neural networks were already proposed to solve scientific
problems [136]. Initially, they were met with criticism [137] due to the
unreliable black-box nature; neural networks seemed excessive against hand-
crafted methods and models. However, more recently, neural networks
have demonstrated success in scientific problems that are difficult to tackle
with existing approaches, e.g., fluid-flow predictions using physics-inspired
neural networks [138], graph neural networks for material science [139],
drug discovery [140], and even tackling grand challenges such as protein
folding [13].

In scientific problems, constraints and symmetries play a significant
role in simplifying problems, reducing the need for data, tackling noise,
and providing interpretability of physically feasible results. We employ
several techniques to implement constraints in various applications through
Papers I-X, and discuss the main concepts in the next chapter. Ideas
around scientific machine learning with neural networks have also lead
to emerging new fields such as geometric deep learning [141] and physics-
informed neural networks [142, 143]. Neural networks, however, are just
parameterized functions that require training resembling solving so-called
inverse problems that are often ill-posed [144, 145]. Neural-network training
can also be ill-posed [146] and even computationally difficult (NP-hard) [147,
148]. Nevertheless, neural networks have been proposed to solve ill-posed
inverse problems by approximating the forward model [149, 150] and work
well in practice [134]. Ill-posedness can be tackled through regularization,
priors, and constraints on the model or parameters, see Fig. 2.2. Such
constraints and regularization are pivotal in the success of neural networks,
e.g., convolutions ensure translational invariance in image processing.

In this chapter, we explore the links between modeling, neural networks,
and parameter estimation to discuss how quantum physics problems can
be tackled with ideas from machine learning.

2.1 Generative and discriminative models

A model simplifies a system, abstracting it to capture core aspects for
analysis and predictions. It expresses relationships between variables,
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Figure 2.2: Many problems in the scientific domain can be framed as inverse prob-
lems. (a) Inverse problems involve parameter estimation from data using a forward
model which is often ill-posed due to noisy or insufficient data. Regularization,
constraints, and prior knowledge mitigate ill-posedness and the need for large
amounts of data. (b) Machine learning offers an alternative to parameter estima-
tion by predicting quantities of interest directly from data with an approximate
model. (c) Neural networks can be used for such modeling, e.g., in quantum state
tomography, where they can predict or approximate properties of quantum states
from measurement data.

learned through functions that allow us to make predictions about physical
phenomena. Newton’s model of gravitation predicts the speed of falling
objects and the orbits of planets. Quantum physics models can predict the
behavior of quantum systems, e.g., Bohr’s model predicted the emission
spectra of atoms.

Models rely on approximations and are often constructed from intuition
and observations where a human often proposes the model’s functional form,
e.g., Kepler’s laws resulted from fitting Tycho Brahe’s data on planetary
motion; Max Planck introduced the idea of the quanta to reconcile theoret-
ical predictions to the data observed in black-body experiments. Machine
learning aims to emulate the model-discovery process in a data-driven way.
In order to understand data-driven modeling, let us discuss two approaches
for modeling in machine learning — generative and discriminative modeling
using probability distributions.

Let us consider some input data x, such as the current configuration of
a system or an image, and say that we want to predict a property y for the
input. We can consider two key distributions: the conditional probability
p(y|x) and the joint probability p(x,y). Discriminative models focus on
p(y|x), that label data, e.g., p(y = cat|x). On the other hand, generative
models learn the joint distribution p(x,y) that can be used to create new
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<latexit sha1_base64="NwaDdkP6JKeuqOxb6j8I1WKTwKY=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBotQNyUR0S4LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QySTM3IglFPwVNy4Ucet3uPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPnCARXIPjfFsrq2vrG5ulrfL2zu7evn1w2NZxqihr0VjEqhsQzQSXrAUcBOsmipEoEKwTjG9yv/PAlOaxvIdJwvyIDCUPOSVgpL59nPQzD0YMyLTqRQRGQYgfz/t2xak5M+Bl4hakggo0+/aXN4hpGjEJVBCte66TgJ8RBZwKNi17qWYJoWMyZD1DJYmY9rNZ/Ck+M8oAh7EyTwKeqb83MhJpPYkCM5kn1IteLv7n9VII637GZZICk3R+KEwFhhjnXeABV4yCmBhCqOImK6YjoggF01jZlOAufnmZtC9q7lXNubusNOpFHSV0gk5RFbnoGjXQLWqiFqIoQ8/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zEdXrGLnCP2B9fkD56KVaA==</latexit>

p✓(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="rUjfAKwBktAJhArxX0DQcHbtMl8=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS0sbBaDYBXuRDRlwELLCCYGkiPs7U2SJXt7x+5cMBxp/Cs2ForY+jPs/DduPgpNfDDweG+GmXlBIoVB1/12ciura+sb+c3C1vbO7l5x/6Bh4lRzqPNYxroZMANSKKijQAnNRAOLAgkPweB64j8MQRsRq3scJeBHrKdEV3CGVuoUj9oIj5jdgAJtpSHQKA5BjjvFklt2p6DLxJuTEpmj1il+tcOYpxEo5JIZ0/LcBP2MaRRcwrjQTg0kjA9YD1qWKhaB8bPpA2N6apWQdmNtSyGdqr8nMhYZM4oC2xkx7JtFbyL+57VS7Fb8TKgkRVB8tqibSooxnaRBQ6GBoxxZwrgW9lbK+0wzjjazgg3BW3x5mTTOy95l2b27KFUr8zjy5JickDPikStSJbekRuqEkzF5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PWmnPmM4fkD5zPH2CnluA=</latexit>

Generative model

<latexit sha1_base64="ctNHbIiMrdKMMr5zj/nJC6rxGOM=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1KMeFotQLyUR0R4LXjxWsB/QlLLZbtqlu0nY3UhL6MWLf8WLB0W8+h+8+W/ctDlo64OBx3szzMzzY86Udpxva2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3du3Dw6bKkokoQ0S8Ui2fawoZyFtaKY5bceSYuFz2vJHN5nfeqBSsSi815OYdgUehCxgBGsj9ewTT2A99IN0PEWeYgLF5VxB4/OeXXIqzgxombg5KUGOes/+8voRSQQNNeFYqY7rxLqbYqkZ4XRa9BJFY0xGeEA7hoZYUNVNZ19M0ZlR+iiIpKlQo5n6eyLFQqmJ8E1ndqFa9DLxP6+T6KDaTVkYJ5qGZL4oSDjSEcoiQX0mKdF8YggmkplbERliiYk2wRVNCO7iy8ukeVFxryrO3WWpVs3jKMAxnEIZXLiGGtxCHRpA4BGe4RXerCfrxXq3PuatK1Y+cwR/YH3+ALozmAg=</latexit>

x ⇠ p(x)
…

…

…
…

…
<latexit sha1_base64="++ITB6BaL5y5CTFTs9g4PGZ2rUQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLopSQi2mPBi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3cxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1Fipcdkvld2KOwdZJV5OypCj3i999QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE6LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzol51YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1IRVP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbIo2BG/55VXSuqp4NxW3cV2uVfM4CnAKZ3ABHtxCDe6hDk1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWhdc/KZE/gD5/MHbSGMqA==</latexit>

)

<latexit sha1_base64="nVXQ+YWW7I18XjXD28zRBuOan6U=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzTHgxWME84BkCbOTSTJmdmaZ6RXCkn/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bVqeG8QbTUpt2RC2XQvEGCpS8nRhO40jyVjS+nfmtJ26s0OoBJwkPYzpUYiAYRSc1uzjiSHulsl/x5yCrJMhJGXLUe6Wvbl+zNOYKmaTWdgI/wTCjBgWTfFrsppYnlI3pkHccVTTmNszm107JuVP6ZKCNK4Vkrv6eyGhs7SSOXGdMcWSXvZn4n9dJcVANM6GSFLlii0WDVBLUZPY66QvDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegCKroQguWXV0nzshJcV/z7q3KtmsdRgFM4gwsI4AZqcAd1aACDR3iGV3jztPfivXsfi9Y1L585gT/wPn8AopuPIw==</latexit>

✓

<latexit sha1_base64="ybzEwhVvUHZy91u5NdVJ7lzmcio=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBF6KomI9ljw4rGC/YA0lM120i7d7IbdiVBCf4YXD4p49dd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpYIb9LxvZ2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJx2jMo0gzZTQuleRA0ILqGNHAX0Ug00iQR0o8nd3O8+gTZcyUecphAmdCR5zBlFKwXpIO/jGJDOaoNK1at7C7jrxC9IlRRoDSpf/aFiWQISmaDGBL6XYphTjZwJmJX7mYGUsgkdQWCppAmYMF+cPHMvrTJ0Y6VtSXQX6u+JnCbGTJPIdiYUx2bVm4v/eUGGcSPMuUwzBMmWi+JMuKjc+f/ukGtgKKaWUKa5vdVlY6opQ5tS2Ybgr768TjpXdf+m7j1cV5uNIo4SOScXpEZ8ckua5J60SJswosgzeSVvDjovzrvzsWzdcIqZM/IHzucPWr2RRA==</latexit>

p✓(
<latexit sha1_base64="ezm839yhChQW/YuguoGBWEJYHzo=">AAACHHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aOXwSDoJeyqaC5CwIvHCIkJZJcwO+k1g7MPZnolYdkP8eKvePGgiBcPgn/jJAZ8FjQUVd10dwWpFBod592amZ2bX1gsLZWXV1bX1u2NzUudZIpDiycyUZ2AaZAihhYKlNBJFbAokNAOrs/GfvsGlBZJ3MRRCn7ErmIRCs7QSD37MN3zIoaDIMyHxT49pR7CEPOmKrpfOvXUIOnlHg4AWeH37IpTdSagf4k7JRUyRaNnv3r9hGcRxMgl07rrOin6OVMouISi7GUaUsav2RV0DY1ZBNrPJ88VdNcofRomylSMdKJ+n8hZpPUoCkzn+GD92xuL/3ndDMOan4s4zRBi/rkozCTFhI6Ton2hgKMcGcK4EuZWygdMMY4mz7IJwf398l9yeVB1j6vOxVGlXpvGUSLbZIfsEZeckDo5Jw3SIpzcknvySJ6sO+vBerZePltnrOnMFvkB6+0D6/Oigw==</latexit>

p(x) = Tr[x⇢✓]

<latexit sha1_base64="wXS68paaSetaxgwietTPNhO2q8E=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqrhyEyyCqzIjol0WdOGygq2FdiiZ9LYNzWSG5I50GAr+ihsXirj1O9z5N6aPhbYeCBzOuZd7coJYCoOu++3kVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QcNEieZQ55GMdDNgBqRQUEeBEpqxBhYGEh6C4fXEf3gEbUSk7jGNwQ9ZX4me4Ayt1CketRFGmN2AMgJTGjLUYjTuFEtu2Z2CLhNvTkpkjlqn+NXuRjwJQSGXzJiW58boZ0yj4BLGhXZiIGZ8yPrQslSxEIyfTeOP6alVurQXafsU0qn6eyNjoTFpGNhJm29gFr2J+J/XSrBX8TOh4gRB8dmhXiIpRnTSBe0KDRxlagnjWtislA+YZhxtYwVbgrf45WXSOC97l2X37qJUrczryJNjckLOiEeuSJXckhqpE04y8kxeyZvz5Lw4787HbDTnzHcOyR84nz8JbZYm</latexit>

Density matrix
<latexit sha1_base64="wsqCk6TLVSSc7Pz8y0pIGCdaon0=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEtMeCF48V7Ac0oWy2m2bpZjfuTgol9Hd48aCIV3+MN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Adf9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikY1SmKWtTJZTuhcQwwSVrAwfBeqlmJAkF64bju7nfnTBtuJKPME1ZkJCR5BGnBKwU+DpWg9yHmAGZDao1t+4ugNeJV5AaKtAaVL/8oaJZwiRQQYzpe24KQU40cCrYrOJnhqWEjsmI9S2VJGEmyBdHz/CFVYY4UtqWBLxQf0/kJDFmmoS2MyEQm1VvLv7n9TOIGkHOZZoBk3S5KMoEBoXnCeAh14yCmFpCqOb2VkxjogkFm1PFhuCtvrxOOld176buPlzXmo0ijjI6Q+foEnnoFjXRPWqhNqLoCT2jV/TmTJwX5935WLaWnGLmFP2B8/kDRYWSZQ==</latexit>⇢✓

<latexit sha1_base64="TQ43usX4zPM0zdQwd8Z/3xeB5uA=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomI9ljw4rGC/YA2ls120i7dbMLuRC2h/8OLB0W8+l+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk41hwaPZazbATMghYIGCpTQTjSwKJDQCkbXU7/1ANqIWN3hOAE/YgMlQsEZWum+i/CEmWFRIsFMeqWyW3FnoMvEy0mZ5Kj3Sl/dfszTCBRyyYzpeG6CfsY0Ci5hUuymBhLGR2wAHUsVi8D42ezqCT21Sp+GsbalkM7U3xMZi4wZR4HtjBgOzaI3Ff/zOimGVT8TKkkRFJ8vClNJMabTCGhfaOAox5YwroW9lfIh04yjDapoQ/AWX14mzfOKd1lxby/KtWoeR4EckxNyRjxyRWrkhtRJg3CiyTN5JW/Oo/PivDsf89YVJ585In/gfP4AY+aTDw==</latexit>

samples

<latexit sha1_base64="4U02Hr25s7R7m1pVUWzdmk/CjzQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKDxV60S+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScW2VAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uw5qfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tO0YbgLb+8SlqXVe+66t5fleu1PI4CnMIZVMCDG6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gCHT41F</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="YadEBKIR3pBpVubzNkxa4yaC7/g=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpoRJc9Etlt+rOQVaJl5My5Gj0S1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB02Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsm5VQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc1Yc3PuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadog3BW355lbQuq9511b2/KtdreRwFOIUzqIAHN1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AGI1I1G</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="8JTr+qAILJ0i2GAhsTnPf9Ybc0s=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKDxV20S+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScW2VAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uw5qfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tO0YbgLb+8SlqXVe+66t5fleu1PI4CnMIZVMCDG6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gCKWY1H</latexit>

(c)

Figure 2.3: (a) Generative modeling of an underlying distribution using samples
of data. The probability distribution specifying whether a pixel should be black or
white to construct a human face can be complex and intractable. (b) A neural
network approximates and learns the underlying probability distribution from
samples of data, e.g., human faces. Once the distribution is approximated, new
samples can be drawn that resemble human faces. All faces in the above figure are
computer-generated; these human faces never existed [151, 152]. (c) In quantum
physics, we want to model complex quantum systems to predict probabilities for
measurement outcomes or other properties. The density matrix ρ allows us to
predict probabilities using the Born rule. Neural-network-based models can be
used to learn an efficient approximation for the underlying density matrix (or
exactly, as in Papers I and II).

data through sampling, e.g., x ∼ p(x,y = cat). Alternatively, we can
consider that generative models learn the conditional distribution p(x|y)
while discriminative models approximate p(y|x).

In most real-world problems, how to model these probability distri-
butions is unclear. Let us consider an image represented as pixel values
arranged in a square grid. A combination of values for the pixels could
represent an image of a human face. If we consider all possible human
faces, there is a particular underlying probability distribution of pixels that
can be sampled to generate different human faces, see Fig. 2.3. Writing a
mathematical function for this underlying probability density is challenging.

However, machine learning with neural networks can approximate and
learn such complex data distributions via training from samples. Human
faces have distinct patterns, like an oval shape, a proportional placement of
eyes, and other features. Generative models can approximate the underlying
distribution, capturing patterns and features to generate new faces that
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never existed [151, 152].

In quantum physics problems, the data x could represent spin con-
figurations or measured parity corresponding to a Wigner function. The
target could include classifying the phase or type of quantum state. As
we discussed previously, such classification tasks could be challenging due
to a lack of strict order parameter for the phase transition or noisy data.
However, a neural-network approach could tackle such problems following
the discriminative modeling idea, as we show in Papers II and IX.

Similarly, generative models can learn an approximation for the density
matrix of a quantum from noisy measurement data, such as Wigner-function
values. After training the model using a small set of samples, outcome
statistics for any other measurement can be generated through the approxi-
mation of the density matrix, e.g., expectation values of the parity function
that gives us the full underlying Wigner function, or the full density matrix,
as we discuss in Paper X.

At the heart of most such generative and discriminative modeling
approaches lie neural networks that are used to model complex relations
between data and approximate their distribution.

2.2 Neural networks and universal function approxima-
tion

Neural networks consist of interconnected artificial neurons that apply
linear and nonlinear transformations to transform inputs x ∈ X to outputs
y ∈ Y using a parameterized function f : X → Y. The inputs and outputs
form the data, D. X and Y could be anything from vectors to matrices or
arbitrary tensors representing encoding of images, text, video, or measured
signals.

If we consider a single neuron with the parameters θ, we can write its
output as

f(x; θ) = σ(θTx), (2.1)

where x = [x0, x1, . . . , xN ] is an input vector and θ is a vector of weights.
The term σ(·) denotes a nonlinear function called the activation function,
which is applied element-wise. The inputs are usually augmented to include
a bias term setting x0 = 1. Several such neurons form an output vector
y = [y0, y1, . . . , yM ]. A compact way to write this input-output relationship
would be to use a matrix of parameters that takes (N + 1)-dimensional
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Generated data

Data

Generator

(G)

Data

QST-CGAN

Fake/

Real<latexit sha1_base64="B3OVSV0dUbBqtP+tUjpwil+TusQ=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5cV7APbUjJppg3NZIbkjliG/oUbF4q49W/c+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybnHj6Uw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZRoxhsskpFu+9RwKRRvoEDJ27HmNPQlb/njm8xvPXJtRKTucRLzXkiHSgSCUbTSQzekOPID8lTqlytu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Xv7qDiCUhV8gkNabjuTH2UqpRMMmnpW5ieEzZmA55x1JFQ2566SzxlJxYZUCCSNunkMzU3xspDY2ZhL6dzBKaRS8T//M6CQZXvVSoOEGu2PyjIJEEI5KdTwZCc4ZyYgllWtishI2opgxtSVkJ3uLJy6R5VvUuqu7deaV2nddRhCM4hlPw4BJqcAt1aAADBc/wCm+OcV6cd+djPlpw8p1D+APn8wfF4pBT</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="JOR/LzDLRJWGfJPFM/B8WHdNASE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIqMeiF48VbC22oWy2L+3SzSbsboRQ+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrHqBFSj4BJbhhuBnUQhjQKBD8H4JvcfnlBpHst7kyXoR3QoecgZNVZ67EXUjIKQZJV+tebW3RnIMvEKUoMCzX71qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxh/QpXhTOC00ks1JpSN6RC7lkoaofYns8RTcmKVAQljZZ80ZKb+3pjQSOssCuxknlAvern4n9dNTXjlT7hMUoOSzT8KU0FMTPLzyYArZEZkllCmuM1K2IgqyowtKS/BWzx5mbTP6t5F3b07rzWuizrKcATHcAoeXEIDbqEJLWAg4Rle4c3Rzovz7nzMR0tOsXMIf+B8/gDHZ5BU</latexit>y<latexit sha1_base64="DRsKZCSRdQDb3ApiUGFdEiWX+qE=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5cV7EPaoWTSTBuaZIYkI4xDv8KNC0Xc+jnu/Bsz7Sy09UDgcM695NwTxJxp47rfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0dZQoQlsk4pHqBlhTziRtGWY47caKYhFw2gkmN7nfeaRKs0jemzSmvsAjyUJGsLHSQ19gMw5C9DSo1ty6OwNaJl5BalCgOah+9YcRSQSVhnCsdc9zY+NnWBlGOJ1W+ommMSYTPKI9SyUWVPvZLPAUnVhliMJI2ScNmqm/NzIstE5FYCfzgHrRy8X/vF5iwis/YzJODJVk/lGYcGQilF+PhkxRYnhqCSaK2ayIjLHCxNiOKrYEb/HkZdI+q3sXdffuvNa4LuoowxEcwyl4cAkNuIUmtICAgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/MxHy05xc4h/IHz+QORaJBB</latexit>z

<latexit sha1_base64="kNswObT9SK8GpJU+t0RxEBME7mE=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cKthbaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0bZQYxlsskpHpBNRyKTRvoUDJO7HhVAWSPwTjm9x/eOTGikjf4yTmvqJDLULBKObSU9+r9Ks1t+7OQJaJV5AaFGj2q1+9QcQSxTUySa3tem6MfkoNCib5tNJLLI8pG9Mh72ZUU8Wtn85unZKTTBmQMDJZaSQz9fdESpW1ExVknYriyC56ufif100wvPJToeMEuWbzRWEiCUYkf5wMhOEM5SQjlBmR3UrYiBrKMIsnD8FbfHmZtM/q3kXdvTuvNa6LOMpwBMdwCh5cQgNuoQktYDCCZ3iFN0c5L8678zFvLTnFzCH8gfP5A0Jujbk=</latexit>x1

<latexit sha1_base64="UKFDhLHLzF1c2jC6trILsMyD1pg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bp7ibsTsRS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEEth0XW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq2SgxjDdZJCPTCajlUmjeRIGSd2LDqQokbwfj28xvP3JjRaQfcBJzX9GhFqFgFDPpqV8r9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QcQSxTUySa3tem6M/pQaFEzyWamXWB5TNqZD3k2ppopbfzq/dUbOUmVAwsikpZHM1d8TU6qsnagg7VQUR3bZy8T/vG6C4bU/FTpOkGu2WBQmkmBEssfJQBjOUE5SQpkR6a2EjaihDNN4shC85ZdXSatW9S6r7v1FpX6Tx1GEEziFc/DgCupwBw1oAoMRPMMrvDnKeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH0Pzjbo=</latexit>x2

<latexit sha1_base64="QmSW6/iowojlZlmEPXvmRrTaqzY=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrjUcvg0GIlzAroh6DXjxGMA9I1mV2MkmGzD6Y6RXDsr/ixYMiXv0Rb/6Ns8keNLGgoajqprvLj6XQQMi3tbK6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u3bB5W2jhLFeItFMlJdn2ouRchbIEDybqw4DXzJO/7kJvc7j1xpEYX3MI25G9BRKIaCUTCSZ1f6MOZAH9IaOc28lDhZ2bOrpE5mwMvEKUgVFWh69ld/ELEk4CEwSbXuOSQGN6UKBJM8K/cTzWPKJnTEe4aGNODaTWe3Z/jEKAM8jJSpEPBM/T2R0kDraeCbzoDCWC96ufif10tgeOWmIowT4CGbLxomEkOE8yDwQCjOQE4NoUwJcytmY6ooAxNXHoKz+PIyaZ/VnYs6uTuvNq6LOEroCB2jGnLQJWqgW9RELcTQE3pGr+jNyqwX6936mLeuWMXMIfoD6/MHgBKTbw==</latexit>
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Figure 2.4: (a) A feed-forward, densely connected neural network applies linear and
nonlinear transformations to create a learnable function. (b) Convolutional neural
networks mimic the human visual cortex by extracting features through spatial
filters and use these features, and a feed-forward network in the end, to predict
labels. (c) Recurrent neural networks work with sequential data and emulate
memory effects through self-connections. (d) Variational autoencoders learn data
distributions via an encoder-decoder setup and generate new data resembling the
input dataset. An easy-to-sample distribution generates random vectors that are
then converted to data by the decoder. (e) Generative adversarial neural networks
use competing networks to learn data distributions. The generator produces data
from noise vectors and is trained by using a discriminator for assessment.

inputs (including a bias term) and transforms them to M -dimensional
outputs as

f(x; θ) = σ(θ · x), (2.2)

where θ is now a matrix.
Neurons can be organized into layers, forming a feed-forward neural

network, see Fig. 2.4. A basic neural network with one hidden layer (l = 1)
connects inputs (l = 0) to output y(l=2) as

y(2) = σ
[
θ(1) · σ

(
θ(0) · x(0)

)]
, (2.3)

where we assume that the weight matrices are of the right dimensions and
account for the bias terms.

Neural networks with a single hidden layer can model any function [153].
This forms the basis for using neural networks to model arbitrary functions
and probability distributions. While Ref. [153] used a continuous sigmoid
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activation for universal approximation, other activations, like trigonometric
ones, can also work via the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [154]. This theorem
assures that a polynomial p(x) exists, so that for any x within the interval
[a, b], a continuous, bounded, and real function f can be arbitrarily close
to p(x), as |f(x) − p(x)| < ϵ with any error ϵ.

In Ref. [155], the Stone-Weirstrass theorem was used to show that
any bounded non-constant activation (even if discontinuous) works for
the approximation. In a later work, Ref. [156] showed that standard
multi-layer feed-forward neural networks with locally bounded piecewise-
continuous activation could approximate any continuous function to any
degree of accuracy provided that the activation function is not a polynomial.
Extending to multidimensional functions follows naturally.

Universal approximation theorems only guarantee that shallow, single-
hidden-layer neural networks can approximate any function, but, in practice,
deeper networks with many hidden layers work better [134, 157]. Deeper
networks express some functions more efficiently [158, 159], especially in
convolutional networks [160]. In some examples, a single-hidden-layer
neural network was shown to be unable to realize a three-hidden-layer
network [161]. Similarly, a deep convolutional network could not be realized
with a shallow network unless the number of nodes in the hidden layer grew
exponentially [162]. In Ref. [134], it was shown with a simple demonstration
that multiplying n variables required 2n neurons using a single hidden layer,
but 4n neurons with a deeper network using log2 n layers.

Besides mathematical arguments, physics could also explain why deep
learning works well in practice. The data-generation process and the forward
model that links parameters to complex data could be seen as a sequence
of simple hierarchical steps. The structure of deep neural networks might
be more suited to reverse these steps, with each layer distilling information
necessary only for the final output [134].

The feed-forward neural network is just one architecture to construct
neural-network models. Other formulations of artificial neurons, such
as spiking neurons, are also actively researched and pursued [163]. The
success of various neural-network architectures can be attributed to specific
ways where the model adapts to the nature of data or the problem, see
Fig. 2.4. As an example, the transformer architecture, with its attention
mechanism that focuses on specific parts of the input, has revolutionized
language-related applications [10, 12].

The arguments for function approximation do not discuss the train-
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ing and optimization of neural networks. Deep neural networks today
have billions of parameters that require optimization [93]. In 1986, the
backpropagation algorithm, driven by the chain rule, emerged as a way of
computing gradients in a neural network [164] that could then be used for
gradient-based optimization. We will cover gradient-based optimization in
the next chapter. Before that, let us first explore how neural networks can
be used for modeling.

In Papers I and II, we used neural networks to model a quantum system
following ideas from generative modeling.

2.3 Modeling with neural networks

In classification tasks, neural networks serve as discriminative models by
approximating the conditional probability p(y|x). We consider samples
of labeled data (x,y), where the target labels are represented as one-hot-
encoded vectors. The one-hot-encoding allows a probabilistic interpretation,
where elements of y = [y0, . . . , ym] represent class probabilities, e.g., (y =
[1,0,0, . . . ] says that the probability for the data instance x to belong to
the first class is one, while all other probabilities are zero.

A neural network with parameters θ takes an input x and predicts a
probability vector v = [v0, . . . , vm] on which a so-called softmax activation
is applied as

v = f(x; θ),

softmax(v)m = evm

∑
i e
vi
. (2.4)

The softmax activation ensures that the output v represents probabilities
that sum up to one. The neural network represents a map between data
and labels that will output random probabilities at initialization and needs
to be trained using data.

An objective function is defined such that the network’s output proba-
bilities match the data after training, i.e., we want to minimize a measure of
discrepancy between the true (unknown) probability density p(y|x) and our
approximation of it, f(x; θ). We can maximize the so-called log-likelihood
function by minimizing

L(θ) = −
∑

(x,y)
yT · log(v) = −

∑

(x,y)
yT · log[softmax[f(x; θ)]], (2.5)
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where the sum is over all points in our dataset. It is easy to see that
if the target and the predicted probabilities are the same, L(θ) reaches
a minimium. The optimization can be performed using batches of data,
usually by gradient descent, as we discuss in Chapter 3. The likelihood
function is one possible choice of a loss function that converts neural-network
training into a parameter-estimation problem. We discuss more details on
this topic in Sec. 2.4.

The use of neural networks for generative modeling is more complicated,
and we present some of the approaches below.

2.3.1 Restricted Boltzmann machines

Restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) are an early type of generative mod-
els, distinct from standard feed-forward neural networks [165]. RBMs have
been used for quantum state tomography via the neural-network-quantum-
states ansatz [41] and are interesting for modeling quantum systems. An
RBM has visible and hidden units (v = {v1, v2, ..., vi},h = {h1, h2, ..., hj})
that give stochastic binary outputs (vi, hj ∈ {0, 1}). Stochasticity comes
from defining the following rule to update the state of a neuron: hj = 1 if
the probability

p(hj = 1|v) = g

(
θ0j +

∑

i

θijvi

)
(2.6)

exceeds a random value sampled from a uniform distribution U(0, 1), where
g is the activation function. Visible units update similarly based on hidden
units, and the model converges to a Boltzmann distribution at equilibrium:

p(v; θ) = 1
Z(θ)

∑

h
e−E(v,h;θ), (2.7)

using an energy function

E(v,h; θ) = −
∑

i∈visible

θ0ivi −
∑

j∈hidden

θ0jhj −
∑

i,j

vihjθij , (2.8)

where Z(θ) = ∑
v,h e

−E(v,h;θ) is the partition function playing a similar role
to the softmax activation.

RBMs approximate the underlying probability distribution of data p(x)
by modeling it as a parameterized Boltzmann distribution p(v = x; θ). The
training proceeds by optimizing a measure of statistical divergence (e.g.,
KL divergence) between samples generated by the RBM and actual data.
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During training, we search for parameters θ that give a high probability
for the visible units when set to the data v = x. However, training RBMs
is not easy since, e.g., with gradient-based optimization, the probability’s
log-likelihood is intractable because of the partition function. Techniques
like contrastive divergence [165, 166] enable the training of RBMs but are
complicated.

Once trained, new data is generated by some sampling technique, e.g.,
Gibbs sampling [165]. We can start from a random state v0 and iteratively
update the RBM state until equilibrium, see Fig. 2.5. However, here again,
RBMs face difficulty in sampling since the time to reach equilibrium could
become large and impractical for larger problems. To handle continuous data
with RBMs, we need conversion to a binary encoding or modifications such
as Gaussian-Bernoulli RBMs [167]. In contrast to RBMs, approaches like
variational autoencoders (VAEs) [168] and generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [169] simplify neural-network-based generative modeling by using
a latent (noise) variable.

Note that we have not used the label y in the data generation. Therefore,
the simple RBM only unconditionally samples x. However, as we see later, it
is easy to extend generative models for conditional outputs, e.g., conditional
generative adversarial networks (CGANs) [170]. We use CGANs in Papers
I and II to generate measurement statistics for quantum measurements in
the tomographical reconstruction of quantum states.

We briefly discuss the main ideas here, although only VAEs and GANs
are relevant for the results in Papers I and II. Other approaches that
use latent variables are normalizing flows [171], score-based [172], and
diffusion models [105]. All such models use parameterized neural networks to
approximate the underlying data distribution, can be trained with gradient-
based optimization, and deal with stochasticity more straightforwardly
than RBMs. However, they have significant differences; see Fig. 2.5. Such
techniques have not been applied to quantum problems so far, but could have
great potential to tackle complex problems in quantum physics, extending
the work reported in this thesis.

2.3.2 Variational autoencoders

Variational autoencoders approximate data distributions using latent (noise)
vectors z ∼ pz(z). The latent vectors introduce stochasticity by map-
ping random elements from an easy-to-sample distribution pz(z), e.g., a
multi-dimensional Gaussian, to the unknown, possibly complicated, target
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<latexit sha1_base64="rnSb6ON07ATv+HzsHUdUl7PWGn0=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepShMEi1E1JRLTLghuXFewFmhAm00k7dDKJMxOxxq7c+CpuXCji1mdw59s4aSNo6w8DH/85hznn92NGpbKsL6OwsLi0vFJcLa2tb2xumds7LRklApMmjlgkOj6ShFFOmooqRjqxICj0GWn7w/Os3r4hQtKIX6lRTNwQ9TkNKEZKW565f+2lTjyg44oTIjXwA3h3/0O3R55ZtqrWRHAe7BzKIFfDMz+dXoSTkHCFGZKya1uxclMkFMWMjEtOIkmM8BD1SVcjRyGRbjo5YwwPtdODQST04wpO3N8TKQqlHIW+7sw2lLO1zPyv1k1UUHNTyuNEEY6nHwUJgyqCWSawRwXBio00ICyo3hXiARIIK51cSYdgz548D63jqn1atS5PyvVaHkcR7IEDUAE2OAN1cAEaoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvE9bC0Y+swv+yPj4BgGQmMg=</latexit>

q�(z|x)
<latexit sha1_base64="/Oy9MA9V0PfBZQiwi0hIR6iLnws=">AAACCHicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26cLAIdVMSEe2y4MZlBXuBpoTJdNIOnVyYORFr7NKNr+LGhSJufQR3vo2TNoK2/jDw8Z9zmHN+LxZcgWV9GQuLS8srq4W14vrG5ta2ubPbVFEiKWvQSESy7RHFBA9ZAzgI1o4lI4EnWMsbXmT11g2TikfhNYxi1g1IP+Q+pwS05ZoHsZs6MGBAxmUnIDDwfHx7/0N3x65ZsirWRHge7BxKKFfdNT+dXkSTgIVABVGqY1sxdFMigVPBxkUnUSwmdEj6rKMxJAFT3XRyyBgfaaeH/UjqFwKeuL8nUhIoNQo83ZltqGZrmflfrZOAX+2mPIwTYCGdfuQnAkOEs1Rwj0tGQYw0ECq53hXTAZGEgs6uqEOwZ0+eh+ZJxT6rWFenpVo1j6OA9tEhKiMbnaMaukR11EAUPaAn9IJejUfj2Xgz3qetC0Y+s4f+yPj4BqXPmbA=</latexit>

p✓(x|z)

<latexit sha1_base64="E5gTctO/5EYZ+/07NQiALo4Y7VA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKaI4RETxGMA9MljA7mSRDZmeXmV4xLPkLLx4U8erfePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIJbCoOt+O7mV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/QMFGiGa+zSEa6FVDDpVC8jgIlb8Wa0zCQvBmMrqd+85FrIyJ1j+OY+yEdKNEXjKKVHjrInzBtXN1MusWSW3ZnIMvEy0gJMtS6xa9OL2JJyBUySY1pe26Mfko1Cib5pNBJDI8pG9EBb1uqaMiNn84unpATq/RIP9K2FJKZ+nsipaEx4zCwnSHFoVn0puJ/XjvBfsVPhYoT5IrNF/UTSTAi0/dJT2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQxtSwYbgLb68TBpnZe+i7N6dl6qVLI48HMExnIIHl1CFW6hBHRgoeIZXeHOM8+K8Ox/z1pyTzRzCHzifP41ukM4=</latexit>

VAE

<latexit sha1_base64="gMMvV3pLlv2R6icsyxtGILbIbGo=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIaJcFNy4r2Ie0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRhyGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybkniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMb3K/+0iVZpG8N2lMfYHHkoWMYGOlh4HAZhKE6GlYrbl1dw60SryC1KBAa1j9GowikggqDeFY677nxsbPsDKMcDqrDBJNY0ymeEz7lkosqPazeeAZOrPKCIWRsk8aNFd/b2RYaJ2KwE7mAfWyl4v/ef3EhA0/YzJODJVk8VGYcGQilF+PRkxRYnhqCSaK2ayITLDCxNiOKrYEb/nkVdK5qHtXdffustZsFHWU4QRO4Rw8uIYm3EIL2kBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYjJacYucY/sD5/AGLXpA1</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="ok4tkMGuzEVOp/lyU2r0o1RB8p4=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFdlRkR7bLgxmUF+8C2lEyaaUMzmSG5I5ahf+HGhSJu/Rt3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOdecu7xYykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJko04w0WyUi3fWq4FIo3UKDk7VhzGvqSt/zxTea3Hrk2IlL3OIl5L6RDJQLBKFrpoRtSHPkBeTrrl8puxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUe+XvrqDiCUhV8gkNabjuTH2UqpRMMmnxW5ieEzZmA55x1JFQ2566SzxlJxaZUCCSNunkMzU3xspDY2ZhL6dzBKaRS8T//M6CQbVXipUnCBXbP5RkEiCEcnOJwOhOUM5sYQyLWxWwkZUU4a2pKItwVs8eZk0LyreVcW9uyzXqnkdBTiGEzgHD66hBrdQhwYwUPAMr/DmGOfFeXc+5qMrTr5zBH/gfP4A7tSQZg==</latexit>

x0<latexit sha1_base64="cOmH6QUcE+g2/1LNxRGZ7Zo3Xa8=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkR0S4LblxWsA9ph5JJM21okhmSjFCHfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTDjTxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dZwqQlsk5rHqhlhTziRtGWY47SaKYhFy2gknN7nfeaRKs1jem2lCA4FHkkWMYGOlh77AZhxG6GngVr2aNwdaJX5BqlCgOXC/+sOYpIJKQzjWuud7iQkyrAwjnM4q/VTTBJMJHtGepRILqoNsHniGzqwyRFGs7JMGzdXfGxkWWk9FaCfzgHrZy8X/vF5qonqQMZmkhkqy+ChKOTIxyq9HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2ayIjLHCxNiOKrYEf/nkVdK+qPlXNe/ustqoF3WU4QRO4Rx8uIYG3EITWkBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYjJacYucY/sD5/AGOZpA3</latexit>z

<latexit sha1_base64="upKaVNfXj+vtY/pmgU9iu1eSqhQ=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKaI4RD3qSCOaByRJmJ7PJkNnZZaZXDEv+wosHRbz6N978GyePg0YLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6775eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5ew8SpZrzOYhnrVkANl0LxOgqUvJVoTqNA8mYwvJz4zQeujYjVHY4S7ke0r0QoGEUr3XeQP2J2dXEz7hZLbtmdgvwl3pyUYI5at/jZ6cUsjbhCJqkxbc9N0M+oRsEkHxc6qeEJZUPa521LFY248bPpxWNyZJUeCWNtSyGZqj8nMhoZM4oC2xlRHJhFbyL+57VTDCt+JlSSIldstihMJcGYTN4nPaE5QzmyhDIt7K2EDaimDG1IBRuCt/jyX9I4KXtnZff2tFStzOPIwwEcwjF4cA5VuIYa1IGBgid4gVfHOM/Om/M+a80585l9+AXn4xuEMpDI</latexit>

GAN

<latexit sha1_base64="DjEBuWotY38TtTix0d/sSfqfwTs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU01EtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz04F54/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCORr98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NWPMzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2nZEPwll9eJa3Lqnddde+vKvVaHkcRTuAUzsGDG6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwBTpY0j</latexit>

0/1

<latexit sha1_base64="tYPpHIHZZwd17Viuzhby5g+jaOI=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69BIvgqSQi2mPBgx4r2FpoQ9lsp+3SzW7YnRRL6D/x4kERr/4Tb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzokRwg77/7RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf0D9/CoaVSqGTSYEkq3ImpAcAkN5CiglWigcSTgMRrdzPzHMWjDlXzASQJhTAeS9zmjaKWu63YQnjC7BQmaotLTrlv2K/4c3ioJclImOepd96vTUyyNQSIT1Jh24CcYZlQjZwKmpU5qIKFsRAfQtlTSGEyYzS+femdW6Xl9pW1J9Obq74mMxsZM4sh2xhSHZtmbif957RT71TDjMkkRJFss6qfCQ+XNYvB6XANDMbGEMs3trR4bUk0Z2rBKNoRg+eVV0ryoBFcV//6yXKvmcRTJCTkl5yQg16RG7kidNAgjY/JMXsmbkzkvzrvzsWgtOPnMMfkD5/MHPnqUBg==</latexit>

Generator
<latexit sha1_base64="adb6t50rL8pOzkmqxGqoln5YiY4=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrfdy8DAbBU9gV0RwDevAYwTwgWcLsZDYZMjuzzPSKcQn+ihcPinj1P7z5N06SPWhiQUNR1U13V5gIbsDzvp2l5ZXVtfXCRnFza3tn193bbxiVasrqVAmlWyExTHDJ6sBBsFaiGYlDwZrh8GriN++ZNlzJOxglLIhJX/KIUwJW6rqHHWAPkF1zQzWPuSSg9LjrlryyNwVeJH5OSihHret+dXqKpjGTQAUxpu17CQQZ0cCpYONiJzUsIXRI+qxtqSQxM0E2vX6MT6zSw5HStiTgqfp7IiOxMaM4tJ0xgYGZ9ybif147hagSZFwmKTBJZ4uiVGBQeBIF7nHNKIiRJcR+b2/FdEA0oWADK9oQ/PmXF0njrOxflL3b81K1ksdRQEfoGJ0iH12iKrpBNVRHFD2iZ/SK3pwn58V5dz5mrUtOPnOA/sD5/AGAupXf</latexit>

Discriminator

<latexit sha1_base64="rtnsgnvPP/qedFAoHRIgpyoNDbU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZRERAtuCi50WcE+oAllMp20QycPZm6ENhR/xY0LRdz6H+78GydtFtp6YOBwzr3cM8eLBVdgWd9GYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3TP3D1oqSiRlTRqJSHY8opjgIWsCB8E6sWQk8ARre6ObzG8/Mql4FD7AOGZuQAYh9zkloKWeeXRbcQICQ8/Hk2vswJABOeuZZatqzYCXiZ2TMsrR6JlfTj+iScBCoIIo1bWtGNyUSOBUsGnJSRSLCR2RAetqGpKAKTedpZ/iU630sR9J/ULAM/X3RkoCpcaBpyezpGrRy8T/vG4Cfs1NeRgnwEI6P+QnAkOEsypwn0tGQYw1IVRynRXTIZGEgi6spEuwF7+8TFrnVfuyat1flOu1vI4iOkYnqIJsdIXq6A41UBNRNEHP6BW9GU/Gi/FufMxHC0a+c4j+wPj8AfUWlDs=</latexit>

G(z; ✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="/JGgVx2PygPEHOE/WSbD+My7hXA=">AAACB3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9SlIINFrCAlEdGCm4IuXFawF2hCmUwn7dDJhZmJWEp3bnwVNy4UcesruPNtnLRBtPrDwMd/zmHO+b2YM6ks69PIzc0vLC7llwsrq2vrG+bmVkNGiSC0TiIeiZaHJeUspHXFFKetWFAceJw2vcFFWm/eUiFZFN6oYUzdAPdC5jOClbY65u5lyQmw6ns+ujtC33hwjpy4zw47ZtEqWxOhv2BnUIRMtY754XQjkgQ0VIRjKdu2FSt3hIVihNNxwUkkjTEZ4B5tawxxQKU7mtwxRvva6SI/EvqFCk3cnxMjHEg5DDzdmS4qZ2up+V+tnSi/4o5YGCeKhmT6kZ9wpCKUhoK6TFCi+FADJoLpXRHpY4GJ0tEVdAj27Ml/oXFctk/L1vVJsVrJ4sjDDuxBCWw4gypcQQ3qQOAeHuEZXowH48l4Nd6mrTkjm9mGXzLevwBEJ5ee</latexit>

D(x,x0;�)

<latexit sha1_base64="gMMvV3pLlv2R6icsyxtGILbIbGo=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIaJcFNy4r2Ie0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRhyGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybkniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMb3K/+0iVZpG8N2lMfYHHkoWMYGOlh4HAZhKE6GlYrbl1dw60SryC1KBAa1j9GowikggqDeFY677nxsbPsDKMcDqrDBJNY0ymeEz7lkosqPazeeAZOrPKCIWRsk8aNFd/b2RYaJ2KwE7mAfWyl4v/ef3EhA0/YzJODJVk8VGYcGQilF+PRkxRYnhqCSaK2ayITLDCxNiOKrYEb/nkVdK5qHtXdffustZsFHWU4QRO4Rw8uIYm3EIL2kBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYjJacYucY/sD5/AGLXpA1</latexit>x <latexit sha1_base64="cOmH6QUcE+g2/1LNxRGZ7Zo3Xa8=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkR0S4LblxWsA9ph5JJM21okhmSjFCHfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTDjTxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dZwqQlsk5rHqhlhTziRtGWY47SaKYhFy2gknN7nfeaRKs1jem2lCA4FHkkWMYGOlh77AZhxG6GngVr2aNwdaJX5BqlCgOXC/+sOYpIJKQzjWuud7iQkyrAwjnM4q/VTTBJMJHtGepRILqoNsHniGzqwyRFGs7JMGzdXfGxkWWk9FaCfzgHrZy8X/vF5qonqQMZmkhkqy+ChKOTIxyq9HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2ayIjLHCxNiOKrYEf/nkVdK+qPlXNe/ustqoF3WU4QRO4Rx8uIYG3EITWkBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYjJacYucY/sD5/AGOZpA3</latexit>z

<latexit sha1_base64="osoahW+j6Lv188bpy2pwnEU5t+U=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUREeywI4rGC/YA2lM120y7d7IbdiVpCf4YXD4p49dd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJoIb9LxvZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2jUo1ZQ2qhNLtkBgmuGQN5ChYO9GMxKFgrXB0PfVbD0wbruQ9jhMWxGQgecQpQSt1usieMLsR6nHSK5W9ijeDu0z8nJQhR71X+ur2FU1jJpEKYkzH9xIMMqKRU8EmxW5qWELoiAxYx1JJYmaCbHbyxD21St+NlLYl0Z2pvycyEhszjkPbGRMcmkVvKv7ndVKMqkHGZZIik3S+KEqFi8qd/u/2uWYUxdgSQjW3t7p0SDShaFMq2hD8xZeXSfO84l9WvLuLcq2ax1GAYziBM/DhCmpwC3VoAAUFz/AKbw46L8678zFvXXHymSP4A+fzB9PnkZQ=</latexit>

Flow
<latexit sha1_base64="Xf1noRZ3lMfyAFhCZHokSGwWDGU=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWAR6sKSiGjBTcGNywr2AU0sk+mkHTp5MHMjllA3/oobF4q49S/c+TdO2iy0euDC4Zx7ufceLxZcgWV9GYWFxaXlleJqaW19Y3PL3N5pqSiRlDVpJCLZ8YhigoesCRwE68SSkcATrO2NLjO/fcek4lF4A+OYuQEZhNznlICWeuaef5se25OKExAYej6+v3BgyIAc9cyyVbWmwH+JnZMyytHomZ9OP6JJwEKggijVta0Y3JRI4FSwSclJFIsJHZEB62oakoApN51+MMGHWuljP5K6QsBT9edESgKlxoGnO7ND1byXif953QT8mpvyME6AhXS2yE8EhghnceA+l4yCGGtCqOT6VkyHRBIKOrSSDsGef/kvaZ1U7bOqdX1artfyOIpoHx2gCrLROaqjK9RATUTRA3pCL+jVeDSejTfjfdZaMPKZXfQLxsc3O4yWFA==</latexit>

f�1(x; ✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="+nJsB62he+Wb8xNq8x++RewjwsE=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBotQNyUR0YKbghuXFewDmlAm00k7dPJg5kaIof6KGxeKuPVD3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce7lnjhcLrsCyvo3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/YB4edVWUSMo6NBKR7HtEMcFD1gEOgvVjyUjgCdbzpje533tgUvEovIc0Zm5AxiH3OSWgpaFZ9etOQGDi+fjx2oEJA3I2NGtWw5oDrxK7IDVUoD00v5xRRJOAhUAFUWpgWzG4GZHAqWCzipMoFhM6JWM20DQkAVNuNg8/w6daGWE/kvqFgOfq742MBEqlgacn86Bq2cvF/7xBAn7TzXgYJ8BCujjkJwJDhPMm8IhLRkGkmhAquc6K6YRIQkH3VdEl2MtfXiXd84Z92bDuLmqtZlFHGR2jE1RHNrpCLXSL2qiDKErRM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+L0ZJR7FTRHxifP8unlDA=</latexit>

f(z; ✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="gMMvV3pLlv2R6icsyxtGILbIbGo=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIaJcFNy4r2Ie0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRhyGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybkniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMb3K/+0iVZpG8N2lMfYHHkoWMYGOlh4HAZhKE6GlYrbl1dw60SryC1KBAa1j9GowikggqDeFY677nxsbPsDKMcDqrDBJNY0ymeEz7lkosqPazeeAZOrPKCIWRsk8aNFd/b2RYaJ2KwE7mAfWyl4v/ef3EhA0/YzJODJVk8VGYcGQilF+PRkxRYnhqCSaK2ayITLDCxNiOKrYEb/nkVdK5qHtXdffustZsFHWU4QRO4Rw8uIYm3EIL2kBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYjJacYucY/sD5/AGLXpA1</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="HgO5Huo5v7yrr0kmvHnnnEP4Aac=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHaNUY4kXjxilEcCGzI7NDBhdnad6SWSDd/hxYPGePVjvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUMFGiOdR5JCPdCpgBKRTUUaCEVqyBhYGEZjC6mfnNMWgjIvWAkxj8kA2U6AvO0Ep+B+EJ03seaTDTbrHklt056CrxMlIiGWrd4lenF/EkBIVcMmPanhujnzKNgkuYFjqJgZjxERtA21LFQjB+Oj96Ss+s0qP9SNtSSOfq74mUhcZMwsB2hgyHZtmbif957QT7FT8VKk4QFF8s6ieSYkRnCdCe0MBRTixhXAt7K+VDphlHm1PBhuAtv7xKGhdl76rs3l2WqpUsjjw5IafknHjkmlTJLamROuHkkTyTV/LmjJ0X5935WLTmnGzmmPyB8/kDbYqSfw==</latexit>

Scores
<latexit sha1_base64="AKJ640M6MI8C6/TNEDJ2SRCGavA=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBotQNyUR0S4LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QySTMTMQS+gFu/BU3LhRx6we482+ctEG09cDA4ZxzmXuPH3OmtG1/WYWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QVlEiCW2RiEey62NFORO0pZnmtBtLikOf044/vsr8zh2VikXiVk9i6oV4KFjACNZG6pcrrsA+x/3UDbEe+QG6n7o8GqK4+iOcmpRds2dAy8TJSQVyNPvlT3cQkSSkQhOOleo5dqy9FEvNCKfTkpsoGmMyxkPaM1TgkCovnR0zRSdGGaAgkuYJjWbq74kUh0pNQt8ksw3VopeJ/3m9RAd1L2UiTjQVZP5RkHCkI5Q1gwZMUqL5xBBMJDO7IjLCEhNt+iuZEpzFk5dJ+6zmXNTsm/NKo57XUYQjOIYqOHAJDbiGJrSAwAM8wQu8Wo/Ws/Vmvc+jBSufOYQ/sD6+ASjymwA=</latexit>rx log p(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="q/D6lLM1THOutR3Idbo4R/2EAwg=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oj16WSyCp5KIaI8FLx4r2FZoQthsN+3SzSbsTsQQ6l/x4kERr/4Qb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwDY7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf0D+/Cop5NMUdaliUjUfUg0E1yyLnAQ7D5VjMShYP1wcj3z+w9MaZ7IO8hT5sdkJHnEKQEjBXZdB4UHYwZkij2Spip5xIHdcJrOHHiVuCVpoBKdwP7yhgnNYiaBCqL1wHVS8AuigFPBpjUv0ywldEJGbGCoJDHTfjE/fopPjTLEUaJMScBz9fdEQWKt8zg0nTGBsV72ZuJ/3iCDqOUXXKYZMEkXi6JMYEjwLAk85IpRELkhhCpubsV0TBShYPKqmRDc5ZdXSe+86V42nduLRrtVxlFFx+gEnSEXXaE2ukEd1EUU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj0VrxSpn6ugPrM8fz2iU1g==</latexit>s✓ ⇡

<latexit sha1_base64="QBs2Q6D1jUbxDKlsinBswx43vQ4=">AAACAXicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+ndoINotBsAp3IpoyYGNhEcF8QBLC3maSLNnbO3bnguGIjX/FxkIRW/+Fnf/GzUehiQ8GHu/NMDMviKUw6HnfTmZldW19I7uZ29re2d1z9w+qJko0hwqPZKTrATMghYIKCpRQjzWwMJBQCwbXE782BG1EpO5xFEMrZD0luoIztFLbPWoiPGB6y1QPhkLRzkixUHAzbrt5r+BNQZeJPyd5Mke57X41OxFPQlDIJTOm4XsxtlKmUXAJ41wzMRAzPmA9aFhq14BppdMPxvTUKh3ajbQthXSq/p5IWWjMKAxsZ8iwbxa9ifif10iwW2ylQsUJguKzRd1EUozoJA7aERo4ypEljGthb6W8zzTjaEPL2RD8xZeXSfW84F8WvLuLfKk4jyNLjskJOSM+uSIlckPKpEI4eSTP5JW8OU/Oi/PufMxaM8585pD8gfP5Aznvl1s=</latexit>

Langevin dynamics

<latexit sha1_base64="ok4tkMGuzEVOp/lyU2r0o1RB8p4=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFdlRkR7bLgxmUF+8C2lEyaaUMzmSG5I5ahf+HGhSJu/Rt3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOdecu7xYykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJko04w0WyUi3fWq4FIo3UKDk7VhzGvqSt/zxTea3Hrk2IlL3OIl5L6RDJQLBKFrpoRtSHPkBeTrrl8puxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUe+XvrqDiCUhV8gkNabjuTH2UqpRMMmnxW5ieEzZmA55x1JFQ2566SzxlJxaZUCCSNunkMzU3xspDY2ZhL6dzBKaRS8T//M6CQbVXipUnCBXbP5RkEiCEcnOJwOhOUM5sYQyLWxWwkZUU4a2pKItwVs8eZk0LyreVcW9uyzXqnkdBTiGEzgHD66hBrdQhwYwUPAMr/DmGOfFeXc+5qMrTr5zBH/gfP4A7tSQZg==</latexit>

x0

<latexit sha1_base64="OwyN2U9OYOzQOSbZcZLooAeHSNg=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBotQNyUR0S4LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QySTM3IglFPwVNy4Ucet3uPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPnCARXIPjfFsrq2vrG5ulrfL2zu7evn1w2NZxqihr0VjEqhsQzQSXrAUcBOsmipEoEKwTjG9yv/PAlOaxvIdJwvyIDCUPOSVgpL59rPuZByMGZFr1IgKjIMSP53274tScGfAycQtSQQWaffvLG8Q0jZgEKojWPddJwM+IAk4Fm5a9VLOE0DEZsp6hkkRM+9ks/hSfGWWAw1iZJwHP1N8bGYm0nkSBmcwT6kUvF//zeimEdT/jMkmBSTo/FKYCQ4zzLvCAK0ZBTAwhVHGTFdMRUYSCaaxsSnAXv7xM2hc196rm3F1WGvWijhI6Qaeoilx0jRroFjVRC1GUoWf0it6sJ+vFerc+5qMrVrFzhP7A+vwB7GqVaw==</latexit>

s✓(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="BaGYJuptLk28tpW4v6Su/kqqwbE=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAFNzUr1q/oh69BIvgqSQi2mNBDx4r2FpoQ9lsX9qlm03YfSmW0H/ixYMiXv0n3vw3btoctHVgYZiZx3s7QSK4Rtf9tkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BfXjU1nGqGLRYLGLVCagGwSW0kKOATqKARoGAx2B8k/uPE1Cax/IBpwn4ER1KHnJG0Uh92+4hPGF2y8MwzUOzvl11a+4czirxClIlBZp9+6s3iFkagUQmqNZdz03Qz6hCzgTMKr1UQ0LZmA6ha6ikEWg/m18+c86MMnDCWJkn0ZmrvycyGmk9jQKTjCiO9LKXi/953RTDup9xmaQIki0WhalwMHbyGpwBV8BQTA2hTHFzq8NGVFGGpqyKKcFb/vIqaV/UvKuae39ZbdSLOsrkhJySc+KRa9Igd6RJWoSRCXkmr+TNyqwX6936WERLVjFzTP7A+vwBPn+UBg==</latexit>

Di↵usion

…

<latexit sha1_base64="K1kcoYooxd2/BJgGOTl+GuKfIVo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUREuyy4cVnBPqANZTKdtEMnkzBzI5bQz3DjQhG3fo07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEikMuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJk414y0Wy1h3A2q4FIq3UKDk3URzGgWSd4LJbe53Hrk2IlYPOE24H9GREqFgFK3U60cUx0FIngbeoFJ1a+4cZJV4BalCgeag8tUfxiyNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwSSflfup4QllEzriPUsVjbjxs3nkGTm3ypCEsbZPIZmrvzcyGhkzjQI7mUc0y14u/uf1UgzrfiZUkiJXbPFRmEqCMcnvJ0OhOUM5tYQyLWxWwsZUU4a2pbItwVs+eZW0L2vedc29v6o26kUdJTiFM7gAD26gAXfQhBYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+FqNrTrFzAn/gfP4AtsKQ2Q==</latexit>x1
<latexit sha1_base64="Yr7bi8eVIi7lgyFjmfPs+QlQAwI=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqswU0S4LblxWsA+YDiWTZtrQTDIkGbEM/Qw3LhRx69e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3knNPmHCmjet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1TJVhHaI5FL1Q6wpZ4J2DDOc9hNFcRxy2gunt7nfe6RKMykezCyhQYzHgkWMYGMlfxBjMwkj9DRsDKs1t+4ugNaJV5AaFGgPq1+DkSRpTIUhHGvte25iggwrwwin88og1TTBZIrH1LdU4JjqIFtEnqMLq4xQJJV9wqCF+nsjw7HWszi0k3lEverl4n+en5qoGWRMJKmhgiw/ilKOjET5/WjEFCWGzyzBRDGbFZEJVpgY21LFluCtnrxOuo26d113769qrWZRRxnO4BwuwYMbaMEdtKEDBCQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj+VoySl2TuEPnM8fuEaQ2g==</latexit>x2

<latexit sha1_base64="gMMvV3pLlv2R6icsyxtGILbIbGo=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIaJcFNy4r2Ie0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRhyGfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybkniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMb3K/+0iVZpG8N2lMfYHHkoWMYGOlh4HAZhKE6GlYrbl1dw60SryC1KBAa1j9GowikggqDeFY677nxsbPsDKMcDqrDBJNY0ymeEz7lkosqPazeeAZOrPKCIWRsk8aNFd/b2RYaJ2KwE7mAfWyl4v/ef3EhA0/YzJODJVk8VGYcGQilF+PRkxRYnhqCSaK2ayITLDCxNiOKrYEb/nkVdK5qHtXdffustZsFHWU4QRO4Rw8uIYm3EIL2kBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYjJacYucY/sD5/AGLXpA1</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="//Bhm99vVJ4mNjMrRH9bwpusgF8=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomI9ljw4rGC/YAmlM120i7dbMLuRCyhf8OLB0W8+me8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJsk0hxZPZKK7ITMghYIWCpTQTTWwOJTQCce3M7/zCNqIRD3gJIUgZkMlIsEZWsn3EZ4wV4kwMO1Xqm7NnYOuEq8gVVKg2a98+YOEZzEo5JIZ0/PcFIOcaRRcwrTsZwZSxsdsCD1LFYvBBPn85ik9t8qARom2pZDO1d8TOYuNmcSh7YwZjsyyNxP/83oZRvUgFyrNEBRfLIoySTGhswDoQGjgKCeWMK6FvZXyEdOMo42pbEPwll9eJe3Lmnddc++vqo16EUeJnJIzckE8ckMa5I40SYtwkpJn8krenMx5cd6dj0XrmlPMnJA/cD5/AMlZkiQ=</latexit>

noise

<latexit sha1_base64="cOmH6QUcE+g2/1LNxRGZ7Zo3Xa8=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkR0S4LblxWsA9ph5JJM21okhmSjFCHfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTDjTxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dZwqQlsk5rHqhlhTziRtGWY47SaKYhFy2gknN7nfeaRKs1jem2lCA4FHkkWMYGOlh77AZhxG6GngVr2aNwdaJX5BqlCgOXC/+sOYpIJKQzjWuud7iQkyrAwjnM4q/VTTBJMJHtGepRILqoNsHniGzqwyRFGs7JMGzdXfGxkWWk9FaCfzgHrZy8X/vF5qonqQMZmkhkqy+ChKOTIxyq9HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2ayIjLHCxNiOKrYEf/nkVdK+qPlXNe/ustqoF3WU4QRO4Rx8uIYG3EITWkBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYjJacYucY/sD5/AGOZpA3</latexit>z
<latexit sha1_base64="q8QQV/SLMdSM4BVRL4Bmne0l0iU=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4CRbBVUlEtMuCG5dV7APaUibTm3boZBJmbsQS6sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xkmbhbYeGDiccy537vFjwTW67re1tLyyurZe2Chubm3v7Np7+w0dJYpBnUUiUi2fahBcQh05CmjFCmjoC2j6o6vMb96D0jySdziOoRvSgeQBZxSN1LMPOwgPmN5CFgKnz4MgycKTnl1yy+4UziLxclIiOWo9+6vTj1gSgkQmqNZtz42xm1KFnAmYFDuJhpiyER1A21BJQ9DddHrBxDkxSt8JImWeRGeq/p5Iaaj1OPRNMqQ41PNeJv7ntRMMKt2UyzhBkGy2KEiEg5GT1WEOVsBQjA2hTHHzV4cNqaIMTR9FU4I3f/IiaZyVvYuye3NeqlbyOgrkiByTU+KRS1Il16RG6oSRR/JMXsmb9WS9WO/Wxyy6ZOUzB+QPrM8fXYCXcg==</latexit>

Reverse di↵usion
<latexit sha1_base64="lBbG9i42SHkz4OsTScrcvwxIW34=">AAACBXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16lIXwSK4KjMi2mXBje4q2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQzJHbEM3bjxV9y4UMSt/+DOvzFtZ6GtBwKHc+4j94SJ4AY879tZWl5ZXVsvbBQ3t7Z3dt29/YaJU01ZncYi1q2QGCa4YnXgIFgr0YzIULBmOLya+M17pg2P1R2MEhZI0lc84pSAlbruUQfYA2Q3yhYBt10YNFEmirU0465b8sreFHiR+DkpoRy1rvvV6cU0lUwBFcSYtu8lEGTEjqaCjYud1LCE0CHps7alikhmgmx6xRifWKWH7Wb7FOCp+rsjI9KYkQxtpSQwMPPeRPzPa6cQVYKMqyQFpuhsUZQKDDGeRIJ7XDMKYmQJoZrbv2I6IJpQsMEVbQj+/MmLpHFW9i/K3u15qVrJ4yigQ3SMTpGPLlEVXaMaqiOKHtEzekVvzpPz4rw7H7PSJSfvOUB/4Hz+AMRhmVo=</latexit>

Invertible transforms

<latexit sha1_base64="YadEBKIR3pBpVubzNkxa4yaC7/g=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpoRJc9Etlt+rOQVaJl5My5Gj0S1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB02Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsm5VQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc1Yc3PuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadog3BW355lbQuq9511b2/KtdreRwFOIUzqIAHN1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AGI1I1G</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="8JTr+qAILJ0i2GAhsTnPf9Ybc0s=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKDxV20S+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScW2VAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uw5qfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tO0YbgLb+8SlqXVe+66t5fleu1PI4CnMIZVMCDG6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gCKWY1H</latexit>

(c)

<latexit sha1_base64="zZsgFnFu/yct0+HL6vWfZOsTQcs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD5XBRb9UdqvuHGSVeDkpQ45Gv/TVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEknxZ7qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNybpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDGt+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06RRuCt/zyKmldVr3rqnt/Va7X8jgKcApnUAEPbqAOd9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnRfn3flYtK45+cwJ/IHz+QOL3o1I</latexit>

(d)
<latexit sha1_base64="rjwKSJAACll4RCllJFDoASL5+aM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpoYIX/VLZrbpzkFXi5aQMORr90ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNhLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JulQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NWPMzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2naEPwll9eJa3Lqnddde+vyvVaHkcBTuEMKuDBDdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1jUnnzmBP3A+fwCNY41J</latexit>

(e)

<latexit sha1_base64="+SGZb6xanUoj//lKoJsQQNjY/cI=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0WoLkoiol0W3LisYB/QhDCZTtqhk2SYuZGW0H9w46+4caGIWzfu/Bunj0VtPXDhcM693HtPIAXXYNs/Vm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh41dZIqyho0EYlqB0QzwWPWAA6CtaViJAoEawWD24nfemRK8yR+gJFkXkR6MQ85JWAkv3gh/cyFPgMyLrsRgX4Q4uE5domUKhliuSD6xZJdsafAq8SZkxKao+4Xv91uQtOIxUAF0brj2BK8jCjgVLBxwU01k4QOSI91DI1JxLSXTX8a4zOjdHGYKFMx4Km6OJGRSOtRFJjOyYV62ZuI/3mdFMKql/FYpsBiOlsUpgJDgicB4S5XjIIYGUKo4uZWTPtEEQomxoIJwVl+eZU0LyvOdcW+vyrVqvM48ugEnaIyctANqqE7VEcNRNETekFv6N16tl6tD+tz1pqz5jPH6A+sr18RLJ2X</latexit>

p✓(x) ⇡ p(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="r3MiOA3zGsBVwUXVCFX+A7oFlCo=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgVsSQi2mXBjcsK9gFtCZPppB06eTBzI5aYj3Djr7hxoYhbF+78GydtFrX1wIXDOfdy7z1uJLgCy/oxlpZXVtfWCxvFza3tnV1zb7+pwlhS1qChCGXbJYoJHrAGcBCsHUlGfFewlju6zvzWPZOKh8EdjCPW88kg4B6nBLTkmKeRk3RhyICk5a5PYOh6+MFJ4MxO8SOeVdITxyxZFWsCvEjsnJRQjrpjfnf7IY19FgAVRKmObUXQS4gETgVLi91YsYjQERmwjqYB8ZnqJZOnUnyslT72QqkrADxRZycS4is19l3dmV2p5r1M/M/rxOBVewkPohhYQKeLvFhgCHGWEO5zySiIsSaESq5vxXRIJKGgcyzqEOz5lxdJ87xiX1as24tSrZrHUUCH6AiVkY2uUA3doDpqIIqe0At6Q+/Gs/FqfBif09YlI585QH9gfP0CYWWeWg==</latexit>

p✓(xt�1|xt)

<latexit sha1_base64="AZWlepFmPE0QmjtGh9Z/0b6C4Wg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0mkqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpoRJe9Etlt+rOQVaJl5My5Gj0S1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB02Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsm5VQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14Y2fcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6RRuCt/zyKmldVr2rqntfK9dreRwFOIUzqIAH11CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AGNtI1G</latexit>

(f)

Figure 2.5: (a) Generative modeling with neural networks approximates a data
distribution or sample from it using latent (noise) vectors. (b) VAEs maximize
the ELBO with an encoder-decoder framework. (c) GANs directly generate
samples using a neural network to assess their quality against a dataset. (d)
Flow-based models learn invertible transformations of the data to noise that makes
the likelihood tractable. (e) Score-based models approximate score function, i.e.,
the gradient of the log-likelihood that eliminates the intractable partition function.
Langevin dynamics generate new data from the approximated score function. (f)
Diffusion models reverse a diffusion process that gradually corrupts data by adding
noise. The reverse process allows the generation of new data from noise after
training.
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distribution p(x).
If we consider the joint distribution for data and noise p(x, z), the prob-

ability density for the data distribution can be obtained by marginalization
as

p(x) =
∫
p(x, z)dz =

∫
p(x|z)p(z)dz, (2.9)

where VAEs assume that the conditional dependence p(x|z) is given by a
so-called decoder neural network [168, 173]

pθ(x|z) = f(z; θ). (2.10)

Therefore the underlying data distribution is parameterized as

pθ(x) =
∫
pθ(x|z)p(z)dz. (2.11)

This integral, also called the evidence, is generally intractable due to the
geometry of higher dimensions [174, 175]. Intuitively, it would require
exploring all possible noise vectors or knowing the high-density regions for
z that contribute to the integral to integrate it efficiently.

We want to use data samples x to tune θ such that the probability of
data in the approximation pθ(x) is high. However, since the integral is
intractable, we do not have a way to optimize for θ directly. VAEs solve
this issue by introducing a so-called encoder function that approximates
the posterior

p(z|x) = p(x, z)
p(x) = p(x|z)p(z)

p(x) . (2.12)

This posterior is also θ-dependent, i.e., pθ(z|x) but is intractable due to
the evidence term. In VAEs, the posterior is also modeled by a so-called
encoder neural network

pθ(z|x) ≈ qϕ(z|x) = g(x;ϕ). (2.13)

Now, we have two approximations that take elements from the data space
to the latent space and back

f : x → z; g : z → x. (2.14)

It can be shown that the integral in Eq. (2.9) can be lower bounded using
the so-called Jensen’s inequality (or, alternatively, using an identity for
logarithms log x ≤ x − 1). Jensen’s inequality says that the expectation
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value of a convex function, h, is always lower than or equal to that function
evaluated at the expectation value of the argument:

E[h(X)] ≤ h(E[X]). (2.15)

We can rewrite the integral Eq. (2.9) as an expectation value as
∫
p(x, z)dz =

∫
p(z)p(x, z)

p(z) dz = Ep(z)

[
p(x, z)
p(z)

]
,

and use Jensen’s inequality to write the evidence lower bound (ELBO).
The ELBO defines a loss function that can be used to train the encoder
and decoder [173]

L(θ, ϕ) = pθ −DKL[qϕ(z|x), pθ(x|z)] ≤ pθ, (2.16)

where DKL represents the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence. Simply speak-
ing, KL divergence measures how two probability distributions differ from
each other. To train the encoder and decoder networks, the KL divergence
is minimized using samples of data x, which in turn makes the posterior
approximation qϕ(z|x) better, as well as maximizes the ELBO. This opti-
mization, therefore, makes the marginal probability pθ(x) get closer to the
true data distribution.

However, gradient-based optimization for VAEs is not possible directly
due to sampling of the latent noise vectors z that breaks automatic dif-
ferentiation. This issue was solved by the so-called reparameterization
trick, making backpropagation-based training work on VAEs [168]. The
reparameterization trick expresses the random variable z as the output of a
parameterized function z = h(z, ϵ;ϕ) with an independent random variable
ϵ, thereby allowing auto-differentiation to work.

In image-generation tasks, VAEs are susceptible to generating samples
that might be blurry and not very sharp, with varying opinions as to why
this happens. The use of the KL-divergence loss, simple Gaussian priors,
or small latent space dimension are some possible reasons that may lead
to VAEs not being able to capture the data distribution well [176]. In this
regard, generative adversarial networks perform better and produce sharper
outputs in image-generation tasks [177, 178].

2.3.3 Generative adversarial networks

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [169] take a different approach
to learning the map between the latent space and data. Here, a generator
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network, G = f(z; θ) (similar to the decoder in VAEs), is trained by letting a
second neural network, the discriminator D = g(x′;ϕ), evaluate its outputs.
The discriminator output is interpreted as the probability for its input x′

to belong to the true data distribution p(x).
The generator and discriminator network can now be trained in an

alternating sequence until the generator learns to produce data similar
to the actual data distribution such that the discriminator can no longer
distinguish generated data from the true data. The parameters θ and ϕ of
the two neural networks are optimized alternatingly; first the discriminator
parameters ϕ are updated to maximize the expectation

Ex∼p(x)
[
log[D(x;ϕ)] + Ez∼pz(z)[G(z; θ)]

]
, (2.17)

where x ∼ p(x) are data samples. Then, the parameters of the generator θ
are updated to minimize

Ez∼pz(z)[log[1 −D(G(z; θ);ϕ]]. (2.18)

The conditional generative adversarial network architecture further
improves upon the standard idea of adversarial learning by allowing to
model the data generation process with the mapping

f : z|y → x, (2.19)

where y is a conditioning variable such as a label. Therefore, conditional
generative adversarial networks can model complex conditional maps be-
tween different data. The use of the discriminator network to evaluate the
generator performance allows possible learning of a non-trivial loss metric.
However, since generative adversarial networks do not explicitly model the
data distribution and rather learn it implicitly, there are doubts about
whether they are truly representative of the data distribution [179].

We have seen that VAEs and GANs do not explicitly learn the probability
density for the data distribution p(x) and use a latent noise space only
to generate data samples. Variational autoencoders approximate the data
distribution, and GANs only generate samples. Several other generative
modeling approaches estimate the full probability density function p(x) of
data in a creative way to be able to sample from it, which we discuss below.

In Papers I and II, we adapted the CGAN architecture and forced it to
estimate the full probability density, i.e., the density matrix of a quantum
state. This hinders the scalability of our approach since we demand that the
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CGAN learns a density matrix that will have an exponentially increasing
dimension as the size of the quantum system grows. However, removing
this restriction and directly sample new measurement statistics with such
generative models as we saw in the above discussion is possible.

2.3.4 Flow, score-based, and diffusion models

Flows, score-based models, and diffusion models are approaches to gen-
erative modeling that aim to approximate a given dataset’s underlying
probability density p(x) to sample new data. Flows directly approximate
p(x) while score-based models learn the gradient ∇x log(p(x)) — the so-
called score function. Diffusion models are probabilistic models that directly
sample new data points from noise by learning how to denoise data, reversing
a diffusion-like process, see Fig. 2.5.

Flows leverage the change-of-variable theorem [171] to transform an easy-
to-sample distribution into a more complex data distribution. The main
idea is to construct a series of invertible and differentiable transformations
that map samples from a simple distribution z ∼ p(z) (e.g., a standard
Gaussian) to samples from the target data distribution x = f(z; θ). The
generative process involves iteratively applying these transformations to
generate data points. The invertible nature of these transformations allows
for both data generation and density estimation.

The inverse operation given by z = f−1(x; θ) defines the probability
density for the data as

pθ(x) = p(z)
∣∣∣∣det

dz
dx

∣∣∣∣ = p(f−1(x; θ))
∣∣∣∣∣det

df−1

dx

∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.20)

where det denotes the determinant. Now, if we consider a series of such
invertible functions, we can sequentially convert the simple latent noise
sample z to something more complex by applying the nonlinear bijective
functions

fN ◦ fN−1 ◦ ... ◦ f1 : z → x. (2.21)

It can be shown that the composition of N such bijective functions is
invertible, with the inverse

f−1
1 ◦ f−1

2 ◦ ... ◦ f−1
N : x → z. (2.22)

The set of invertible and differentiable functions that map an easy
distribution to a complex one makes the likelihood function for the data
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tractable. The random variable traverses a path zi = fi(zi−1; θ) called the
flow. The chain of the intermediate distributions pi is called a normalizing
flow due to movement from a complicated data distribution to a more regular
or “normal” form. Different normalizing-flow models can be constructed
by choosing the functions f , which need to satisfy two conditions — easy
invertibility and computation of the Jacobian determinant [171].

Normalizing flows have the benefit that they provide us with the prob-
ability density for the data. Therefore they make it possible to sample
new data points, predict the probability for possible data, fill in missing
data, and more. They also connect to the narrative of Ref. [134], where
deep neural networks provide an excellent tool to model the hierarchical
transformation of data using simpler steps to generate complex data.

Score-based models [180] take a different approach when approximating
a probability density function p(x) with a parameterized model such as a
neural network, f(x; θ) [181]. The data distribution modeled as

pθ(x) = ef(x;θ)

Zθ
(2.23)

is learned by maximizing the likelihood maxθ
∑N
i pθ(xi) where xi represent

individual data points. The normalization (partition function in physics)
Zθ here is intractable, making it difficult to carry out the maximization.
In score-based models, instead of modeling pθ, the score function sθ(x)
is approximated with a parameterized function f(x; θ) and learned. The
score function is given by ∇x log[p(x)], which eliminates the normalization
constant as

sθ = ∇x log[pθ(x)] = −∇xf(x; θ) − ∇xZθ = −∇xf(x; θ). (2.24)

The score function is learned by minimizing the Fisher divergence between
the data and model score function:

L(θ) = Ep(x) = ||∇x log[p(x)] − sθ(x)||22. (2.25)

Since we cannot compute the score for the data ∇x log[p(x)], a partial-
integration trick is used for the minimization of

L(θ) =
N∑

i=1

[
tr[∇xsθ(xi)] − 1

2 ||sθ(xi)||
]
. (2.26)
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Once L(θ) is optimized using data samples xi, we can generate new samples
using Langevin dynamics iteratively as

x′
t+1 = x′

t + ϵ∇′
x log

(
pθ(x′)

)
+

√
2ϵzt, (2.27)

with t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , T and where zt ∼ N (0, I) is a noise vector. In the
limit ϵ → 0 and T → ∞, these iterative steps converge to a sample x′ that
follows the data distribution (under some conditions) [182].

Score-based models faced issues in areas of low probability density
with few data samples while approximating the score function. These
issues were tackled by adding noise perturbations at different scales to
the data, allowing learning of the score function in low probability density
regions [172].

Diffusion models, specifically denoising diffusion probabilistic mod-
els [105], use the idea of constructing a reversible diffusion process that
takes a data input x and slowly corrupts it with noise in discrete steps
formulated as a Markov chain x, . . . ,xt,xt−1, . . . ,x1,x0 [183]. The chain
completely transforms the input into a random vector x0 = z and the
transition probabilities are given as p(xt|xt−1) = N (xt;xt−1

√
1 − βt, βtI)

where we used the Gaussian function N (x;µ, βI) with mean µ and noise
scale defined by β for tractability. A series of positive noise scales define
the amount of perturbation for the data at each step: 0 < β1, . . . , βT .

The reverse of this noisy process is parameterized with neural networks
as pθ(xt−1|xt) = N (xt−1;µθ(xt, σθI)) and learned such that it matches the
time reversal of the forward Markov chain.

Many other approaches to generative modeling have also been proposed,
such as stochastic score-based models that use a stochastic differential
equation to approximate the forward and reverse steps [172]. Differential
equations have also been used to tackle generative modeling using neural
differential equations [184]. The structure of normalizing flows resembles
a reversible quantum circuit. Similarly, diffusion models can be imagined
as the evolution of a quantum system interacting with its environment
that gradually injects noise. Therefore, there are interesting connections to
explore between quantum physics and generative models in the future.

In the discussion so far, we have only tackled the modeling aspect
of machine learning with some indication of how the parameters of such
models can be obtained by minimizing a loss function. In the following
sections, we dive deeper into the parameter estimation task, the relation to
inverse problems, ill-posedness, and how to tackle it with regularization.
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2.4 Parameter estimation and inverse problems

Parameter-estimation problems exist in all fields of physical sciences involv-
ing various techniques to obtain parameters of interest defining a model
f(x; θ) over some space with parameters θ using data (x,y). The parameter
and data spaces are typically Banach or Hilbert spaces, where a distance
measure can be defined using the norm.

The term inverse problem encompasses parameter estimation tasks
where we have a model for the forward problem relating inputs to outputs.
The forward problem is computing the output y given inputs x using a
model with parameters θ. The inverse problem is finding the solution to
estimating model parameters θ such that the model predictions match the
expected output y ≈ f(x; θ). A central question in such problems is the
concept of ill-posedness of the problem. Three key elements of this question
are (i) the existence of a solution, (ii) the uniqueness of the solution, and
(iii) the continuous dependence of the solution on data. These criteria
ensure a consistent mathematical model and a reliable description of the
physical process connecting the model parameters to data. Problems failing
to meet these criteria are known as “ill-posed” problems.

A simple example of the ill-posedness of an inverse problem can be
discussed using a linear model given by

f(X; θ) = X · θ (2.28)

for an input matrix X of dimension m×n, with a n−dimensional parameter
vector θ. The inverse problem is computing θ = X−1y given some data
vector y of dimension m. The linear system of equations will always have
a unique solution if X is not rank deficient, i.e., m = n where the rank
of X is min(m,n). However, if the determinant of X is zero, we have an
ill-posed inverse problem [185].

In addition to ill-posedness, problems can be conditionally ill-posed,
where small perturbations in the data lead to large errors in the estimated
parameters. In some problems, even if we fulfil the conditions for well-
posedness, additive noise given by y + δy will lead to a significant error
in the model parameters since the relative error depends on the condition
number of the matrix X as

||δθ||
||θ|| ≤ ||X−1|||X||| ||δy||

||y|| . (2.29)

Therefore even in the simplest parameter estimation or inverse problem for-
mulation involving linear systems, there are several difficulties. Ill-posedness
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and ill-conditioned solutions can arise due to noise, imperfect measurements,
or insufficient data. It can also occur when the chosen measures generating
the data or model are inadequate for accurately capturing the relationship
between the data and the model. Various strategies can be employed to
tackle such problems, including modifying the model, collecting additional
data, or incorporating prior knowledge as parameter constraints.

Machine learning also aims to learn a relationship f that can predict
outputs for new inputs after training on a dataset of samples (xi,yi).
However, the model function is often considered a generic class of learnable
functions, e.g., a neural network, in contrast to parameter-estimation
tasks in the sciences, where the model is known. Recently, using neural
networks to map input-output relationships for scientific data has been
quite successful even though they represent ill-posed problems [143, 150,
186].

Parameter estimation, inverse problems, or machine learning follow a
similar strategy to obtain a model function f using an expected risk. The
expected risk measures how well the model predicts the outputs using a
positive loss function and minimizing its expectation given by

R[f ] =
∫

x,y
loss(f(x),y)dp(x,y). (2.30)

Minimizing the expected risk becomes challenging since we only have
access to a finite set of examples (xi,yi) and do not know the data distribu-
tion. Further, a reasonable choice of the loss function is essential, one that
can be tractable and optimized, e.g., a convex function. A least-squares
minimization approach [187] is often used where a hypothesis space such as
a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) H [188] is constructed, and
functions that minimize the following expression are desired:

min
f∈H

[
1
n

n∑

i=1
(f(xi) − yi)2

]
. (2.31)

The choice of an RKHS ensures that functions f and g that are close in
their norm ∥f − g∥ are also pointwise close ∥f(xi) − g(xi)∥, giving us a
sense of distance.

Minimizing the expected risk is one approach to estimating the param-
eters of a model expressing a relationship between data. Alternatively,
consider the task of learning a probability distribution p(x) from samples
of x that give an empirical value for the probability y ≈ p(x). In such
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problems, we would like to obtain an approximation for the underlying
probability distribution of the data through maximum likelihood estimation.

Thus, learning from examples in machine learning can be seen as solving
ill-posed inverse problems, where the model is learned from the data rather
than being explicitly designed.

2.4.1 Bayesian estimation

Bayesian estimation is a powerful approach that offers a way to include
prior knowledge about the parameters of a statistical model and provides
uncertainty estimates for parameters. Bayes’ theorem provides the frame-
work for updating beliefs about model parameters θ based on observed
data y as

pposterior(θ|x) = plikelihood(x|θ) · pprior(θ)
pevidence(x) , (2.32)

with pevidence(x) the marginal likelihood of the data, given by the integral

∫
plikelihood(x|θ)pprior(θ)dθ. (2.33)

The goal is to infer the posterior probability distribution of the pa-
rameters given the observed data representing our knowledge about the
parameters and considering the priors. We obtain the full posterior dis-
tribution for the parameters instead of a point estimate and therefore
can compute uncertainties and make probabilistic predictions. The set of
parameters θ∗ that has the highest posterior probability [maximum a pos-
teriori estimate (MAP)] can be reported. The MAP matches the maximum
likelihood estimate when we assume a uniform prior for the parameters,
limiting them to some range, e.g., θ ∈ [a,b].

The uniform prior is sometimes referred to as non-informative (al-
though it does contain some information) following a recommendation by
Bayes/Laplace. It is not invariant under a reparameterization [189] — if
we have no information about a parameter θ, then we should also have no
information about any reparameterization such as ϕ = θ2. However, for a
one-to-one function ϕ = g(θ), the change of probability theorem gives the
probability for ϕ as p(ϕ) = | ddϕg−1(ϕ)|, which is not uniform.

A systematic way of constructing non-informative priors that are also
invariant to reparameterization was devised by Jeffreys using the Fisher
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information defined as the variance of the score function

I(θ) = E
[(

∂plikelihood(x|θ)
∂θ

)2]
. (2.34)

The Jeffreys prior is given by p(θ) ∝
√
I(θ) and is invariant under

reparameterization. The Fisher information represents the amount of
knowledge the data provides about a parameter θ, representing the curvature
of the likelihood. If the Fisher information is high, the likelihood function
is sharply peaked, and therefore the parameters have a high probability; on
the other hand, for a flat curvature, we are more uncertain and hence have
a low prior probability for the parameters θ. The influence of the prior is
therefore minimized if we have more information about it via the Fisher
information.

Bayesian estimation is, therefore, a powerful approach for solving param-
eter estimation and inverse problems in scientific contexts [190]. Computing
the posterior distribution can be challenging due to the intractable evi-
dence term. However, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods like
Metropolis-Hastings or Gibbs sampling can sample from the unnormalized
posterior distribution, providing parameter samples directly. We will dis-
cuss MCMC methods in the next chapter. Bayesian estimation can also
help develop adaptive measurement schemes to guide data collection during
estimation.

We use Bayesian estimation in quantum tomography for the results in
Paper X to leverage prior knowledge and assumptions. The priors signifi-
cantly reduced the need for data and could handle noise more effectively.
Bayesian estimation was crucial to obtain the results since experimental
limitations prohibited collecting a lot of data, and the data had significant
noise. In such a scenario, the Bayesian approach was superior to a black-
box technique, such as using a neural network or point estimates given by
maximum likelihood estimation.

2.4.2 Maximum likelihood estimation

Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) provides a principled approach to
estimating the parameters of a statistical model based on observed data.
Many mathematicians, including Lagrange, Bernoulli, Laplace, Gauss, and
Fisher, have studied MLE and it has an interesting history marred with at-
tacks, inconsistencies, and triumphs [191]. MLE aims to find the parameter
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values that maximize the likelihood function, which measures the probabil-
ity density of data under an assumed statistical model parameterized by θ
as

L(θ) =
n∏

i=1
p(xi|θ). (2.35)

Instead of directly maximizing the likelihood, it is often more convenient
to maximize the log-likelihood function as it simplifies calculations and does
not affect the location of the maximum point. The log-likelihood function
also converts the problem into a sum over all data points as

ℓ(θ) =
n∑

i=1
log p(xi|θ). (2.36)

To estimate the parameters that maximize the likelihood, we solve the
optimization problem

θ∗
MLE = arg max

θ
ℓ(θ). (2.37)

The MLE approach has a connection to the least-squares minimization first
discussed by Gauss [192]. It can be shown that maximizing the likelihood
of data assuming independent and identically distributed errors is the same
as minimizing the least-square error.

MLE, similar to least-square minimization, only provides a point es-
timate of the parameters that fit the data. However, it is important to
note that the MLE approach does not directly provide any measure of
uncertainty associated with the estimated parameters. Other limitations
such as sensitivity to outliers and biases can become an issue. In cases
where prior knowledge or additional information is available, Bayesian pa-
rameter estimation methods can provide a more comprehensive framework
for parameter estimation incorporating prior knowledge and quantifying
uncertainties.





Chapter 3

Optimization with constraints

“Nature is thrifty in all its
actions.”

Pierre-Luis Maupertius

The principle of least action is one of the most fundamental laws of
nature that is applicable in different scenarios — from deriving Newton’s
equations to path integrals in quantum physics. It states that the evolution
of a system follows paths of least resistance, minimizing the action. Pierre-
Luis Maupertius famously stated, ”Nature is thrifty”, but does nature really
work by optimizing over all possibilities before evolving a system? This
paradoxical principle also raises questions about predetermination [193].

At the heart of it all is optimization, a crucial technique used across
disciplines — from scientific modeling and engineering to machine learning.
In many optimization problems, we are only interested in a feasible subset
of possible solutions, which leads to constrained optimization. In physical
systems, such constraints are enforced naturally, e.g., a spin can only have
two possible values. However, while modeling such physical systems and
optimizing these models, constraints have to be enforced mathematically.

Parameterizations that naturally enforce constraints are the most straight-
forward, where techniques such as Bayesian estimation can define a prior
parameter distribution that restricts which parameters are considered dur-
ing optimization. Regularization is another approach that implements soft
constraints by penalizing solutions that violate them. Projecting solutions
onto a feasible set is yet another approach towards constrained optimization
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Constraints

Figure 3.1: (a) Optimization could involve finding the lowest-energy configuration
for a spin system. (b) Model fitting by minimizing a loss function using data. (c)
Constraints can be handled in various ways, e.g., if the feasible set of parameters
lies on a sphere, we could add penalty terms that add a cost to violating the
constraint. Projections find the nearest feasible solution after an unconstrained
optimization. A reparameterization could transform the constrained optimization
into an unconstrained problem. Finally, some techniques only search the space of
feasible solutions by cleverly traversing from one feasible point to another.

while some techniques are designed to only explore feasible solutions. All
such methods have their advantages and disadvantages, e.g., it might not
always be easy to find good parameterizations, or they lead to a more
difficult optimization problem. Projections might be costly while only
searching the feasible sets could lead to various overheads. In Fig. 3.1, we
give a visual explanation of these approaches.

In addition, constraints play a crucial role by restricting the optimiza-
tion and therefore decreasing the requirement of data in some problems.
Regularization and priors can simplify problems to exploit structure, also
making the optimization robust. We use different constrained optimiza-
tion and regularization techniques in Papers I-X (except V) that enforce
quantum-mechanical constraints while making optimization robust and
data-efficient.

This chapter discusses several such constraints and optimization algo-
rithms. We heavily rely on gradient-based optimization and its modifica-
tions. It was humorously quoted that gradient descent can write better
code than humans [194], and it remains almost the only available method to
optimize models with millions to billions of parameters [195, 196]. However,
as ubiquitous as it is, recent research has also explored its limitations [197].

Differentiable programming broadens the scope of gradient descent and
neural-network-based problem-solving. We show that not all problems
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require neural networks, but still can benefit from the ideas of differentiable
programming, regularization, and gradient-based optimization in Papers
VI and VIII. In Paper X, we utilize Bayesian parameter estimation with a
Monte Carlo method to navigate complex search spaces and obtain samples
of parameters that allow uncertainty quantification. The Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo method used in Paper X is discussed along with convex
optimization since we benchmark our proposed method against compressed-
sensing techniques that use convex optimization in Paper VI.

Therefore, this chapter continues the discussion from modeling to finding
the parameters of models via optimization under constraints.

3.1 Regularization, constraints, and priors

Parameter estimation optimizes some loss function, L(θ), to fit a model to
data, see Fig. 3.1. In many problems, the data could be noisy or insufficient,
leading to an ill-posed problem. However, if we assume that the model
should have sparse parameters, i.e., we want simpler models, regularization
can be applied by using the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator
(LASSO) [198]:

θ∗ = arg min
θ

∥f(x; θ) − y∥2
2 + λ∥θ∥L1

. (3.1)

Here, λ > 0 is a so-called hyperparameter that defines the regularization
strength and ||∗||L1 is the L1 norm. LASSO effectively selects sparse models.
It is especially useful for ill-posed optimization problems, mitigating noise
effects. The right choice of λ is crucial to balance the so-called bias-variance
tradeoff, as we see in Paper VIII. High bias with strong regularization
overlooks features in the data, while low regularization leads to overfitting
noise. However, LASSO has limitations that require consideration [199],
e.g., a strong regularization might not recover the true model.

Alternative norms like the k-norm (Lk) are possible penalties:

∥θ∥Lk
=
(∑

i

|θi|k
) 1

k

. (3.2)

The L2 norm defines the so-called ridge regression (Tikhonov regulariza-
tion [200]) and promotes small but possibly non-zero parameters. The
loss gradient is proportional to the current value of the parameter and
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therefore with smaller parameters, the regularization effects are weaker. In
contrast, LASSO quickly pushes parameters towards zero as the gradient
of the regularization term is independent of the current parameter value.

In the Bayesian view, LASSO uses a Laplace prior on the parameters
that is sharply peaked at 0:

p(θ) = 1
2γ e

|x|
γ , (3.3)

where λ = 1
γ matches LASSO’s regularization strength. Similarly, the L2

penalty can be shown to be equivalent to setting a Gaussian prior on the
parameters with the regularization strength determining the width of the
Gaussian.

In parameter estimation, L1 regularization (LASSO) is particularly
useful when dealing with high-dimensional data, where the number of
parameters is large compared to the number of available samples. L1
regularization encourages sparse solutions, effectively performing feature
selection and identifying the most relevant variables. This sparsity-inducing
property can help identify key predictors or reduce the problem’s dimen-
sionality, leading to more interpretable and efficient models.

On the other hand, L2 regularization (ridge regression) is beneficial
when dealing with correlated or collinear predictors. By penalizing large
parameter values, L2 regularization encourages parameter shrinkage and
reduces the impact of individual predictors. This can improve the model’s
stability and generalization performance by reducing sensitivity to noise or
small perturbations in the data [201].

We already saw two ways to incorporate prior knowledge and con-
straints: regularization and setting Bayesian priors. While regularization
only represents a soft way to bias solutions, Bayesian priors strongly enforce
constraints by defining the parameter distribution. In Paper X, we use a
Bayesian approach to reconstruct a density matrix. The priors in the estima-
tion are guided by experimental knowledge and physics-based constraints.
Priors represent our beliefs or knowledge about the parameters before
observing any data. By choosing appropriate prior distributions, we can
encode our understanding of the parameter values and their relationships
based on physical laws or empirical evidence.

Another way to strongly enforce constraints is by constructing a pa-
rameterized model to enforce physical constraints directly. We will discuss
some of the methods to strongly enforce physics-based constraints in the
next section.
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3.2 Physics-based constraints

In many real-world problems, physical constraints can help guide the
parameter estimation process. These constraints are often derived from
fundamental principles, empirical observations, or expert knowledge in
the field and incorporated into the modeling. We discuss some ideas to
implement physics-based constraints below and how they can be combined
with data-driven techniques.

3.2.1 Hermiticity

Hermiticity or self-adjointness is a fundamental constraint in quantum
physics. One of the basic postulates of quantum mechanics is that a
quantum state is described by a complex vector in a Hilbert space acted
on by Hermitian operators H. The observable quantities for the state, e.g.,
energy, are given by the (real) eigenvalues of the operator and any quantum
states can be written using the eigenbasis of such an operator.

We can parameterize H as the output of a function, H(x; θ) = f(x; θ),
such as a neural network. The input x can be set to a constant value. Then
the Hermitian matrix only depends on the parameters θ. While it is not
clear how to restrict θ such that the neural network outputs Hermitian
matrices, we only need to ensure H† = H. We can do that by transforming
the output as

H ′ = H +H†

2 . (3.4)

Another way to enforce the Hermitian constraint is to consider the so-called
Cholesky decomposition [202] of a matrix given by

H ′ = T †T, (3.5)

where T is a lower-triangular complex-valued matrix with real entries
on the diagonal. Instead of parameterizing H, we can now parameterize
T (x; θ) = f(x; θ) as the output of a neural network. Such a decomposition
has been used in several quantum-tomography formulations since Ref. [203].
Since all the steps in these constraint implementations are differentiable,
gradient-based optimization works in such problems that have Hermitian
constraints. We use this construction in Papers I and II for quantum state
tomography with neural networks.
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3.2.2 Positive semidefiniteness

The Cholesky decomposition enforces another important physical constraint
in quantum mechanics - positive semidefiniteness. Positive semidefinite
matrices P obey the constraint ⟨ψ|P |ψ⟩ ≥ 0 for any |ψ⟩. Positive semidefi-
niteness is an important property of quantum states represented as density
matrices. Note that the complex coefficients defining the pure state vectors
do not play a role here since taking the conjugate gives |cn|2, which is
always positive.

Therefore, for any state vector ψi, the density matrix should obey
⟨ψi| ρ |ψi⟩ ≥ 0, i.e., it is positive semidefinite.

3.2.3 Unitarity

A complex square matrix is unitary if its inverse is given by the conjugate
transpose, i.e., U−1 = U † such that U †U = I. Unitary matrices are used
to represent transformations of quantum state vectors that are linear and
preserve the norm. The transformation |ψ′⟩ = U |ψ⟩ makes sure that for
a state |ψ′⟩, its coefficients can still be interpreted to give probabilities∑
i |c′

i|2 = 1. Transformations of quantum states are therefore represented
as unitaries, which also can act on mixed quantum states as

ρ′ = UρU †. (3.6)

If we parameterize unitaries with learnable parameters θ (we ignore the
data x) that could, for instance, be the output of a neural network, how can
we ensure that they remain unitary? In machine learning, such matrices
have been used to propose deep neural networks that retain stability against
vanishing or exploding gradients since they have an eigenvalue of 1 [204].
We use similar ideas in Paper III for the optimization of quantum gates.
Unitary matrices are also the main ingredient for quantum algorithms,
variational quantum circuits, and quantum machine learning.

There are several ways to create parameterized unitaries and implement
the unitary constraint. In Ref. [204], the authors propose using a set of rota-
tion matrices {Rij} and a diagonal matrix D to write U = D

∏N
i=2

∏i−1
j=1 Rij ,

where Rij are identity matrices with the following elements replaced by
parameterized functions:

(
Rii Rij
Rji Rjj

)
=
(
eiθ

′
ij cos θij −eiθ′

ij sin θij
sin θij cos θij

)
. (3.7)
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Other parameterizations are possible, e.g., by using quantum gates. In
Paper III, we use the so-called selective number-dependent arbitrary phase
(SNAP) gate [205] given by a diagonal matrix and displacement operations
to construct arbitrary unitary transformations. Learning unitaries through
gradient descent was explored in Ref. [206]. Another approach to imple-
menting the unitary constraint was proposed in Ref. [207], where, starting
from a unitary matrix, gradient-based updates project the outcomes to
a unitary manifold. The projective approach more generally falls under
Riemannian optimization techniques, which were used in Paper VIII and
will be discussed in the next chapter.

3.2.4 Complete positivity

Quantum operations are represented by linear transformations of density
matrices Φ : Cn×n → Cm×m that can be generally written as

Φ(ρ)ij =
∑

kl

Φji,lkρkl. (3.8)

The tensor Φji,lk is a particular representation for the map; several other
such representations exist [208]. For the result of the transformations to be
a valid density matrix, Φ must be completely positive. Complete positivity
means that the map transforms positive matrices into positive outputs.
Choi’s theorem on completely positive maps offers one way to ensure this
with Kraus operators {Kk} [209] that act as

Φ(ρ) =
∑

k

KkρK
†
k. (3.9)

The Kraus operators can be parameterized in any way, e.g., as the output
of a parameterized neural network f(x; θ), or simply as matrices. How-
ever, the Kraus representation only implements complete positivity. The
density matrices should also have unit trace. Therefore, in addition to
positive semidefiniteness, quantum dynamics should be trace-preserving.
The trace-preserving condition is not easy to implement with any parame-
terization [210] or as a linear constraint. We discuss in the next section how
Riemennian optimization can implement the trace-preserving condition.

3.2.5 Differential equations

Differential equations describe the dynamics of variables with complex
relationships. They are used for expressing laws of nature and find appli-
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cations in various fields, from biology to finance. A classic example is the
ordinary differential equation (ODE) describing population dynamics — the
Lotka–Volterra model that can be augmented by parameterized functions
such as a neural network [211].

Neural ordinary differential equations are written as

dx(t)
dt

= f(x(t), t; θ), (3.10)

where f(x(t), t; θ) is a neural network. In such differential equations, choos-
ing the structure of the right side allows us to incorporate physics-based
models from theory but also extend them to fill a gap between theory and
data, especially noisy real-world data. The training of such models is more
involved, requiring advanced techniques that provide gradient information
through the adjoint method or implicit differentiation [211].

3.3 Optimization with gradients

Gradient-based optimization is one of the most popular and successful
optimization algorithms. It is the workhorse of modern deep learning and
various other scientific disciplines. Gradient descent aims to optimize the
parameters θ of a function L(θ) using gradients iteratively, with η > 0
being the step size:

θ′ = θ − η
∂L
∂θ
. (3.11)

The vanilla gradient-descent algorithm can be adapted to various situations.
If the function L(θ) is data-dependent, e.g., the least-squares loss function
L(θ) = ∑N

i ||f(xi; θ) − yi||22, a single gradient update requires calculating
gradients for the entire dataset. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) performs
updates for each (xi,yi), while mini-batch gradient descent makes updates
for batches of data with n examples. It has been seen that stochastic gradient
descent converges to the minima of convex and non-convex functions with a
slowly decreasing step size. However, the simplest approach could get stuck
in local minima, have slow convergence, strongly depend on the learning
rate, and face a range of other issues, e.g., sparse gradients.

Several improvements to the SGD algorithm have been proposed to
solve various issues. Momentum accelerates SGD by dampening oscillations
around local minima and pushing it towards updates in previous steps using
the vector

vt = γvt−1 + η
∂L
∂θ
, (3.12)
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with the fraction γ usually set to 0.9. The SGD update rule is modified to

θ′ = θ − vt. (3.13)

In Ref. [212], a number of such modifications to gradient descent are
presented. The adaptive gradient method (AdaGrad) considers the structure
of the data to adapt the learning rate for different parameters based on
the past gradient information. Larger updates are made when gradient
information for a variable is sparse and smaller updates otherwise. In
AdaGrad, learning rates could diminish rapidly, so the RMSProp method
normalizes the learning rate with a term that depends on an exponentially
moving average of gradients. We use the Adaptive Moment Estimation
(Adam) optimizer [213] for the results presented in several of the appended
papers. Therefore we will briefly explain the algorithm below.

The Adam algorithm uses the two first moments of the gradients by
maintaining an exponentially moving average of the gradient mt and the
squared gradient vt given by

mt = β1mt−1 + (1 − β1)gt,
vt = β2vt−1 + (1 − β1)g2

t , (3.14)

where gt = ∇θtL(θt) represents the gradient at step t and β1, β2 are positive
coefficients. The exponentially moving average term comes from the idea
of exponential smoothing of noisy time-series data xt, where the next best
estimate st is considered to be st = βxt + (1 − β)st−1. The initial values
are often set to 0 for mt and vt which leads to a bias. In Adam, the bias is
corrected as

m′
t = mt

1 − (β1)t ,

v′
t = vt

1 − (β2)t , (3.15)

(3.16)

such that the update rule is

θ′ = θ − η√
v′
t + ϵ

m′
t, (3.17)

where ϵ is a term for numerical stability usually set to 10−8. The default
values for β1 and β2 are set to 0.9 and 0.999 but can be optimized with
hyperparameter optimization.
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In order for gradient-based optimization to work, we require the gradi-
ents ∇θL(θ) for very complicated functions and computer programs. The
backpropagation algorithm [164] allowed gradient computation for neural
networks and recently automatic differentiation tools have made it easier
to write computer programs that calculate gradients easily.

3.3.1 Backpropagation

Backpropagation works by propagating the errors from the output layer
of a neural network to the input layer in a reverse direction. It can be
understood through four fundamental equations that are derived using the
chain rule [214].

Let us define the error term δ
(l)
j as the gradient of the loss function with

respect to the intermediate output zlj of a feed-forward neural network :

δ
(l)
j = ∂L

∂zlj
. (3.18)

For a mean-squared loss, the error term in the final output layer can be
computed as

δLj ∝ (σ(zL) − y) ⊙ σ′(zL), (3.19)

where σ represents the activation function, ⊙ denotes element-wise mul-
tiplication, and L denotes the final output layer. To compute the error
terms δlj in each layer, we can use the error terms in the next layer δl+1

k

and apply the chain rule:

δlj =
∑

k

∂zl+1
k

∂zlj
δl+1
k , (3.20)

where
∂zl+1

k

∂zl
j

= θl+1
kj σ

′(zlj) represents the gradient term and θl+1
kj represents

the weights. Once we have the error terms for each layer, we can compute
the gradients with respect to the parameters as

∂L
∂θljk

= σ(zl−1
k )δlj . (3.21)

Backpropagation computes the gradients for a single training instance,
but for a loss function that can be averaged over multiple training examples,
the gradient computation is straightforward.
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3.3.2 Automatic differentiation

The backpropagation algorithm, along with gradient-based optimization,
has been a key factor in the success of neural networks in various tasks,
including parameter estimation. However, it is important to note that
backpropagation is not limited to neural networks and can be applied to any
computational graph where the gradients need to be computed efficiently.
The concept of automatic differentiation extends beyond backpropagation
and plays a crucial role in differential programming. It is a technique
that allows the computation of exact gradients in a constant time, unlike
symbolic differentiation or numerical computation using finite difference
methods [215, 216].

Phil Wolfe made an observation regarding how difficult it is to compute
the gradient of a scalar function with respect to n terms and the cost of
computing the function itself [215]:

“If care is taken in handling quantities which are common to
the function and derivatives, the ratio [between cost of gradient
evaluations and evaluating the function] is usually 1.5, not n+1.”

Andreas Griewank [215] showed that this observation is a theorem with the
upper bound on the ratio as 5. Therefore automatic differentiation makes
it possible to compute gradients of a complicated function with the same
effort as evaluating the function.

Two modes exist for automatic differentiation — forward and reverse
mode (backpropagation). The key is to break down the computation of a
complicated function into a sequence of simpler elementary operations such
that the chain rule can be exploited for calculating gradients. Forward-mode
differentiation works as follows for a series of transformations that take
data and parameters to an output for a loss function (x; θ) → f(x; θ) →
g(f) → L(g) by evaluating the expressions

f(x; θ),∇θf → g(f),∇fg → L(g)∇g,L. (3.22)

The total gradient is then computed by taking a product of the intermediate
terms. The forward-mode computation, therefore, has to store all the
intermediate gradients. If the number of terms in the output is large,
forward mode requires large memory. It is, however, fast, as it requires
only one forward pass.

Reverse-mode differentiation has an advantage for functions with fewer
outputs as it does not store the gradients. It only requires keeping track of
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the intermediate outputs and recording how different intermediate terms are
connected in a computational graph describing the function and therefore is
more efficient [216]. In practice, a combination of forward- and reverse-mode
differentiation can be used for arbitrary learning problems, depending on
the specific requirements.

3.3.3 Optimization on manifolds

In this section, we present some details about extending gradient descent to
manifolds where the parameters have certain restrictions, e.g., they lie on
the surface of a sphere. A pedagogical discussion of manifold optimization
can be found in Refs. [217, 218]. Here we review the core concepts in a
concise way following the discussion in the Supplementary section of Paper
VIII. In Fig. 3.2, we present an illustration to explain the core ideas.

The simple gradient-descent algorithm solves the unconstrained mini-
mization

arg min
θ∈Rn

L(θ) (3.23)

using a loss function L : Rn → R. The search space for the parameters
is implicitly assumed to be a Euclidean (flat) space. The optimization
is unconstrained because the parameters can take any value in Rn. A
Euclidean space is a vector (linear) space that has a norm defined using the
inner product. The norm induces a notion of distance between the elements
θ and the inner product can be used to generalize the concept of a gradient.

A manifold M is a set that has a notion of closeness between elements.
We can generalize points on Euclidean space to any other set, e.g., the set
of orthonormal matrices. A coordinate chart ϕ maps the abstract elements
of M to real numbers ϕ : M → Rn. Smooth manifolds are those that can
be locally mapped to a Euclidean space, i.e., around some point θ ∈ M,
we can define a composition using a smooth function g : Rn → Rm to map
elements of the manifold to real numbers as

ϕ ◦ g : M → Rn → Rm. (3.24)

We can now define curves on the manifold c(t) that give smooth maps
from open subsets of the real line to elements on the manifold c : R → M:

ϕ ◦ c : M → R → Rn. (3.25)

Gradient descent can be regarded as moving along such curves to
minimize a cost function. The idea of a directional derivative for arbitrary
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Retraction

Figure 3.2: Gradient descent on a manifold M starts by initializing θ ∈ M and
calculating the cost gradient ∇θL(θ). Unlike the usual update θ′ = θ − η∇θL(θ),
here, a descent direction v ∈ Tθ is determined in the manifold’s tangent space.
The parameter update follows a curve on the manifold using a technique called
retraction. The retraction ensures that the update respects the descent direction
while keeping parameters on the manifold.

manifolds can be defined using the differentiability of a curve. The derivative
c′(t) = dc

dt can be regarded as a velocity given by

c′(t) = lim
h→0

c(t+ h) − c(t)
h

(3.26)

such that the limit exists. The idea of a curve defines a directional derivative
for a function L : M → R on the manifold as

DL(θ)[v] = d

dt
[L ◦ c](t)|t=0, (3.27)

where c(0) = θ, c′(0) = v, and the chain rule applies. Curves and their
derivatives allow us to define a linear space — the so-called tangent space
given by TθM at any point θ ∈ M. The tangent vectors in this space can
be defined intrinsically without depending on the specific curve c or the
choice of the the chart ϕ using the notion of an equivalence set Cθ of smooth
curves passing through θ such that for every curve we have c(0) = θ.

In order to formally define gradients that allow us to find directions in
the tangent space along which some function increases the most, we have
to first consider an inner product on the tangent space. An inner product
is a bilinear, symmetric, positive definite function that maps elements from
the tangent space to real numbers

⟨., .⟩x : TθM × TθM → R. (3.28)

A choice of the inner product that smoothly varies for each point is called
a Riemannian metric. By smooth variation we mean that for any (v, w) ∈
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TθM × TθM, the following map is smooth:

θ → ⟨v, w⟩θ : M → R. (3.29)

The metric enables us to define the so-called Riemannian gradient
∇θ∈ML(θ) for a function L on a manifold M uniquely. To find the Rie-
mannian gradient for a specific manifold and choice of metric, we connect it
to the Euclidean gradient of a smooth extension of L around θ. A smooth
extension L̄ on the manifold is given by a map that defines a smooth
neighborhood around θ for an embedding of M as a submanifold of the
Euclidean space. The Riemannian gradient can then be evaluated from the
definition

Df(x)[v] = ⟨v,∇θ∈ML(θ)⟩θ = ⟨v,∇θL̄(θ)⟩ (3.30)

where ∇θL̄(θ) is the Euclidean gradient. It is therefore possible to find the
Riemannian gradients ∇θ∈ML(θ) from Euclidean gradients using the idea
of a smooth extension and the inner product.

Once we find the Riemannian gradient, we can iteratively update our
parameters along the curve on the manifold that decreases the loss function.
Once a descent direction is found, line-search methods find the best step size
by satisfying the so-called Armijo-Wolfe conditions for a sufficient decrease
of the objective function L and sufficient increase in the gradient [219].

In Euclidean space, moving along the tangent is straightforward —
taking a step along a tangent direction v with stepsize t results in the
update θ′ = θ + tv. This notion of taking a step along the tangent is
formalized by a retraction on arbitrary manifolds. An exponential map is
one example of such a retraction that finds a geodesic c(t) following the
tangent vector v ∈ TθM such that c(0) = θ and c′(0) = v where θ ∈ M
represents a point on the manifold and v ∈ TM represents the tangent.

A retraction can be seen as a continuous wrapping of the tangent space
to the manifold. The exponential map in the case of matrix manifolds
corresponds to the matrix exponential in some cases. It could become inef-
ficient to compute such exponentials for problems such as those considered
in Paper VIII. Therefore we find a retraction using the so-called Cayley
curve approximating the exponential map. The manifold that we optimize
over is the so-called Stiefel manifold representing a set of orthonormal
matrices. The orthonormality ensures that at each step, for the matrix Kθ

the following condition is satisfied:

K†
θKθ = I. (3.31)
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This is precisely the condition on a set of stacked Kraus operators to
represent trace-preserving quantum maps. We use this for our quantum-
process-tomography technique in Paper VIII.

We have so far focused on using gradient information for optimization
which might not be always possible, e.g., for non-smooth functions, when
gradient calculation is expensive and noisy, or when the optimization
includes probabilities or expectation values that are intractable. In such
cases, gradient-free optimization can be useful. One such approach is
Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [175], which is used in Paper X to
learn the parameters of a Bayesian model for a photoelectron’s density
matrix. We specifically use Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, which, however, uses
gradients again in a clever way.

3.4 Monte Carlo methods

Random search is a simple technique that explores the parameter space and
finds a minimum for the cost function simply through sampling. Simulated
annealing is another such approach that probabilistically explores the
parameter space making jumps depending on some criteria to solve global
optimization problems. Monte Carlo methods [220] are often used for such
optimization involving sampling. These methods generate random samples
of the parameter space, evaluate the objective function, and then use the
information to improve the result or for better sampling.

Recall that Bayesian parameter estimation aims to find the posterior
probability density of parameters p(θ|x) modeling a data-generating process
given by Eq. (2.32). Analytically evaluating the posterior is often impossible
since we cannot evaluate the evidence term in the denominator. However,
Monte Carlo methods such as MCMC [175] allow an approximate sampling
of the posterior. If we can obtain samples around the mode of the posterior,
or the expected value, we find parameters that lead to a high posterior
probability fitting the data.

In higher dimensions, computing an expectation value by sampling
could become costly [175]. If we were to be efficient, we should only explore
relevant parts of the sample space that contributes significantly to the
probability density. The high-density regions define parameters that are
most likely. In MCMC methods, sampling in high-dimensional spaces
happens by constructing a Markov chain of parameters θ0, θ1, . . . such that
the stationary or equilibrium distribution of the chain corresponds to the
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target posterior p(θ|x). The idea is to construct a chain that gives a high
probability to states proportional to the posterior such that sampling from
the Markov chain will give us samples from the posterior.

The transition probability T (θt|θt−1) can be made proportional to the

ratio p(θt)
p(θt−1) (where the conditional dependence on data is implied) such

that the intractable evidence term in the denominator cancels out. The
random-walk Metropolis algorithm considers such a transition probability
where new states are proposed as a random perturbation of the current
parameters θt = θt−1 + ϵ, with a Gaussian noise term. A transition is
accepted with the probability

min
[
1, p(θt)
p(θt−1)

]
. (3.32)

In this way, we accept new samples that increase the probability or stay at
the same parameter setting. The randomness associated with sometimes
not making a transition gives the search a stochastic nature. There is a
warm-up phase where the initial samples are discarded. As we run more
steps in the chain, we enter a region of high density of the posterior.

The simple random walk faces challenges in high-dimensional spaces,
where we could end up in regions of low density. There is an exponen-
tially large number of directions to propose for new parameters in an
n-dimensional parameter space. Consider making unit steps for each di-
mension in two directions {+1,−1}. The number of ways to propose a new
vector is 2n while the density in the parameter space might be concentrated
only in a narrow volume [175]. We, therefore, need an effective strategy
to make large jumps in the parameter space and explore it. Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo is one such strategy that uses informed jumps for MCMC
exploiting the structure of the underlying distribution.

3.4.1 Hamiltonian Monte Carlo

Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC), also known as Hybrid Monte Carlo [175,
221] is a method that uses Hamiltonian dynamics for MCMC. A momentum
variable, v, is introduced to define the joint probability density

p(θ, v) = p(θ)p(v|θ), (3.33)

where the momentum density is generally assumed to be independent of θ,
i.e., p(v|θ) = p(v). The momentum term allows us to move in the parameter
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space in a more effective way. If we associate the variable θ with position
and define a Hamiltonian H(θ, v), the canonical distribution over position
and momentum is given by

p(θ, v) = e−βH(θ,v)

Z
, (3.34)

where β is an inverse-temperature term and Z is a normalizing constant.
The joint distribution p(θ, v) therefore defines the probability to find some
system with energy H(θ, v) in state (θ, v).

We are interested in sampling from the parameter distribution and
therefore set the Hamiltonian as H(θ, v) = U(θ) +K(v), where K(v) is an
analogue to kinetic energy and the potential energy U(θ) is set to

U(θ) = − log p(θ|x) = − log[p(x|θ)p(θ)], (3.35)

where we have now ignored the constant term given by the log of the
evidence.

The HMC algorithm works by running Hamiltonian dynamics using
some method such as Euler or leap-frog [175] and accepting or rejecting a
new sample based on the energy term. The equations give the Hamiltonian
dynamics

dθ

dt
= ∂H

∂v
,

dv

dt
= −∂H

∂θ
. (3.36)

In contrast to the random Metropolis algorithm, HMC can explore the
parameter space more efficiently by using gradient information of the log
probability, similar to score-based generative models. These gradients can
be obtained by automatic differentiation since they only depend on the
likelihood and not the evidence term in Eq. (2.32).

If the kinetic energy term is set to K(v) = 1
2
∑
i v

2
i /mi, where mi is a

mass for the ith parameter, we can see that its contribution to the joint
density is given by

p(v) ∝ e− 1
2
∑

i
v2

i /mi ∝ N (0, σm), (3.37)

where σm is a diagonal matrix of masses that could be set to identity and
N (µ, σ) is the multivariate Gaussian distribution. Now, we can write the
steps for HMC to generate MCMC samples as
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• sample a momentum vector v ∼ N (0, σm)

• run Hamiltonian dynamics with H(θt, v) for L steps with some step
size η to generate new (θ′, v′) that is accepted or rejected with the
probability

min
[
1, eH(θ,v)−H(θ′,v′)

]
. (3.38)

Independently sampling the momentum allows to escape bad directions
in the parameter space since if at some point the momentum points towards
a bad direction, subsequent resampling of the momentum will cancel its
effect. Since the equations are deterministic, i.e., starting from the same
position and momentum, we will always reach a fixed final state, the random
sampling of the momentum term is crucial. The momentum direction is
informed by the gradient of the log-likelihood since

dv

dt
= −∂H

∂θ
= −∂ log(p(θ))

∂θ
. (3.39)

Therefore we move towards parameter configurations with higher posterior
probability using HMC.

It can be shown that the above construction of MCMC leaves the
joint distribution invariant so that the equilibrium statistics represent the
posterior probability density that we want to sample from. This condition
can be shown by ensuring that the so-called detailed balance equation is
satisfied for the probability density under HMC [175].

It is important to note that the hyperparameters L and ϵ must be chosen
carefully in HMC. A small number of steps L could lead to random-walk
behavior while large L becomes computationally expensive. To address this
issue, the No-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS) method [222] was proposed as an
extension to HMC that we use in Paper X. The complete NUTS algorithm
contains several insights and constructions that improve HMC, but we will
only describe the key ideas here.

The crucial step is that NUTS sets the condition to terminate the
Hamiltonian dynamics when the distance between new parameters θt and
the current MCMC sample θt−1 no longer increases. The change in the
distance vector d

dt(θt− θt−1)/2 can be shown to be the dot product between
the distance and momentum:

d

dt
(θt − θt−1)/2 = (θt − θt−1) · d

dt
(θt − θt−1) = (θt − θt−1) · v. (3.40)
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Therefore, when the above dot product starts becoming negative, we are
moving back toward the initial state. However, we are not exactly retracing
the steps in the dynamics, so time reversibility is not guaranteed [175].
Recall that we also need a transition that obeys a detailed-balance condition
such that the target distribution remains unchanged and is truly the
posterior. The NUTS proposal solves this with a recursive approach that
builds a balanced binary tree of position and momentum values, integrating
in the forward and backward direction in time. A termination criterion
to stop building this tree is when the momentum vector at the end of the
forward and backward trajectory points inwards along the line connecting
the position vectors. A more extensive set of such criteria for HMC are
discussed and motivated in Ref. [175].

3.5 Convex optimization

Convex (concave) functions are those functions that satisfy the following
informal property: the curve of the function lies below (above) the chord
connecting any two points on the function. We can frame tomography
problems in quantum physics, e.g., reconstructing a quantum process matrix,
as the minimization of a linear problem over the set of positive-semidefinite
matrices, which is a convex set.

In some problems, we might be interested in minimizing a measure
of complexity in addition to fitting data; e.g., in compressed sensing, the
sparsity or rank of a signal is minimized. In quantum problems, the
rank of a matrix such as the density matrix could represent the purity
of the state. Similarly for quantum processes, nearly unitary processes
are low-rank. The rank of a matrix is however a non-convex function.
Nevertheless, a heuristic that works very well to minimize the rank of a
symmetric positive-semidefinite matrix is to minimize the trace, which is
a convex function [223]. The compressed-sensing formulation of quantum
tomography uses this heuristic to minimize the rank of a density or process
matrix while respecting inequality and other constraints, as we discuss in
the next chapter.

Let us discuss some basic ideas and algorithms for convex optimiza-
tion [224] to understand why compressed-sensing formulations that use
convex optimization might become computationally expensive for quantum
problems, as we see in Paper VI.

Mathematically, convexity is defined for a function f : Rn → R as the
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property that, for any (θ, λ) ∈ Rn and t ∈ (0, 1), the following equation is
always satisfied:

tf(θ) + (1 − t)f(λ) ≥ f(tθ + (1 − t)λ). (3.41)

Convex functions have several properties that make optimization easier
if the parameters also form convex sets. A convex set from the subset of
points in Euclidean space s : s ∈ Rn is where a line segment joining any
two points in the set lies inside the set. The points of a line and interior
points of a circle, sphere, square, or cube are examples of convex sets.
However, points on the edge of a circle do not form a convex set since a
chord connecting two points on a circle is not part of the circle.

Convex optimization solves the following optimization for a convex set
S and a convex function f : S → R:

min
θ
f(θ); θ ∈ S. (3.42)

We can show that any local minimum in convex optimization is a global
minimum, along with rigorous guarantees on convergence [225]. Also, linear
and other convex constraints are easy to implement. If the set of feasible
parameters satisfies inequality constraints specified by convex functions gi,
the problem remains convex. Such problems can be formulated as

min
θ
f(θ); gi(θ) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . .m. (3.43)

Assuming that both f and gi are differentiable, a solution θ∗ can be shown
to be the global optimum if the so-called Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT)
conditions are satisfied [225].

Convex optimization finds widespread use in quantum physics problems.
However, as we see in our benchmarks in Paper VI and other works [73], it
is not very useful for some quantum problems as the time for optimization
grows drastically as the system sizes increase. Ref. [73] reports that going
from a two-qubit to a three-qubit problem led to an increased memory
requirement of two orders of magnitude and several hours of processing
time.

First-order gradient-based methods developed in Paper VI use non-
convex formulations of the same problem and are able to scale better.
Nevertheless, a discussion of the core principles of convex optimization
is essential to understand their limitations. Convex optimization comes
with theoretical guarantees and therefore there were attempts to formulate
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many machine-learning techniques as convex problems, e.g., convex neural
networks [226]. In general practice, however, first-order gradient methods
work sufficiently well for non-convex optimization, such as training large
neural networks leading to their myriad applications.

Let us look at some basic ideas from convex optimization to understand
how they work and the possible difficulties faced.

3.5.1 The simplex method

The simplex method [227] finds the optimal solution to a convex optimiza-
tion problem by iteratively moving along the edges of the feasible region.
It represents a constrained optimization technique where we never leave
the feasible set. We do not use the simplex method in any of the appended
papers but will go through the basic concept to understand how such a
method works to solve constrained optimization.

The simplex method solves the following optimization to which any
other linear optimization task can be converted easily:

maximize cT θ

such that Aθ = b; θ ≥ 0, (3.44)

where θ ≥ 0 means that for each element we have θi ≥ 0. We have m
constraints and n parameters. Therefore, the matrix A is m× n.

The set of feasible solutions satisfying the equality constraint is convex
and defines a so-called convex polytope — an extension of the concept of a
polyhedron to higher dimensions. A vertex of this polytope is an extreme
point that intuitively represents a corner or boundary, e.g., the endpoints of
a line segment. A point θ is an extreme point if we cannot find two points
θ1 ̸= θ2 such that θ = λθ1 + (1 − λ)θ2 for any 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, i.e., the extreme
point does not lie between two points in the set.

It can be shown that a maximum in the feasible region is given by an
extreme point [224, 225]. If the extreme point is not a maximum, moving
away from this extreme point along an edge strictly increases the value
of the objective function. The simplex algorithm uses this idea to move
along the edges of the polytope to find extreme points with higher objective
function values.

The algorithm starts from a so-called basic-feasible solution (BFS) that
satisfies the constraints and then updates it iteratively. A new solution is
found by updating the elements in the BFS. The so-called entering variable
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will be a column index with a positive coefficient in the objective function.
Increasing the value of the entering variable from a non-zero value will
require changing the values of the current solution to maintain feasibility.
A corresponding leaving variable can be selected that keeps the solution
feasible. In the revised simplex method, care is taken to make the algorithm
memory-efficient compared to the simplex method [227, 228]

Although the worst-case time complexity of the simplex method is
exponential in the size of the parameter vector θ, many real-world problems
can be solved in polynomial time [229]. However, determining the number
of iterations to reach the optimal solution is itself an NP-hard problem,
and it is unknown if polynomial-time algorithms exist to solve such linear
problems.

In the case of quantum problems, an important constraint is positive-
semidefiniteness, e.g., while reconstructing density or process matrices.
Such problems are solved using semidefinite programming [230] with meth-
ods such as interior point [231, 232], conic solvers, and operator splitting
methods [233]. However, as we see in the next chapter, for quantum prob-
lems, it is very easy to hit the boundaries of convex optimization problems
even for modest-sized quantum systems, e.g., a 5-qubit quantum process
tomography task. In such problems, exploiting additional constraints and
structure, e.g., a low-rank assumption, can lead to improvements as we
show in Paper VI. Similar new ideas have emerged for large-scale convex
optimization using manifold optimization [15].

3.5.2 Semidefinite programming

A semidefinite program (SDP) is formulated as

minimize cθ

such that Aθ = b X ≥ 0. (3.45)

The positive semidefiniteness (PSD) constraint θ ≥ 0 can be seen as an
infinite set of linear constraints zT θz ≥ 0, ∀z.

Therefore the boundary of the feasible set is an intersection of the
smooth boundary defined by the PSD constraint and the linear constraints
of the problem. Simplex methods will not directly work with such problems.

Interior-point methods can solve such SDPs by first performing an
unconstrained optimization on an objective function that includes a so-
called logarithmic barrier function [234]. The barrier function penalizes
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parameters that violate the equality constraints and updates are ensured
to respect the PSD constraint. Interior-point methods have a polynomial
complexity; therefore, they are useful for solving large-scale SDPs. The
memory scaling is however quadratic. [231, 232, 235]

We use a so-called splitting operator method — the splitting conic
solver (SCS) algorithm [233] — in Paper VI, for benchmarks against com-
pressed sensing. The SCS method is a first-order method that can tackle
larger problems than interior-point methods. The crucial step of ensur-
ing positive semidefinitenes involves an eigendecomposition that is solved
efficiently using a Linear Algebra PACKage (LAPACK), specifically the
dsyevr method [233] via a projection. This projection step becomes ex-
pensive for large matrices. Therefore, even if such semidefinite programs
straightforwardly encode learning problems in quantum physics, they could
become impractical for use, taking hours for small problems [73]. Instead,
we develop a more efficient approach that is not a convex formulation but
works well in practice, using gradient-based optimization.





Chapter 4

Learning quantum systems

“The simulacrum is never that
which conceals the truth — it is
the truth which conceals that
there is none. The simulacrum is
true.”

Jean Baudrillard

The challenge posed by the simulation of quantum systems with classical
computers sparked an interest in building quantum computers, as discussed
in Chapter 1. An essential step in this endeavor is characterizing a quantum
system by constructing a useful model to analyze the level of control we
have over the quantum system. Quantum state tomography estimates
parameters defining a model for the quantum state, such as the density
matrix ρ. In contrast, quantum process tomography learns how a state
transforms, ρ′ = E(ρ), where E is a representation of the quantum process.
In quantum control, the objective is to determine operations that drive a
quantum system toward a target.

In all such problems, the central aim is constructing a model for a
quantum system and fitting it to (noisy) empirical data. The model can
then predict outcomes for new measurements or be used to ascertain the
quality of targeted operations. The construction and estimation of such
models must adhere to constraints, such as positive-semidefiniteness, set by
quantum mechanics. Furthermore, it is desirable to use as few measurements
as possible to reduce experimental effort.
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However, as discussed in Chapter 1, quantum states and corresponding
dynamics are generally represented classically by exponentially growing
matrices as the system size increases. Learning such classical models
becomes challenging even for moderate-size quantum systems. The challenge
is both experimental — we require enough measurements to identify the
system uniquely — and computational — the data processing must be
done efficiently. In some problems, it may take hours [73] to weeks of data
processing [71].

A combination of priors, constraints, and clever algorithms allows us
to overcome many challenges associated with the large dimensionality,
noise in data, and the computational complexity of learning problems in
quantum systems. The structure present in some problems, e.g., a low
rank of the density matrix due to it representing a nearly-pure quantum
state, can greatly reduce both computational and experimental costs during
estimation. This chapter will discuss formulating such learning tasks
as machine-learning problems solved by various constrained optimization
techniques. The chapter puts in the context the results of all the Papers in
this thesis (except Paper IV) with the discussion so far.

4.1 Quantum states and their estimation

We start with learning the parameters of a model representing a general
quantum system as the mixture of pure quantum states, the density matrix

ρ =
∑

k

pk |ψk⟩ ⟨ψk| , (4.1)

where pk ≥ 0 denote probabilities, and |ψk⟩ are complex-valued vectors in a
Hilbert space representing pure quantum states. Recall that any state vector
can be represented generally using the orthonormal basis vectors {|en⟩} of
a Hermitian operator in the Hilbert space, as discussed in Chapter 1:

|ψ⟩ =
∑

n

cn |en⟩ . (4.2)

The real eigenvalues of these operators en represent observable quantities
like energy or photon number. At the same time, the complex-valued
coefficients cn give probabilities |cn|2 that add up to unity for a valid
probabilistic interpretation. The density matrix satisfies the condition

⟨ψ| ρ |ψ⟩ ≥ 0 ∀ψ. (4.3)
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This condition emerges from the orthonormality of the basis vectors that
selects the absolute values of complex coefficients from state vectors |ψk⟩,
combined with the non-negativity of the probabilities pk. Further, by
rewriting the density matrix in the orthonormal operator basis {|ei⟩ ⟨ej |}, we
see that the diagonal elements of the density matrix represent probabilities
and so should sum up to 1. Density matrices are, therefore, unit-trace
positive-semidefinite matrices, making them Hermitian such that ρ† = ρ.

A structure emerges for the density-matrix representation that has
parameterization to satisfy both unit-trace and positive semidefinite con-
straints using the Cholesky decomposition [203]

ρ = T †T
tr[T †T ] , (4.4)

where T is a complex-valued lower-triangular matrix with real diagonal
elements. Recall from Chapter 3 that this is one of the simplest ways to
enforce constraints — by reparameterizing the problem so that we can
run unconstrained optimization over T . In Papers I and II, we use this
idea for quantum state tomography using neural networks by letting T
be a neural network’s output. By rearranging real-valued outputs from
a neural network into a complex-valued T , we can represent a quantum
state using the parameters of a neural network while ensuring its positive
semidefiniteness, see Fig. 4.1.

In order to estimate ρ, similar to learning a probability density, we need
samples of measurement outcomes, as discussed in Chapter 1. Measure-
ments can give stochastic outcomes, with the probability of any outcome
determined by the Born rule. Note that for a general measurement repre-
sented by an operator O, the Born rule defines the expectation value as we
show in Chapter 1:

⟨O⟩ = tr[Oρ]. (4.5)

We are interested in learning the underlying distribution for all mea-
surement outcomes by estimating pθ(O) = tr[Oρθ], where we have cast
the problem as a generative modeling task faced in machine learning, as
discussed in Chapter 2. The parameters θ can be the weights of a neu-
ral network such as an RBM [90] or a conditional generative adversarial
network (CGAN), as we discuss in Papers I and II.

Quantum state tomography addresses this learning task by choosing
measurement settings labeled by x, represented by operators {Ox}, running
an experiment to find the empirical expectation values or record samples
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<latexit sha1_base64="lsQ5+0FvfChOAl/sZLTBeUuc828=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6k43g0Wom5KIqLgquHFnBfuANoTJdNIOnTyYmYglBNz4K25cKOLWn3Dn3zhJu9DWAwNnzrmXe+/xYs6ksqxvY2FxaXlltbRWXt/Y3No2d3ZbMkoEoU0S8Uh0PCwpZyFtKqY47cSC4sDjtO2NrnK/fU+FZFF4p8YxdQI8CJnPCFZacs39uNoLsBoSzNObzE2Lj+ejh+zYNStWzSqA5ok9JRWYouGaX71+RJKAhopwLGXXtmLlpFgoRjjNyr1E0hiTER7QrqYhDqh00uKGDB1ppY/8SOgXKlSovztSHEg5Djxdma8oZ71c/M/rJsq/cFIWxomiIZkM8hOOVITyQFCfCUoUH2uCiWB6V0SGWGCidGxlHYI9e/I8aZ3U7LOadXtaqV9O4yjBARxCFWw4hzpcQwOaQOARnuEV3own48V4Nz4mpQvGtGcP/sD4/AHk+Zen</latexit>

p(Ox)

<latexit sha1_base64="AXw0bi+baKE9N5IfVEed3w5Wi8I=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIVHFVcOOygn1IO5RMmmlDk8yQZIRh6Fe4caGIWz/HnX9jpp2Fth4IHM65l5x7gpgzbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Db3u09UaRbJB5PG1Bd4LFnICDZWehwIbCZBiNJhtebW3TnQKvEKUoMCrWH1azCKSCKoNIRjrfueGxs/w8owwumsMkg0jTGZ4jHtWyqxoNrP5oFn6MwqIxRGyj5p0Fz9vZFhoXUqAjuZB9TLXi7+5/UTE177GZNxYqgki4/ChCMTofx6NGKKEsNTSzBRzGZFZIIVJsZ2VLEleMsnr5LORd1r1N37y1rzpqijDCdwCufgwRU04Q5a0AYCAp7hFd4c5bw4787HYrTkFDvH8AfO5w+NfJA4</latexit>y
<latexit sha1_base64="ybw1nqTz/kJLD8Czis3c5njJ8Ac=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvoqsyIqLgquHFZwT6wHUomzbShmWRIMsIw9C/cuFDErX/jzr8x085CWw8EDufcS849QcyZNq777ZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5BW8tEEdoikkvVDbCmnAnaMsxw2o0VxVHAaSeY3OZ+54kqzaR4MGlM/QiPBAsZwcZKj/0Im3EQovR0UK25dXcGtEy8gtSgQHNQ/eoPJUkiKgzhWOue58bGz7AyjHA6rfQTTWNMJnhEe5YKHFHtZ7PEU3RilSEKpbJPGDRTf29kONI6jQI7mSfUi14u/uf1EhNe+xkTcWKoIPOPwoQjI1F+PhoyRYnhqSWYKGazIjLGChNjS6rYErzFk5dJ+7zuXdbd+4ta46aoowxHcAxn4MEVNOAOmtACAgKe4RXeHO28OO/Ox3y05BQ7h/AHzucP8POQaQ==</latexit>

y0
<latexit sha1_base64="t9FlxlPeHdnebBZABcXP7C2ejM0=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RFU8BLx4jmAckS5id9CZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDYsDozHOpcS21aEbMghYI6CpTQSg2wJJLQjIa3U7/5BMYKrR5wlEKYsL4SseAMndTo4ACQdUtlv+LPQJdJkJMyyVHrlr46Pc2zBBRyyaxtB36K4ZgZFFzCpNjJLKSMD1kf2o4qloANx7NrJ/TUKT0aa+NKIZ2pvyfGLLF2lESuM2E4sIveVPzPa2cYX4djodIMQfH5ojiTFDWdvk57wgBHOXKEcSPcrZQPmGEcXUBFF0Kw+PIyaZxXgsuKf39Rrt7kcRTIMTkhZyQgV6RK7kiN1Aknj+SZvJI3T3sv3rv3MW9d8fKZI/IH3ucPozWPJQ==</latexit>

✓

<latexit sha1_base64="c/UC250FgUuJ2/oVRCKzOHSlxtg=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQiKp4KevAiVLAf0Iay2U7apZtN3J0UQ+jv8OJBEa/+GG/+G7dtDlp9MPB4b4aZeX4suEbH+bIKS8srq2vF9dLG5tb2Tnl3r6mjRDFosEhEqu1TDYJLaCBHAe1YAQ19AS1/dDX1W2NQmkfyHtMYvJAOJA84o2gk7xqk5pjeUlT8sVeuOFVnBvsvcXNSITnqvfJntx+xJASJTFCtO64To5dRhZwJmJS6iYaYshEdQMdQSUPQXjY7emIfGaVvB5EyJdGeqT8nMhpqnYa+6QwpDvWiNxX/8zoJBhdexmWcIEg2XxQkwsbIniZg97kChiI1hDLFza02G1JFGZqcSiYEd/Hlv6R5UnXPqs7daaV2mcdRJAfkkBwTl5yTGrkhddIgjDyQJ/JCXq2x9Wy9We/z1oKVz+yTX7A+vgEfC5JO</latexit> D
en

si
ty

M
a
tr

ix

<latexit sha1_base64="BHRf/byQ3fvgDrNJna8FFPiOkrI=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIqLgqiOCygn3AdCiZNNOGZpIhyYhl6Ge4caGIW7/GnX9jOp2Fth4IHM65l9xzwoQzbVz32ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtpapIrRFJJeqG2JNORO0ZZjhtJsoiuOQ0044vpn5nUeqNJPiwUwSGsR4KFjECDZW8m+fEkpMzvvVmlt3c6Bl4hWkBgWa/epXbyBJGlNhCMda+56bmCDDyjDC6bTSSzVNMBnjIfUtFTimOsjyk6foxCoDFEllnzAoV39vZDjWehKHdjLGZqQXvZn4n+enJroKMiaS1FBB5h9FKUdGoll+NGDKJuYTSzBRzN6KyAgrTIxtqWJL8BYjL5P2Wd27qLv357XGdVFHGY7gGE7Bg0towB00oQUEJDzDK7w5xnlx3p2P+WjJKXYO4Q+czx+PRZFp</latexit> E
x
p
ec

ta
ti

on

<latexit sha1_base64="a+77SH8zUALx2mhRRsd2j/+IF4c=">AAACGHicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsQieaiKi4qngxZsKVoUmhM120i7dfLA7kZaQn+HFv+LFgyJevflv3MYc1Ppg4c17M+zMC1IpNNr2p1WbmZ2bX1hcqi+vrK6tNzY2b3SSKQ4dnshE3QVMgxQxdFCghLtUAYsCCbfB8Gzi396D0iKJr3GcghexfixCwRkayW/suwgjzFEVXTdiOOBM5heFn5dFENJR4apBYmocALLC8xtNu2WXoNPEqUiTVLj0Gx9uL+FZBDFyybTuOnaKXs4UCi6hqLuZhpTxIetD19CYRaC9vDysoLtG6dEwUebFSEv150TOIq3HUWA6J/vqv95E/M/rZhieeLmI0wwh5t8fhZmkmNBJSrQnFHCUY0MYV8LsSvmAKcbRZFk3ITh/T54mNwct56hlXx0226dVHItkm+yQPeKQY9Im5+SSdAgnD+SJvJBX69F6tt6s9+/WmlXNbJFfsD6+AHO3od0=</latexit>

tr[Ox⇢✓]

<latexit sha1_base64="WqOOhhnfg7PS6IScyHnM2bHJBEk=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMjqx69DAbBi2FXRMVTJAc9SYJ5QbKE2clsMmR2dpnpFeOSL/HiQRGvfoo3/8bJ46CJBQ1FVTfdXX4suAbH+baWlldW19YzG9nNre2dnL27V9dRoiir0UhEqukTzQSXrAYcBGvGipHQF6zhD0pjv/HAlOaRrMIwZl5IepIHnBIwUsfOtYE9Qlq5r56Ubq7vRh077xScCfAicWckj2Yod+yvdjeiScgkUEG0brlODF5KFHAq2CjbTjSLCR2QHmsZKknItJdODh/hI6N0cRApUxLwRP09kZJQ62Hom86QQF/Pe2PxP6+VQHDppVzGCTBJp4uCRGCI8DgF3OWKURBDQwhV3NyKaZ8oQsFklTUhuPMvL5L6acE9LziVs3zxahZHBh2gQ3SMXHSBiugWlVENUZSgZ/SK3qwn68V6tz6mrUvWbGYf/YH1+QPs7pKV</latexit>

QST-CGAN
<latexit sha1_base64="5VtmGE7g8yfITdIDh4v/o9BnQ3I=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0mkqMeCF48V7Qe0oUy2m3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUUdaksYhVJ0DNBJesabgRrJMohlEgWDsY38789hNTmsfy0UwS5kc4lDzkFI2VHip40S+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFNIyYNFah113MT42eoDKeCTYu9VLME6RiHrGupxIhpP5ufOiXnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdEhpHWkyiwnRGakV72ZuJ/Xjc14Y2fcZmkhkm6WBSmgpiYzP4mA64YNWJiCVLF7a2EjlAhNTadog3BW355lbQuq95V1b2vleu1PI4CnMIZVMCDa6jDHTSgCRSG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gCGG41B</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="fvN0WhruglElFyIZr4XQmxxjO2U=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0mkqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpoRJc9Etlt+rOQVaJl5My5Gj0S1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB02Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsm5VQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14Y2fcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6RRuCt/zyKmldVr2rqntfK9dreRwFOIUzqIAH11CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AGHoI1C</latexit>

(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="kKjqpwEkBjGmX103YDVy491P1nM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0mkqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKDxV20S+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScW2VAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwxs/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadog3BW355lbQuq95V1b2vleu1PI4CnMIZVMCDa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gCJJY1D</latexit>

(c)

<latexit sha1_base64="1xhETD1gYsRDxb/kCrMtkuwijI0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0mkqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpoTK46JfKbtWdg6wSLydlyNHol756g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp8VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n81PnZJzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwhs/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzP4mA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNh0ijYEb/nlVdK6rHpXVfe+Vq7X8jgKcApnUAEPrqEOd9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnBfn3flYtK45+cwJ/IHz+QOKqo1E</latexit>

(d)

<latexit sha1_base64="AXw0bi+baKE9N5IfVEed3w5Wi8I=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIVHFVcOOygn1IO5RMmmlDk8yQZIRh6Fe4caGIWz/HnX9jpp2Fth4IHM65l5x7gpgzbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Db3u09UaRbJB5PG1Bd4LFnICDZWehwIbCZBiNJhtebW3TnQKvEKUoMCrWH1azCKSCKoNIRjrfueGxs/w8owwumsMkg0jTGZ4jHtWyqxoNrP5oFn6MwqIxRGyj5p0Fz9vZFhoXUqAjuZB9TLXi7+5/UTE177GZNxYqgki4/ChCMTofx6NGKKEsNTSzBRzGZFZIIVJsZ2VLEleMsnr5LORd1r1N37y1rzpqijDCdwCufgwRU04Q5a0AYCAp7hFd4c5bw4787HYrTkFDvH8AfO5w+NfJA4</latexit>y

<latexit sha1_base64="ybw1nqTz/kJLD8Czis3c5njJ8Ac=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvoqsyIqLgquHFZwT6wHUomzbShmWRIMsIw9C/cuFDErX/jzr8x085CWw8EDufcS849QcyZNq777ZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5BW8tEEdoikkvVDbCmnAnaMsxw2o0VxVHAaSeY3OZ+54kqzaR4MGlM/QiPBAsZwcZKj/0Im3EQovR0UK25dXcGtEy8gtSgQHNQ/eoPJUkiKgzhWOue58bGz7AyjHA6rfQTTWNMJnhEe5YKHFHtZ7PEU3RilSEKpbJPGDRTf29kONI6jQI7mSfUi14u/uf1EhNe+xkTcWKoIPOPwoQjI1F+PhoyRYnhqSWYKGazIjLGChNjS6rYErzFk5dJ+7zuXdbd+4ta46aoowxHcAxn4MEVNOAOmtACAgKe4RXeHO28OO/Ox3y05BQ7h/AHzucP8POQaQ==</latexit>

y0

<latexit sha1_base64="W0m8NXURJLA0Ntrj0HxvMBhj2Gs=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepShMEiVpCSSFHBTUEXLivYCzShTKaTduhkEmYmQghdufFV3LhQxK3P4M63cdIG0dYfBj7+cw5zzu9FjEplWV9GYWFxaXmluFpaW9/Y3DK3d1oyjAUmTRyyUHQ8JAmjnDQVVYx0IkFQ4DHS9kZXWb19T4SkIb9TSUTcAA049SlGSls9c/+64gRIDT0fJifwB48unWhIj3tm2apaE8F5sHMog1yNnvnp9EMcB4QrzJCUXduKlJsioShmZFxyYkkihEdoQLoaOQqIdNPJGWN4qJ0+9EOhH1dw4v6eSFEgZRJ4ujPbU87WMvO/WjdW/oWbUh7FinA8/ciPGVQhzDKBfSoIVizRgLCgeleIh0ggrHRyJR2CPXvyPLROq/ZZ1bqtleu1PI4i2AMHoAJscA7q4AY0QBNg8ACewAt4NR6NZ+PNeJ+2Fox8Zhf8kfHxDefEl3I=</latexit>

D(y,y0;�)

<latexit sha1_base64="CcdP+27Io+vBoYGzXHDjtDc6at4=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7Iroh6LXjxWsB/QLiWbpm1oNrsks8Wy9J948aCIV/+JN/+NabsHbX0w8HhvJpl5YSKFQc/7dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v6Be3jUMHGqGa+zWMa6FVLDpVC8jgIlbyWa0yiUvBmO7mZ+c8y1EbF6xEnCg4gOlOgLRtFKXdftIH/C7DbWiuhU8mnXLXsVbw6ySvyclCFHret+dXoxSyOukElqTNv3EgwyqlEw+16pkxqeUDaiA962VNGImyCbbz4lZ1bpkX6sbSkkc/X3REYjYyZRaDsjikOz7M3E/7x2iv2bIBMqSZErtvion0qCMZnFQHpCc4ZyYgllWthdCRtSTRnasEo2BH/55FXSuKj4VxXv4bJcvczjKMIJnMI5+HANVbiHGtSBwRie4RXenMx5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f3k6TxA==</latexit>

Born rule

<latexit sha1_base64="FiWuPykEdjKExwtAVDAo05BEzGM=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgETyWRoh4LvXisYD+gDWWznbZLN5uwOxFj6C/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglhwja77bRU2Nre2d4q7pb39g8OyfXTc1lGiGLRYJCLVDagGwSW0kKOAbqyAhoGATjBtzP3OAyjNI3mPaQx+SMeSjzijaKSBXe4jPGLWmEQC9DSdDeyKW3UXcNaJl5MKydEc2F/9YcSSECQyQbXueW6MfkYVciZgVuonGmLKpnQMPUMlDUH72eLwmXNulKEzipQpic5C/T2R0VDrNAxMZ0hxole9ufif10twdONnXMYJgmTLRaNEOBg58xScIVfAUKSGUKa4udVhE6ooQ5NVyYTgrb68TtqXVe+q6t7VKvVaHkeRnJIzckE8ck3q5JY0SYswkpBn8krerCfrxXq3PpatBSufOSF/YH3+AHjZk5M=</latexit>

Cholesky
<latexit sha1_base64="lECE47WojnIospxnQv7XXODJ2Es=">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</latexit>

⇢✓ =
T †
✓ T✓

tr[T †
✓ T✓]

<latexit sha1_base64="HTS9DYG9mjg82coEOM8+Q9Wt1XU=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIUZcFNy4r2Ie0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRixDv8KNC0Xc+jnu/Bsz01lo64HA4Zx7ybkniDnTxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzq6ChRhLZJxCPVC7CmnEnaNsxw2osVxSLgtBtMbzK/+0iVZpG8N7OY+gKPJQsZwcZKDwOBzSQI0dOwWnPrbg60SryC1KBAa1j9GowikggqDeFY677nxsZPsTKMcDqvDBJNY0ymeEz7lkosqPbTPPAcnVllhMJI2ScNytXfGykWWs9EYCezgHrZy8T/vH5iwms/ZTJODJVk8VGYcGQilF2PRkxRYvjMEkwUs1kRmWCFibEdVWwJ3vLJq6RzUfcu6+5do9ZsFHWU4QRO4Rw8uIIm3EIL2kBAwDO8wpujnBfn3flYjJacYucY/sD5/AGKKpAx</latexit>x

Figure 4.1: Generative models approximate an underlying probability distribution
and learn it from data. We develop a method for quantum state tomography with
conditional generative adversarial networks (QST-CGAN) in Papers I and II. QST-
CGAN learns a representation of an underlying quantum state using experimental
data. (a) Reconstruction of expectation values for parity measurements on the
phase space by QST-CGAN. The measurement setting is given by a point in phase
space specified by a complex number β. (b) The data is noisy and distorted from
the ideal target state (inset), even if it contains the main features. Specifying
the distortions mathematically in a model is difficult as we might not know the
noise sources beforehand. However, a neural-network-based approach could still
identify the state to classify it, as discussed in Paper II, or use the raw data’s
relevant features to estimate the density matrix. While standard generative
adversarial networks generate unconditional samples (c), the QST-CGAN in (d)
generates samples conditioned on an input measurement setting. This allows us
to adapt such a generative model for approximating measurement probabilities
p(Ox). The black-box nature of the generator is simplified by forcing a density-
matrix representation internally that obeys quantum-mechanical constraints. The
Born rule can then predict expectation values. However, interpretability comes at
the cost of scalability as the dimension of the density-matrix representation now
restricts us to small system sizes.
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of outcomes and then using the data to estimate ρ, which in turn defines
p(Ox) through the Born rule.

In most cases, the measurements are given by positive operator-valued
measures (POVMs), e.g., measuring the probability of being in one of
the orthonormal basis states (ground or excited). The measurements are
repeated on copies of the quantum state to obtain a frequency of outcomes
due to the probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics. Therefore the data
in this learning problem, (x,y), is given by the measurement operators Ox
and outcomes y representing the expectation value of the measurement (or
samples of outcomes).

We can also view the quantum-tomography task as an inverse problem
where we have a forward model given by the Born rule that defines the
relationship between model parameters, ρ, and observed data. The forward
model is linear as it consists of matrix multiplication, Cmn = ∑

k Omkρkn,
and a trace,

∑
mCmm. If we take a single measurement operator with matrix

elements (Ox)mk acting on a density matrix with the matrix elements ρkn,
the forward model relating parameters to data is given by the Born rule:

tr[Oxρ] =
∑

m

∑

k

(Ox)mkρkm

= (Ox)00ρ00 + (Ox)01ρ10 + . . .

=
∑

j

(Of
x)jρfj . (4.6)

In the last step, we flattened the density matrix to collect its elements
into a vector ρf and multiplied it with the elements from the appropriately
flattened Of

x.
If we collect the flattened operators for N measurement settings in a

matrix by stacking them together as A = [Of
x1 |Of

x2 | . . . |Of
xN ] and put their

corresponding outcome probabilities (or expectation) in a vector b, we can
construct a linear system of equations defining the problem:

Aρf = b. (4.7)

The term A is sometimes called the sensing matrix [83], and the solution
to the tomography problem is given by the inversion of this linear system
of equations. However, linear inversion does not guarantee positive semidef-
initeness of the density matrix and might be complicated when there is
noise in the data. It is also dependent on the condition number of the
sensing matrix A and the existence of the inverse.
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Linear inversion is rarely used for tomography (although we use a
hybrid method for QPT in Paper VII, based on linear inversion followed
by a projection step). Least-squares estimation is an alternative to linear
inversion that works well in practice with noise assumed to be Gaussian [236].
Least-squares estimation solves the minimization

min
ρ

||Aρf − b||22, (4.8)

which can be further improved with regularization, leading to sparse solu-
tions and better handling of noise in the data, as discussed in Chapter 3.

However, we still need to project the solution to a positive-semidefinite
matrix since this property is not guaranteed by least-squares estimation.
There are several proposals to project a matrix to a positive semidefi-
nite one, e.g., by discarding negative eigenvalues or finding the nearest
positive-semidefinite density matrix to the least-squares solution. However,
such projection steps could become computationally expensive and require
solving a sub-problem, as discussed in Chapter 3.

Compressed sensing with convex optimization is another approach to
solve the tomography problem defined as the linear inversion task, that
greatly reduces the required data [237, 238]. Compressed sensing is a
technique to recover large signals from very few measurements assuming
low signal complexity, such as low rank or sparsity [237]. We discuss convex
optimization techniques in Chapter 3 used for compressed sensing.

In the compressed-sensing picture, we answer the question of estimating
a d-dimensional vector ρf from N measurements using the sensing matrix
A. In general, as soon as the rank(A) = d, we have a system of linear
equations that can give a unique solution to the inversion. It is often the
case that ρf is an almost pure quantum state and therefore has a low rank.
The states may have other structures that reduce their complexity, e.g.,
low entanglement. Compressed sensing, therefore, recovers a reasonable
estimate with far fewer measurement settings than the number of unknown
parameters. In Ref. [239], it was shown that for 7-qubit tomography a mere
127 Pauli-basis measurements, each repeated only 100 times, was sufficient
for state tomography using compressed sensing.

Instead of optimizing the least-squares objective, compressed sensing
solves the convex optimization task

min ||ρ||tr
such that Aρf = b; ρ ≥ 0, (4.9)
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where ρ ≥ 0 is the positive semidefiniteness condition and || ∗ ||tr represents
the trace norm.

As we discuss in Chapter 3, it can be shown that minimizing the trace
norm minimizes the rank of the matrix. In addition, the formulation
of the problem with linear constraints keeps it convex. However, as the
system sizes increase, the sensing matrix will become large, increasing the
computational cost for convex optimization. As we discuss later for quantum
process tomography, compressed sensing becomes a bottleneck even for
moderately sized problems, e.g., three-qubit process tomography [73], due
to the convex formulation.

An alternative to linear inversion, least-squares estimation, or com-
pressed sensing for quantum tomography is maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) [203]. MLE ensures a positive semidefinite reconstruction by pa-
rameterizing the density matrix using the Cholesky decomposition. MLE
determines the state by maximizing the likelihood

L(ρ) =
∏

i

p(Oxi ; ρ)ỹi , (4.10)

where xi represent measurement settings and ỹi represents the number of
times an outcome was recorded. The expectation value is given by yi = ỹi

N ,
using which the log-likelihood can be optimized to find an estimate for ρ:

L(ρ) =
∑

i

yi log p(Oxi). (4.11)

In Ref. [240], a simple steepest-ascent method was used to maximize the
log-likelihood with an iterative algorithm. In Papers I and II, we compare
our neural-network-based estimation methods to this iterative maximum
likelihood estimation, as well as the “superfast” MLE method of Ref. [241]
that was proposed to escape the issue of slow convergence for MLE using
gradient descent on the Cholesky factorization. A gradient-based approach
with neural networks, however, learns a quantum state with fewer iterations
and data by orders of magnitude compared to the MLE techniques, as the
results of Papers I and II demonstrate.

The iterative maximum-likelihood method has a nice guarantee to
converge due to the convex nature of the log-likelihood. However, there
is no guarantee that every iterative step will increase the likelihood, as
shown in Ref. [242] with a counter-example. Therefore it might take a long
time to converge. In Ref. [242], a diluted nonlinear iterative algorithm was
proposed for faster convergence and guaranteed likelihood increase. Still,
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due to the enforcement of quantum-mechanical constraints on the density
matrix and implementing a minimization in the space of unconstrained
operators, convergence is slow [241].

In Ref. [236], it was possible to develop a fast MLE method for state
reconstruction by assuming Gaussian statistics for the measurement noise.
The likelihood function is now changed to

L(ρ) ∝
∏

i

exp[−(yi − tr(Oxiρ))]2, (4.12)

where we have ignored constant terms. The log-likelihood function now has
a form similar to least-squares regression, and maximizing the log-likelihood
with the Gaussian noise prior could be related to least-squares minimization,
as we also discuss in Chapter 3.

As we discussed before, further improvements to MLE came with ap-
plying the “superfast” projected-gradient-descent technique in Ref. [241].
Here, the authors use an accelerated gradient-descent algorithm with a
“momentum” that helped to achieve faster convergence. To implement
the constraint of positive semidefiniteness and unit trace, the density ma-
trix is projected to the space of valid quantum states at each step of the
gradient-based optimization. This is achieved by discarding negative eigen-
values of the estimated density matrix and reconstructing it back from the
eigenvectors of the current estimate. With this adaptation, it was possible
to perform the state reconstruction of an 8-qubit state within a minute
and just hundreds of iterative steps. Although maximum-likelihood-based
reconstruction is widely used for state reconstruction, some authors have
pointed out its limitations compared to linear regression techniques [243]
and even questioned its admissibility [244, 245].

Measurement settings must be chosen carefully to satisfy the so-called
informational completeness condition as discussed in Chapter 1 to obtain a
unique solution. In simple words, IC entails collecting sufficient information
to uniquely identify the quantum state and compute the probability for
arbitrary measurements under our assumptions. It is not easy to always de-
termine the optimal measurements, and often over-complete measurements
are used, as we discuss in Chapter 1. Prior knowledge about the quantum
system, noise in the data, and our formulation of the problem determine
the amount of information required for tomography. It is, however, not
straightforward to incorporate prior information about complicated noise
patterns or the quantum state in the learning algorithm.
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In Papers I and II, we proposed a quantum state tomography method
that uses conditional generative adversarial neural networks (QST-CGAN).
The motivation was that neural networks might be able to learn patterns
in the data automatically for a better reconstruction of quantum states, see
Fig. 4.1. Patterns that are difficult to write down mathematically and get
distorted in noisy data, e.g., Schrödinger cat states consisting of two blobs
in the phase space with a pattern between them, could still be recognized by
neural networks after training. However as we discuss later in the context
of quantum process tomography, neural networks are not always essential,
and a more principled approach to include prior information and noise is
through a Bayesian estimation.

The QST-CGAN method approximates the probability of an outcome as
the output of a generative model. A discriminator network evaluates if such
probabilities predicted by the generator match the actual experimental data,
therefore, serving as a substitute for the loss function. We evaluated the
role of different loss functions in Paper II and studied how to incorporate
noise into the model.

The density matrix is the most general parameterization for a mixed
quantum state with an exponentially growing number of parameters. Other
efficient descriptions could exist for specific classes of states to reduce the
number of parameters that require estimation. Consider the example of a
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state of three two-level systems, given
by

|GHZ⟩ = |000⟩ + |111⟩√
2

. (4.13)

If we try to reconstruct the density matrix of an unknown GHZ state, we
only need the four density-matrix elements at the corners, given by the
coefficients of

|000⟩⟨000| , |111⟩⟨111| , |000⟩⟨111| , |111⟩⟨000| . (4.14)

Similarly, consider a class of quantum states such as binomial quantum
states written in the Fock basis {|n⟩}. These states are a superposition of
Fock states with the weights given by the binomial coefficients [88]

|ψbinomial⟩ = 1√
2N+1

N+1∑

m=0

√√√√
(
N + 1
m

)
|(S + 1)m⟩ . (4.15)

The states are parameterized by the integers N and S. If we have such
prior information about the state, we can use an efficient representation
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of the state and learn a reduced number of parameters that can help us
reconstruct that state.

However, forcing the representation biases our reconstruction towards
our expectations. This bias could lead to results that are not faithful to
the actual experiment and a more flexible ansatz for the state is required.
In Papers I and II, we were motivated by the universal approximation
capabilities of neural networks to propose them as an ansatz for efficient
parameterizations of quantum states.

Other efficient representations such as a matrix product state [246]
or a tensor network [109] could significantly reduce the complexity of the
problem. Recent work on using a tensor-network method to simulate
a 53-qubit experiment using a small cluster of GPUs showed significant
success [247]. We can think of these approaches as using priors in inverse
problems and regularizations to restrict the search space of parameters.
Such parameterizations are interpretable and controlled in contrast to a
neural network.

Therefore we attempted to force a density-matrix representation for
interoperability in Papers I and II, see Fig. 4.1. Even though this idea
performed significantly better than maximum-likelihood methods, the expo-
nentially growing size of the density matrix limits its scaling. It was possible
to reconstruct a density matrix with orders of magnitude fewer measure-
ments. Still, we could not ascertain what allowed the neural-network-based
approach to perform significantly better than maximum likelihood estima-
tion. It could have been possibly due to the regularization and learning of
a non-trivial loss function by a discriminator network.

With the success of Papers I and II, we sought to extend the idea
to estimate quantum processes. But we quickly realized that it was a
combination of gradient-based optimization, a structured model incorporat-
ing quantum-mechanical constraints, and regularization, which were more
important than using a complicated neural network.

4.2 Estimating quantum processes

In quantum process tomography (QPT), we want to estimate how quantum
states change, i.e., learn the dynamics of a quantum system or characterize
a quantum operation, see Fig. 4.2. We can formulate QPT as an estimation
task similar to QST by using probes ρi and measurements Oj . The outcome
of measurements on the transformed quantum state ρ′

i = E(ρi) now depends
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(b)

Figure 4.2: Quantum process tomography (QPT) characterizes quantum operations
such as (a) transformations of a quantum state that represents some logical
information. A bosonic encoding implements computational states by encoding

them as orthogonal states of light, e.g., |2⟩ , |0⟩+|4⟩√
2 . An operation such as a NOT

(X) gate is a physical operation transforming one state to another. (b) QPT
proceeds by preparing probe states, applying the target operation, and performing
various measurements on the result. State-preparation and measurement (SPAM)
errors need to be accounted for to get the true characterization of the target
process E . We incorporate estimated SPAM errors in the formulation of the QPT
reconstruction in Paper IX.

on both the input probe ρi and measurement setting Oj . Let us consider
the expectation value (or empirical frequencies for different outcomes) as
yij .

The most straightforward parameterization for E is a process tensor Φ
such that it defines a linear transformation of density matrices:

E(ρ)mn =
∑

ij

Φnm,jiρij . (4.16)

The forward model here is yij = tr[OjE(ρi)]. Similar to the linear-inversion
formulation of state tomography, if we collect the result of measurements for
all probes and operators into a vector b, the QPT task can be formulated
as another linear inversion,

AΦf = b, (4.17)

where Φf is the flattened representation of the process tensor and A is
constructed using ρi,Oj .

Similar to QST, we can use linear inversion, or least-squares optimiza-
tion, to find the process E using some representation of it Φ. However, E
has the restriction that it should be

• Completely positive (CP)

• Trace-preserving (TP).
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Complete positivity of E ensures that positive matrices are transformed
to positive outputs. The trace-preserving condition means that the trace of
the input and output density matrices that the map acts on should be the
same. The CPTP conditions ensure the E represents a valid conversion of
one density matrix to another.

One representation of a quantum process is the so-called Choi matrix.
The Choi matrix is a linear operator that acts on a tensor product of two
Hilbert spaces Hin ⊗ Hout representing the input and output Hilbert spaces
for the process ρ′ = E(ρ). The action of the Choi matrix on a quantum
state is given by a partial trace operation:

E(ρ) = trHin
[(ρf )T ⊗ I)Φ]. (4.18)

The process E is CPTP if the Choi matrix is positive semidefinite and the
following partial-trace condition is satisfied [209, 248]:

trHout [Φ] = I. (4.19)

The Choi matrix allows us to use projections [248, 249] to obtain an estimate
that might not be physical and then find a CPTP estimate, e.g., for CP,
simply discarding negative eigenvalues of the Choi matrix works as

ΦCP = V max (0, D)V †, (4.20)

where Φ = V DV † represents the singular-value decomposition. In Ref. [249],
a new projection method was proposed, called the hyperplane intersection
projection, which showed promising advantages over other projection meth-
ods. However, most such approaches have to solve linear sub-problems such
as eigendecomposition that scale poorly with the size of the problem. Other
representations such as using the Pauli Transfer Matrix (PTM) encode the
CPTP constraint differently.

The Choi matrix also allows the QPT objective to be formulated as
a compressed-sensing problem that can be solved with convex optimiza-
tion [79]. In many QPT problems, we can assume a low rank for the
quantum processes, e.g., a near-unitary operation. Compressed sensing can
allow efficient reconstructions exploiting the low-rank structure by solving

min ||Φ||tr
such that AΦf = b; Φ ≥ 0, trHout [Φ] = I. (4.21)
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The minimization of the norm indirectly minimizes the rank of the matrix
and the optimization problem can be readily solved by some convex op-
timization technique. However, the size of the problem quickly becomes
very large, e.g., for a 5-qubit tomography, the Hilbert space for the density
matrix is 32 × 32. The Choi matrix is therefore 1024 × 1024. If we flatten
the Choi matrix, the dimension of Φf becomes ≈ 106. Such large problems
cannot be easily tackled and present computational challenges.

In Ref. [73], it was noted that going from a two-qubit case to three qubits
made the computational time for convex optimization go from seconds to
several hours. In our benchmarks for Paper VI, we could only tackle
two-qubit QPT problems with compressed sensing. In Paper VII, a linear
inversion followed by a projection worked better.

The Choi matrix assumes a full-rank process. However, Choi’s theorem
on complete positivity [209] also shows that a different representation exists.
The so-called Kraus operators form an equivalent representation of quantum
processes where the rank can be fixed. Kraus operators {Ki} act on a
density matrix as

E(ρ) =
∑

i

KiρK
†
i . (4.22)

The Kraus representation guarantees the CP condition by construction.
The TP condition is satisfied if

∑

i

K†
iKi = I. (4.23)

The maximum rank of the corresponding Choi matrix gives the number
of Kraus operators. In the worst case, for a full-rank representation, the
Kraus representation has as many parameters as the Choi matrix with the
rank being the dimension of the Choi matrix. But in many QPT problems,
we deal with near-unitary quantum operations with a low Kraus rank.
Therefore we can assume only a few Kraus operators in our parameterization
for a quantum process and estimate it from data.

The main issue with this approach comes from the TP condition, which
no longer can be guaranteed as simply as dividing by the trace in the
case of a density matrix’s trace-normalization condition. We first used a
parameterization of Kraus operators given by a generative neural network.
But it was unclear how to restrict the neural-network weights so that the
TP condition is satisfied for the Kraus operator. The solution was to modify
the optimization from simple gradient-descent to manifold optimization,
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recognizing that the set of Kraus operators respecting the TP condition
form the so-called Stiefel manifold.

We found that by using manifold optimization, we could use the Kraus
parameterization directly without using a neural network. In Paper VI, we
show how manifold optimization, discussed in Chapter 3, allows an efficient
QPT protocol, where we can control the rank of the process simply by
selecting the number of Kraus terms.

Moreover, we can also use all the tricks of stochastic optimization by
writing a loss function that only takes in batches of the data and optimizes
the loss function iteratively. In this way, we do not have to deal with large
matrices as in the straightforward convex formulation used in compressed
sensing. Adding an L2 penalty term in the loss function further allowed us
to regularize and deal with noisy data giving sparse solutions.

In Paper VIII, the GD-QPT technique was used to perform tomography
of a physical operation on a Hibert space of 32 — one of the largest we
found in the literature. It allowed insights into the full space of possible
transformations that a quantum system could undergo beyond the reduced
encoded subspace.

We can also turn the QPT idea to estimate parameters of gates that
lead to quantum states of interest, e.g., the bosonic encoded states in Paper
III. In Ref. [206], unitary learning with gradient descent was explored. We
take inspiration from the same to optimize the so-called selective number
dependent arbitrary phase (SNAP) gates in Paper III. The SNAP operation
along with displacement allows universal control of a resonator. If we
parameterize them and write a loss function representing the fidelity of a
quantum state to some target,

L(θ) = F (E(ρ), ρtarget), (4.24)

we can perform numerical optimization with gradient descent to learn the
gate parameters. We obtained a very efficient series of gates using only
three blocks of SNAP and displacement operations, allowing the generation
of very interesting non-classical quantum states of light in Paper III.

The learning approaches discussed so far do not provide uncertainty
estimates for quantities computed of the state or process. Sometimes even
the estimated quantities such as fidelity depend highly on the regularization
strength. As we see in Paper VIII and discuss in Chapter 3, the choice of
the regularization strength becomes important as a strong regularization
would ignore essential features in the data. In contrast, no regularization
would overfit to noise.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Hn+gfrkD7/Y7Fqj9mx/sfRck7CQ=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfMR69LAbBU9gVUY8BPXiMYB6QLGF2tpMMmZ1ZZnpDwpJf8eJBEa/+iDf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dYSK4Qc/7dnIbm1vbO/ndwt7+weFR8bjUMCrVDOpMCaVbITUguIQ6chTQSjTQOBTQDId3M785Am24kk84SSCIaV/yHmcUrdQtljoIY8zugSk5UmIE0bRbLHsVbw53nfhLUiZL1LrFr06kWBqDRCaoMW3fSzDIqEbOBEwLndRAQtmQ9qFtqaQxmCCb3z51z60SuT2lbUl05+rviYzGxkzi0HbGFAdm1ZuJ/3ntFHu3QcZlkiJItljUS4WLyp0F4UZcA0MxsYQyze2tLhtQTRnauAo2BH/15XXSuKz41xXv8apcvVrGkSen5IxcEJ/ckCp5IDVSJ4yMyTN5JW/O1Hlx3p2PRWvOWc6ckD9wPn8A06qU6A==</latexit>

Deconvolved

<latexit sha1_base64="uBiyM7m9D36kw8G0KsUOTpQ7BFo=">AAAB/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqGBjsxgEq3AnQS2DNpYRzAckR9jbTJIle3vH7pwYzhT+FRsLRWz9G3b+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JYCoOu++0sLa+srq3nNvKbW9s7u4W9/bqJEs2hxiMZ6WbADEihoIYCJTRjDSwMJDSC4fXEb9yDNiJSdziKwQ9ZX4me4Ayt1CkcthEeML1iIzCCKRprEWkz7hSKbsmdgi4SLyNFkqHaKXy1uxFPQlDIJTOm5bkx+inTKLiEcb6dGIgZH7I+tCxVLATjp9P7x/TEKl3ai7QthXSq/p5IWWjMKAxsZ8hwYOa9ifif10qwd+mnQsUJguKzRb1EUozoJAzaFRo4ypEljGthb6V8wDTjaCPL2xC8+ZcXSf2s5J2X3NtysVLO4siRI3JMTolHLkiF3JAqqRFOHskzeSVvzpPz4rw7H7PWJSebOSB/4Hz+ALegloI=</latexit>

Bayesian priors
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{
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B

<latexit sha1_base64="htBXRM2LXRGhBNW7uvPGoeGlanM=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKqMeCF48V3LbQLiWbZtvQbLIkWbEs/Q1ePCji1R/kzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZelApuLMbfXmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jMo0ZQFVQulORAwTXLLAcitYJ9WMJJFg7Wh8O/Pbj0wbruSDnaQsTMhQ8phTYp0UPPVzPO1Xa7iO50CrxC9IDQo0+9Wv3kDRLGHSUkGM6fo4tWFOtOVUsGmllxmWEjomQ9Z1VJKEmTCfHztFZ04ZoFhpV9Kiufp7IieJMZMkcp0JsSOz7M3E/7xuZuObMOcyzSyTdLEozgSyCs0+RwOuGbVi4gihmrtbER0RTah1+VRcCP7yy6ukdVH3r+r4/rLWwEUcZTiBUzgHH66hAXfQhAAocHiGV3jzpPfivXsfi9aSV8wcwx94nz/K/Y6e</latexit>x0
<latexit sha1_base64="Rt9HQgImoMq5rfhJICtPLjJJzjI=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqWxE1GPBi8cK9gPaGDbbTbt0dxN2N2oJ+R9ePCji1f/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmDULfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0dZwqQlsk5rHqhlhTziRtGWY47SaKYhFy2gnH11O/80CVZrG8M5OE+gIPJYsYwcZK933NhgIH2VOQoTwPqjVURzO4y8QrSA0KNIPqV38Qk1RQaQjHWvc8lBg/w8owwmle6aeaJpiM8ZD2LJVYUO1ns6tz98QqAzeKlS1p3Jn6eyLDQuuJCG2nwGakF72p+J/XS0105WdMJqmhkswXRSl3TexOI3AHTFFi+MQSTBSzt7pkhBUmxgZVsSF4iy8vk/ZZ3buoo9vzWgMVcZThCI7hFDy4hAbcQBNaQEDBM7zCm/PovDjvzse8teQUM4fwB87nD+36krw=</latexit>�x0

<latexit sha1_base64="VJx2iO4MExt4iPrygviVgZ8BdYk=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KhsR9Vjw4rGC/YA2hs120y7dbMLuRgkh/8OLB0W8+l+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1wfjbWVldW9/YrGxVt3d29/ZrB4cdHaeKsjaNRax6AdFMcMnahhvBeoliJAoE6waTm6nffWRK81jemyxhXkRGkoecEmOlh4Hmo4j4eebnuCj8Wh038AxombglqUOJll/7GgxjmkZMGiqI1n0XJ8bLiTKcClZUB6lmCaETMmJ9SyWJmPby2dUFOrXKEIWxsiUNmqm/J3ISaZ1Fge2MiBnrRW8q/uf1UxNeezmXSWqYpPNFYSqQidE0AjTkilEjMksIVdzeiuiYKEKNDapqQ3AXX14mnfOGe9nAdxf1Ji7jqMAxnMAZuHAFTbiFFrSBgoJneIU358l5cd6dj3nrilPOHMEfOJ8/74OSvQ==</latexit>�y0

<latexit sha1_base64="xnh2G33DwpertYCEYPQRlBi61R4=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS3TLAbBKtyJqGVACzsjmg/IHWFvM0mW7H2wOyeGI4WNf8XGQhFbf4Sd/8ZNcoUmPhh4vDfDzDw/lkKjbX9buaXlldW1/HphY3Nre6e4u9fQUaI41HkkI9XymQYpQqijQAmtWAELfAlNf3gx8Zv3oLSIwjscxeAFrB+KnuAMjdQpltxLkMioC7EW0iipi/CA6e31eNwplu2KPQVdJE5GyiRDrVP8crsRTwIIkUumdduxY/RSplBwCeOCm2iIGR+yPrQNDVkA2kunT4zpoVG6tBcpUyHSqfp7ImWB1qPAN50Bw4Ge9ybif147wd65l4owThBCPlvUSyTFiE4SoV2hgKMcGcK4EuZWygdMMY4mt4IJwZl/eZE0jivOacW+OSlX7SyOPCmRA3JEHHJGquSK1EidcPJInskrebOerBfr3fqYteasbGaf/IH1+QNPdph6</latexit>

�✏SO

<latexit sha1_base64="xnh2G33DwpertYCEYPQRlBi61R4=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS3TLAbBKtyJqGVACzsjmg/IHWFvM0mW7H2wOyeGI4WNf8XGQhFbf4Sd/8ZNcoUmPhh4vDfDzDw/lkKjbX9buaXlldW1/HphY3Nre6e4u9fQUaI41HkkI9XymQYpQqijQAmtWAELfAlNf3gx8Zv3oLSIwjscxeAFrB+KnuAMjdQpltxLkMioC7EW0iipi/CA6e31eNwplu2KPQVdJE5GyiRDrVP8crsRTwIIkUumdduxY/RSplBwCeOCm2iIGR+yPrQNDVkA2kunT4zpoVG6tBcpUyHSqfp7ImWB1qPAN50Bw4Ge9ybif147wd65l4owThBCPlvUSyTFiE4SoV2hgKMcGcK4EuZWygdMMY4mt4IJwZl/eZE0jivOacW+OSlX7SyOPCmRA3JEHHJGquSK1EidcPJInskrebOerBfr3fqYteasbGaf/IH1+QNPdph6</latexit>

�✏SO

<latexit sha1_base64="4U02Hr25s7R7m1pVUWzdmk/CjzQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKDxV60S+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScW2VAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uw5qfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tO0YbgLb+8SlqXVe+66t5fleu1PI4CnMIZVMCDG6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gCHT41F</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="bg72nB+n29b6DIE0+FFubPM7S5g=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqsyIqMtCNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0kwzJHbWM/RQ3LhRx65e4829M21lo64ELh3PuTe49YSK4Ac/7dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v6BWz5sGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmawEGwTqIZiUPB2uG4PvPb90wbruQdTBIWxGQoecQpASv13XIP2CNkdWXsAzjiMO27Fa/qzYFXiZ+TCsrR6LtfvYGiacwkUEGM6fpeAkFGNHAq2LTUSw1LCB2TIetaKknMTJDNV5/iU6sMcKS0LQl4rv6eyEhszCQObWdMYGSWvZn4n9dNIboOMi6TFJiki4+iVGBQeJYDHnDNKIiJJYRqbnfFdEQ0oWDTKtkQ/OWTV0nrvOpfVr3bi0rtIo+jiI7RCTpDPrpCNXSDGqiJKHpAz+gVvTlPzovz7nwsWgtOPnOE/sD5/AGUB5Qp</latexit>

Cosine fit
<latexit sha1_base64="YadEBKIR3pBpVubzNkxa4yaC7/g=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpoRJc9Etlt+rOQVaJl5My5Gj0S1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB02Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsm5VQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc1Yc3PuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadog3BW355lbQuq9511b2/KtdreRwFOIUzqIAHN1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AGI1I1G</latexit>

(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="8JTr+qAILJ0i2GAhsTnPf9Ybc0s=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKDxV20S+V3ao7B1klXk7KkKPRL331BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp8VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScW2VAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uw5qfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tO0YbgLb+8SlqXVe+66t5fleu1PI4CnMIZVMCDG6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gCKWY1H</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="zZsgFnFu/yct0+HL6vWfZOsTQcs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD5XBRb9UdqvuHGSVeDkpQ45Gv/TVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEknxZ7qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNybpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDGt+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06RRuCt/zyKmldVr3rqnt/Va7X8jgKcApnUAEPbqAOd9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnRfn3flYtK45+cwJ/IHz+QOL3o1I</latexit>

(d)

<latexit sha1_base64="rjwKSJAACll4RCllJFDoASL5+aM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEtMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpoYIX/VLZrbpzkFXi5aQMORr90ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNhLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JulQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NWPMzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2naEPwll9eJa3Lqnddde+vyvVaHkcBTuEMKuDBDdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1jUnnzmBP3A+fwCNY41J</latexit>

(e)

<latexit sha1_base64="AZWlepFmPE0QmjtGh9Z/0b6C4Wg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0mkqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpoRJe9Etlt+rOQVaJl5My5Gj0S1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB02Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsm5VQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14Y2fcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6RRuCt/zyKmldVr2rqntfK9dreRwFOIUzqIAH11CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AGNtI1G</latexit>

(f)

<latexit sha1_base64="G9hmdMlSAtgnYfom1mO5ZGQwiG8=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cKpi20oWy2k3bpZhN2N2IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU0kmmGPosEYnqhFSj4BJ9w43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntR1SaJ/LBTFIMYjqUPOKMGiv5T/3cm/arNbfuzkFWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUHCshilYYJq3fXc1AQ5VYYzgdNKL9OYUjamQ+xaKmmMOsjnx07JmVUGJEqULWnIXP09kdNY60kc2s6YmpFe9mbif143M9FNkHOZZgYlWyyKMkFMQmafkwFXyIyYWEKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsPhUbgrf88ippXdS9q7p7f1lruEUcZTiBUzgHD66hAXfQBB8YcHiGV3hzpPPivDsfi9aSU8wcwx84nz/Mgo6f</latexit>x1
<latexit sha1_base64="WN8D6v32M01GrWpKY7g4WV3D6TU=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cK9gPaGDbbTbt0dxN2N2oJ+R9ePCji1f/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemHCmjet+O6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/Q1nGqCG2RmMeqG2JNOZO0ZZjhtJsoikXIaSccX0/9zgNVmsXyzkwS6gs8lCxiBBsr3fc1GwocZE9B5uV5UK25dXcGtEy8gtSgQDOofvUHMUkFlYZwrHXPcxPjZ1gZRjjNK/1U0wSTMR7SnqUSC6r9bHZ1jk6sMkBRrGxJg2bq74kMC60nIrSdApuRXvSm4n9eLzXRlZ8xmaSGSjJfFKUcmRhNI0ADpigxfGIJJorZWxEZYYWJsUFVbAje4svLpH1W9y7q7u15reEWcZThCI7hFDy4hAbcQBNaQEDBM7zCm/PovDjvzse8teQUM4fwB87nD++Akr0=</latexit>�x1

<latexit sha1_base64="a1iWuL96RuJ4b1Z0Z5a7tmy87z8=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomIeix48VjBfkAbw2a7aZfubsLuRgkh/8OLB0W8+l+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLE860cd1vZ2V1bX1js7JV3d7Z3duvHRx2dJwqQtsk5rHqhVhTziRtG2Y47SWKYhFy2g0nN1O/+0iVZrG8N1lCfYFHkkWMYGOlh4FmI4GDPAtyryiCWt1tuDOgZeKVpA4lWkHtazCMSSqoNIRjrfuemxg/x8owwmlRHaSaJphM8Ij2LZVYUO3ns6sLdGqVIYpiZUsaNFN/T+RYaJ2J0HYKbMZ60ZuK/3n91ETXfs5kkhoqyXxRlHJkYjSNAA2ZosTwzBJMFLO3IjLGChNjg6raELzFl5dJ57zhXTbcu4t60y3jqMAxnMAZeHAFTbiFFrSBgIJneIU358l5cd6dj3nrilPOHMEfOJ8/8QmSvg==</latexit>�y1
<latexit sha1_base64="xKsfLqZjkmEeGa5I8rJa+BgGA98=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF48RzAOTJcxOepMhszPLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGpVphg2mhNLtiBoUXGLDciuwnWqkSSSwFY1uZ37rCbXhSj7YcYphQgeSx5xR66THLqaGCyV7Qa9c8av+HGSVBDmpQI56r/zV7SuWJSgtE9SYTuCnNpxQbTkTOC11M4MpZSM6wI6jkiZowsn84ik5c0qfxEq7kpbM1d8TE5oYM04i15lQOzTL3kz8z+tkNr4JJ1ymmUXJFoviTBCryOx90ucamRVjRyjT3N1K2JBqyqwLqeRCCJZfXiXNi2pwVfXvLyu1yzyOIpzAKZxDANdQgzuoQwMYSHiGV3jzjPfivXsfi9aCl88cwx94nz91gZC7</latexit>✏1

<latexit sha1_base64="HTGCd2B1jMs8k148VQJwXdWSuMI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY8FLx4r2A9sQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpsY+J5iKWg9qgXHGr7gJknXg5qUCO5qD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWUTOsKepZJGqP1scfGMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhPe+BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT+PhlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGhlSyIXirL6+Tdq3qXVXd+3qlUc/jKMIZnMMleHANDbiDJrSAgYRneIU3RzsvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDdwWQvA==</latexit>✏2
<latexit sha1_base64="HTGCd2B1jMs8k148VQJwXdWSuMI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY8FLx4r2A9sQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpsY+J5iKWg9qgXHGr7gJknXg5qUCO5qD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWUTOsKepZJGqP1scfGMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhPe+BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT+PhlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGhlSyIXirL6+Tdq3qXVXd+3qlUc/jKMIZnMMleHANDbiDJrSAgYRneIU3RzsvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDdwWQvA==</latexit>✏2

<latexit sha1_base64="HTGCd2B1jMs8k148VQJwXdWSuMI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY8FLx4r2A9sQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpsY+J5iKWg9qgXHGr7gJknXg5qUCO5qD81R/GLI1QGiao1j3PTYyfUWU4Ezgr9VONCWUTOsKepZJGqP1scfGMXFhlSMJY2ZKGLNTfExmNtJ5Gge2MqBnrVW8u/uf1UhPe+BmXSWpQsuWiMBXExGT+PhlyhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxMFWXGhlSyIXirL6+Tdq3qXVXd+3qlUc/jKMIZnMMleHANDbiDJrSAgYRneIU3RzsvzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDdwWQvA==</latexit>✏2
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Figure 4.3: Bayesian estimation of the density matrix for a photoelectron. We focus
on reconstructing the magnitude of the density matrix |ρ| from a partial estimate
using prior information. (a) Raw data is converted to sub-diagonals through a
cosine fit. (b) We only have access to a few sub-diagonals and wish to reconstruct
the full matrix. (c) Bayesian estimation reconstructs the full matrix under a smooth
model using Gaussian functions. (d) The underlying density matrix is estimated
using a forward convolution in the model instead of deconvolving the result in
(c). Prior knowledge from physics, e.g., the spin-orbit coupling determining the
separation between peaks, can be enforced easily within the Bayesian model. (f)
We obtain parameter samples that allow the calculation of uncertainties in an
interpretable way.

In order to compute uncertainties, in Paper VII, we used bootstrap-
ping [250] that required repeating the reconstruction algorithm many times
on re-sampled data. A more principled way to obtain uncertainty estima-
tions and set reasonable priors is using Bayesian estimation. The Bayesian
approach allows us to incorporate both noise in the data and set reasonable
priors to obtain uncertainty estimates based on the assumptions made, e.g.,
the regularization strength.
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4.3 Bayesian quantum tomography with priors

Bayesian techniques allow the inclusion of prior information and provide not
only a parameter estimate but also uncertainty in the parameters. Bayesian
quantum tomography can allow an optimal estimation of quantum states
that include priors [244, 251].

In Paper X, we applied Bayesian estimation to a tomography task that
was too complicated at many levels to be solved easily via linear inversion, or
maximum likelihood estimation. The problem was determining the density
matrix of a photoelectron [252]. The density matrix is now continuous,
ρ(ϵ1, ϵ2), represented in an energy eigenbasis. In an experiment, we obtain
an indirect estimate of parts of the density matrix and wish to find the
underlying complete representation of ρ(ϵ1, ϵ2), see Fig. 4.3.

The measurement data itself is a convolution of the true underlying
density matrix elements with noise. None of the traditional tomography
techniques suit such a problem where only indirect estimates through a
convolution of the data are available. We also operate in a regime where
we do not have informationally complete measurements and the solution to
the problem is not unique — any arbitrary filling of the missing elements
is possible.

However, several assumptions could be made to alleviate the issues in
this task. The absolute value of the density matrix for the system is smooth
and has Gaussian-like structures for specific situations, e.g., photoelectrons
emitted from He. In some cases, theoretical calculations suggest multiple
peaks and specific relationships between the peaks, e.g., dictated by some
physical consideration such as spin-orbit coupling [252].

In order to incorporate these assumptions into the reconstruction pro-
cess, address noise effects, and derive uncertainty estimates, we formulate
quantum tomography a Bayesian estimation task. We reconstruct the mag-
nitude of our density matrix using a mixture of two-dimensional Gaussians

|ρ(ϵ1, ϵ2)| =
∑

i

AiG(ϵ1, ϵ2; µ⃗i; σ⃗i), (4.25)

where G represents a two-dimensional Gaussian with centers specified
by vectors µ⃗i and widths along two axes given by the vector σ⃗i. The
experimental data gives us the magnitude of the density matrix for different
(ϵ1, ϵ2). These are therefore our measurement settings, and we have access
to an indirect value of the expectation at several (ϵ1, ϵ2).
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Now we have reduced the problem to parameter estimation of a set of
Gaussian functions given samples. In this particular example, experimental
considerations make it easier to sample slices of the sub-diagonal elements.
We also assume additive Gaussian noise in the measured data with a known
noise variance.

Therefore in the Bayesian model, we are able to directly include the
various known sources of errors and noise directly in the reconstruction. In
addition, the assumption of Gaussians strongly restricts our estimation to
smooth bell-shaped curves that we expect from theoretical considerations.

We perform a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) exploration of the
parameter space to obtain posterior samples of the Gaussian parameters.
The Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) method is used, enhanced by the
No-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS) as we discussed in Chapter 3. It might be
possible in this particular example to have a tractable computation of the
posterior since we use Gaussian functions; however, there is a catch to the
simple picture.

The sampled data corresponding to |ρ(ϵ1, ϵ2)| actually represent the
convolution of the true signal with the point-spread function (PSF) of the
detector. Therefore it needs to be deconvolved first before assuming that
they are the density matrix elements. This is a complicated deconvolution
procedure that requires a careful inversion of a convolution operation be-
tween a noisy signal where the convoluted PSF itself could have uncertainty.
Instead of performing a deconvolution, we can simply include a convolution
in the forward model while defining the likelihood function.

As a result of this procedure, we are able to reconstruct the density
matrix of a photoelectron for the first time where other tomography tech-
niques would have been difficult to apply. Prior knowledge about the system
is incorporated by selecting parameter distributions carefully. We know
the range for each parameter, e.g., the centers of the Gaussians, and can
set them accordingly. In addition, it is possible to include other priors
dictated by the physics of the system. One such prior is that in the case
of photoelectrons ejected from argon, the magnitude of the density matrix
contains two peaks with one of the amplitudes being twice the other. The
centers of the two peaks are separated exactly by the so-called spin-orbit
(SO) coupling value [252]. We can include these priors by allowing one of
the centers to fall within a certain range x0 ∈ [a, b] and the other center to
be sampled from a Gaussian with its mean at x0 +∆ϵS.O.. Again, the width
of this Gaussian will determine our confidence in the physical assumptions
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made.
A benefit of the Bayesian procedure is that we can exactly quantify the

uncertainty in the estimate that corresponds to our belief in the parameter
space (using the priors), and the noise in our measurements (by setting
the scale of the noise in the likelihood). It is therefore greatly reducing
the need for data in a problem that would otherwise demand many more
measurements if we looked at it from the point of view of linear inversion.

Note that it is also not possible to solve this problem with the application
of neural networks that can fill in the density matrix in any way possible
without respecting the physical constraints and priors. Another possible
way of filling was using Gaussian processes; however, it also does not give
the fine-grained control that we have from an explicit model.

Even if we implemented the symmetry constraints that make sure the
matrix is Hermitian, positive semidefiniteness is not directly guaranteed.
A consequence is that off-diagonal elements might be larger than the
corresponding diagonal ones, so we can set a prior that ensures that the
off-diagonal terms are smaller than the main diagonal. This is achieved
by defining a relationship between the widths of the Gaussian along the
diagonal and the off-diagonal.

We can also model the complex phase of the density matrix. In this
case, theory tells us that the complex part is not Gaussian, but modeled
as constant planes. Once we can model the complex part, we can ensure
positive semidefiniteness by a final projective step after an estimate is
found. However, the best way would be to be able to implement the PSD
constraints in the modeling itself. This would mean defining a general
distribution of quantum states for such a problem that enforces positive
semidefiniteness [251].

We have so far discussed estimation tasks for quantum problems using
classical optimization and modeling. In all the problems, we approximate
the quantum density matrix (or process matrix) with a classical parameter-
ized function that we can tune, ρ = f(x; θ). However, quantum computing
can allow us to tune a quantum function q(x; θ) and use it as a model to
solve problems. This idea leads to the emerging field of quantum machine
learning where a quantum computer is a tunable model instead of a classical
function, e.g., a quantum neural network [253].



Chapter 5

Quantum machine learning

“According to strong AI, it is
simply the algorithm that counts.
It makes no difference whether
that algorithm is being effected
by a brain, an electronic
computer ...”

The Emperor’s New Mind:
Concerning Computers, Minds,

and the Laws of Physics
Roger Penrose

The algorithms that have been most successful for machine learning in
recent times use neural networks and gradient-based optimization to learn.
Even if such algorithms are successfully explaining jokes, answering deep
philosophical questions, or generating art, at the heart of their successes lies
the computational advances brought by specialized hardware. Even more
interesting is the fact that most of the computation in modern machine
learning with neural networks is matrix multiplication and it is precisely the
ability of graphics processing units (GPUs) to speed up such computations
that ushered in new machine-learning and artificial-intelligence tools.

We come back to the prototypical model function f(x; θ) discussed
in Chapter 2, and note that so far we have assumed that this function
is computed on a classical computer. The classical computer is simply a
physical device that can be controlled, where classical rules of discrete logic
are run. In machine learning, more than such logic, we are interested in a
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Figure 5.1: Variational quantum algorithms use a quantum computer to generate
variational quantum states and compute a function e.g., an expectation value.
These expectation values can define a parameterized function that a classical com-
puter can optimize, such as the energy of some quantum system. The optimization
objective could be to minimize the energy. Implicit differentiation allows the
computation of the gradient of the VQA solution without having to keep track of
the classical optimization saving on the memory cost associated with keeping track
of all intermediate steps in the VQA that reverse-mode automatic differentiation
would require. In quantum problems, storing such intermediate steps in classical
memory might be impossible.

continuous change of inputs to outputs. What if we replace this function
with a quantum function run on quantum hardware q(x; θ)? We still have
inputs that can be transformed by setting parameters θ, but now we have
access to the Hilbert space of quantum states to perform transformations.

Quantum machine learning (QML) aims to use quantum hardware to
process data and solve machine-learning problems. One of the promises
of quantum machine learning is to be able to enhance the capabilities of
machine-learning algorithms by exploiting the laws of quantum physics and
tackling problems that are simply too difficult for classical computers to
handle. In the rest of the chapter, we focus on a type of QML algorithm that
is similar to classical machine learning — variational quantum algorithms
(VQAs).

5.1 Variational quantum algorithms (VQAs)

A variational quantum algorithm computes a function q(x; θ) on a quantum
computer. The function could be part of a cost function defining a certain
problem, e.g., finding the lowest energy state of a quantum system. If
a quantum system’s Hamiltonian is represented in a parameterized form
H(x), a VQA creates a parameterized state |ψ(x; θ)⟩ using a quantum
computer and measures expectation values used to construct an objective
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function, such as energy,

L(θ) = q(x; θ) = ⟨ψ(θ)|H(x) |ψ(θ)⟩ . (5.1)

A classical computer can optimize the variational parameters θ. The
goal is to find a set of parameters that minimizes the cost function, leading
to a solution of the problem, e.g., which configuration leads to the lowest
energy for a system with Hamiltonian H(x). The parameters can be
concretely defined as a quantum circuit or unitary U(θ) that the quantum
computer implements.

Variational quantum algorithms hold promise for several different
tasks [39] such as computing ground-states, solving combinatorial opti-
mization problems, error correction, and most relevant to this thesis —
quantum machine-learning applications [38]. We can recognize that re-
placing a neural-network ansatz f(x; θ) with a quantum function q(x; θ)
allows us to plug VQAs into all the problems discussed so far — discrimi-
native modeling, generative models, or approximating unknown probability
distributions.

So far, we have been trying to learn a classical model of this function
in the form of a density matrix or a quantum process. In VQAs, we can
directly compute the expectation value of any measurement observable
on the quantum computer without requiring a model for the quantum
system. We do not require simulations as the quantum computer emulates
a quantum system.

In Paper IV, we are interested in enhancing the power of VQAs. Note
that the computed solution to a problem, θ∗, will change as the problem
is changed, e.g., if x represents the geometry of a molecule, changing the
geometry defines a new Hamiltonian H(x′), and therefore changes the
solution. If we assume a solution function θ∗ = z(x), the gradient ∂xz(x)
tells us how a change in the problem changes the solution. Let us denote
this implicitly defined solution function as θ∗(x) to simplify the notation.

It is not always easy to have an analytical solution for optimization in
a VQA. However, as we show and discuss in Paper IV, the gradient of the
implicitly defined solution function can be computed by applying implicit
differentiation. The requirement is having access to local gradients of some
function ∂θh(θ,x|θ∗) that defines a level-curve h(θ∗(x),x) = 0. However, we
must first discuss differentiation on a quantum computer before discussing
implicit differentiation.
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5.2 Computing gradients on a quantum computer

The function q(x; θ) can be written as the expectation value of some
measurement operator Ox on a state prepared by a unitary U(θ) starting
from some initial state ρ0. We can write the following general form for such
a function:

q(x; θ) = tr
[
OxU(θ)ρ0U

†(θ)
]
. (5.2)

The gradient of this function with respect to the components of the pa-
rameter θ can be computed by evaluating the function with two parameter
settings θ± using the so-called parameter shift rule [254, 255]

∂q(x; θ)
∂θi

= 1
2 sinα

[
q(x; θ+) − q(x; θ−)

]
. (5.3)

The parameter settings are θ± = θ ± αei, with ei = 1 for the ith parameter
and 0 otherwise for the component θi. The formula for the gradient is exact
and analytical. An intuition can be developed by noticing that a unitary
is parameterized by sine and cosine functions. The derivative of sin(θ) is
given by sin

(
θ + π

2
)− sin

(
θ − π

2
)
. Since we can only compute expectation

values of the gradients, the parameter-shift rule provides an estimate that
requires repeating measurements for each measurement operator. Further,
the problem structure determines the total number of measurement settings
necessary.

We can now replace our classical model function, e.g., a neural network
f(x; θ), with the quantum model and apply gradient-based training to
solve various problems. However, it was noted in Ref. [256] that random
circuits, i.e., randomly initialized unitaries U(θ), suffer from the so-called
barren-plateau (vanishing gradient) problem as the size of the quantum
system increases. The barren-plateau problem refers to the fact that the
variance of the gradient vanishes exponentially for random quantum circuits
as the system size increases. Initializing a quantum circuit with a random
parameter setting will therefore trap the optimization, giving no information
on the direction of the steepest descent.

5.3 Implicit differentiation of VQAs

In 1638, René Descartes challenged the emerging mathematician Pierre de
Fermat to determine the tangent to a complex curve known as the folium
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of Descartes, given by the equation

x3 + y3 = 3axy. (5.4)

Descartes was particularly fond of a method he developed to compute
tangents. The folium of Descartes posed difficulties in finding tangents,
except at the vertex, due to its cubic nature. Fermat, however, succeeded
in finding tangents not only at the vertex but at any point on the curve.
The method used by Fermat, implicit differentiation, is now common in
calculus. Since the curve cannot be separated as a function of x only, by
taking derivatives of the equation and rearranging terms, we can obtain an
expression for the slope evaluated at any point:

dy

dx
= −x2 − ay

y2 − ax
. (5.5)

The implicit nature comes from the assumption that there is a cer-
tain function f(x, y) = 0 that implicitly defines the curve y(x) satisfying
f(x, y(x)) = 0. We can differentiate f to obtain ∂xf, ∂yf and use them to
compute

dy

dx
= −∂xf

∂yf
|x,y. (5.6)

The implicit function theorem formally states the conditions that allow
the calculation of implicit gradients. We refer to Paper IV for technical
details, but present the theorem informally: if a function h(θ,x) is analytic
and within a local neighborhood around (θ0,x0) we have h(θ0,x0) = 0, then
there exists an analytic solution function θ∗(x) that fulfills h(θ∗(x),x) = 0.
Since the solution function is analytic, its gradient ∂xθ

∗(x) exists and can
be obtained by implicit differentiation.

Implicit differentiation is playing a role in hyperparameter optimization,
training neural ordinary differential equations, and has even led to the
proposals of new architectures for machine learning such as deep equilib-
rium models [257]. Such advancements are possible due to the memory
advantage provided by implicit differentiation over reverse-mode automatic
differentiation (backpropagation) for gradient computation.

Implicit differentiation also helps in meta-optimization tasks. Consider
an implicitly defined function as the solution to some optimization task

θ∗(x) = arg max
θ

g(θ,x). (5.7)
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The optimization could itself be carried out with gradient descent or any
other method, such as convex optimization. If we want to compute the
gradient ∂xθ

∗(x), we can use implicit differentiation to avoid keeping track
of all the intermediate steps and variables in the optimization that standard
reverse-mode automatic differentiation (backpropagation) requires (incur-
ring a huge memory cost). The optimality condition for the optimization
can be simply

h(θ,x) = ∂θg(θ,x) = 0. (5.8)

Implicit differentiation can treat the inner optimization as a black box
and provide the gradients ∂xθ

∗(x) as long as we can find solutions for the
optimality condition, and gradients (∂θh, ∂xh) at the solution of the inner
optimization. In meta-optimization tasks, where there is an inner opti-
mization, e.g., hyperparameter optimization in machine learning, implicit
differentiation computes hyper-gradients. Therefore it allows optimizing
the hyperparameters guiding us towards a better choice of hyperparameters
without having to go through a grid. Implicit differentiation has been used
to optimize millions of hyperparameters in classical machine learning [258].

In most VQAs, we have an optimization objective and implicit differ-
entiation can be applied to compute relevant physical quantities such as
susceptibilities, and design algorithms that use gradients. In Ref. [259],
implicit differentiation was used for inverse design and optimal control in
open quantum systems, while Ref. [260] explored susceptibility calculations
using implicit differentiation. We add to such applications with the hy-
perparameter optimization of QML algorithms and a new application —
generation of entangled quantum states.

We now consider a variational quantum state |ψ(θ∗)⟩ that is gener-
ated as the solution of a VQA, e.g., after minimizing the expectation
value g(θ,x) = ⟨ψ(θ∗)|H(x) |ψ(θ∗)⟩ representing the energy of some pa-
rameterized Hamiltonian H(x). At the solution point, the gradient ∂θg
is zero, since it is a minimum (local). We can therefore define a function
f(θ,x) = ∂θg = 0 similar to the folium-of-Descartes problem. Applying
implicit differentiation to this function, we get the gradient

∂xθ = −[∂θg][∂xg]. (5.9)

Therefore if we have access to the Hessian of the expectation value, i.e.,
∂2
θ ⟨ψ(θ∗)|H(x) |ψ(θ∗)⟩, we can compute implicit gradients that tell us how

the variational state will change as the Hamiltonian changes. The Hessian
computation can be done with parameter-shift rules similar to the gradient
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Figure 5.2: A geometric measure of entanglement defines the entanglement for
a variational state ψx using an optimization over all possible separable states
ψθ. This measure of entanglement E(x), therefore, does not have an analytical
form, so it is not possible to write the gradient ∂xE(x) analytically. However,
implicit differentiation can compute this gradient and can be used to optimize the
parameters x to generate entangled states variationally as we show in Paper IV.

estimation. In case of problems with multiple parameters, the inverse term
could be computationally expensive to calculate. However, using the idea of
vector Jacobian products (VJPs), the inversion is efficiently approximated
as solving a linear system of equations in an iterative manner. Paper IV
contains more details and references for alternative techniques for this
inversion, e.g., using a Neumann series expansion.

Implicit differentiation can therefore differentiate through an inner ob-
jective function, as we show in Paper IV. The gradients obtained therein
allow computation of physically meaningful quantities such as susceptibili-
ties or help in hyperparameter optimization of quantum machine-learning
algorithms. We also demonstrate a new algorithm that creates entan-
gled quantum states using gradients of a so-called geometric measure of
entanglement and numerical optimization.

Now we can discuss the novel technique in Paper IV for entanglement
generation. Our proposed technique can create entangled quantum states
without ever explicitly defining what the state is, simply by optimizing
an implicit definition of entanglement; see Fig. 5.2. The following inner
optimization finds a separable state that has the highest overlap to another
variational state ψx:

θ∗ = arg max
θ

|| ⟨ψθ|ψx⟩ ||, (5.10)

where ψθ is the set of all possible separable quantum states. The state
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ψx is a general state that can be entangled. Using the optimized θ∗, we
can define a geometric measure of entanglement E(x) for the state that
depends on the variational parameters x, as we show in Fig. 5.2. The
geometric measure does not have an analytical form in general, but we
can compute the gradient ∂xE(x) using implicit gradients. Now, we can
optimize for maximum entanglement by tuning the variational parameters
x using the gradient. In Paper IV, we show how such an approach generates
a maximally entangled state.

We have not explored how such algorithms will perform in a quantum
device where various types of noise degrades the calculation of the expecta-
tion values and gradients. We envisage a memory advantage that quantum
hardware can provide for implicit gradient computation that could unlock
the possibility of obtaining values of susceptibilities for large spin systems
or generate large entangled states. The quantum computer can be used as
a black box that gives access to solutions of VQAs, and local gradients.



Chapter 6

Summary of papers

Here we give an overview of the ten appended papers on which this thesis is
based and connect the theoretical ideas discussed in the previous chapters
to the results in those papers.

Paper I focuses on developing a method for quantum state tomography
using conditional generative adversarial neural networks (QST-CGAN). The
adversarial learning framework involves a generator and a discriminator
neural network competing to learn an underlying probability distribution
using data samples. Our approach utilizes a generator that gives proba-
bilities for measurements on a quantum state by learning an underlying
density matrix. We introduce a custom “DensityMatrix” layer that uses the
Cholesky decomposition to ensure that the outputs from a neural network
represent a valid quantum state, as discussed in Chapter 3. Several other
generative modeling approaches are presented in Chapter 2 that could be
explored to represent quantum states and learn the probability distribution
of outcomes for measurements. While the “DensityMatrix” layer gives us an
interpretable internal representation of the quantum state, it comes at the
cost of poor scalability. However, in principle, a generative model can have
any internal representation of the state and directly provide probabilities
for measurement outcomes in a scalable way.

The “Expectation” layer in the generator implements the Born rule to
obtain measurement probabilities. We show in Chapter 4 how the quantum-
state-tomography problem is fundamentally an inversion problem that we
solve by borrowing the idea of generative modeling with neural networks.
Our approach can efficiently reconstruct an optical quantum state, requiring
much fewer data points than iterative maximum likelihood estimation or
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an accelerated projected-gradient method known as “superfast maximum
likelihood”. We also showcase the effectiveness of QST-CGAN on noisy
experimental data by reconstructing a state from the measured Wigner
function in an experiment. Finally, we show how such a technique can be
adapted for the high-fidelity reconstruction of quantum states in a single
shot after pretraining.

In Paper II, quantum state classification and reconstruction are con-
nected to generative and discriminative modeling problems in machine
learning. We demonstrate that a convolutional neural network can classify
optical quantum states accurately, even in the presence of significant noise.
The QST-CGAN approach, under different noise conditions, consistently
achieves high reconstruction fidelities compared to alternative loss functions
and iterative maximum likelihood estimation. Additionally, we investigate
the effects of Gaussian convolution noise on reconstruction and demonstrate
the successful reconstruction of mixed states with a small subset of data
points, outperforming iterative maximum likelihood estimation. These re-
sults highlight the flexibility and effectiveness of the QST-CGAN approach
for a wide range of scenarios, surpassing traditional methods.

Paper III is an experimental collaboration that created quantum states
with negative Wigner-function values in a harmonic oscillator aided by a
gradient-based optimization to estimate gate parameters. In this paper,
the significant theoretical contribution was identifying a minimal set of
gates that could be implemented to generate a wide variety of quantum
states, such as a Gottesman-Kitaev-Preskill state and the first generation
of the cubic phase state [261] in a 3D cavity. The two-step approach of
finding optimal gates and then using pulse optimization to implement the
gates was more robust than direct optimal control. The parameterization
for the quantum operations in Paper III was fixed by the gates possible in
the experiment. However, in Chapter 3, we discuss a more general way to
parameterize unitary matrices that can be optimized to implement desired
quantum operations.

In Paper IV, we draw on the knowledge about machine learning and
automatic differentiation to show how implicit differentiation can be used
in quantum physics and computing. The idea of implicit differentiation
extended to quantum computers allows computing how ground-state prop-
erties of a variationally obtained quantum state, such as the ground-state
energy, change as a function of the Hamiltonian parameters. Such ground-
state gradients represent interesting physical quantities, such as generalized
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susceptibilities in condensed matter systems, and this paper demonstrates
how they can be computed automatically on a quantum computer. We also
discuss how implicit differentiation allows the training of hyperparameters
in a variational algorithm and a novel algorithm to create multipartite
entangled quantum states enabled by gradient-based optimization of a
geometric measure of entanglement. Automatic differentiation drives the
success of current machine learning methods using neural networks. We dis-
cuss the basics of automatic differentiation and the implicit differentiation
approach in Chapter 5.

In Paper V, we present a software tool for the classical simulation of
quantum algorithms on quantum computers. Specifically, a new module
was developed in QuTiP (Quantum Toolbox in Python), an open-source
software for simulating quantum systems, enabling users to specify the
parameters of a quantum computer and simulate quantum circuits running
on that device at the pulse level.

In Paper VI, we transition from quantum state to quantum process
tomography. Initially leveraging the architecture developed in Papers I
and II, we discovered that neural networks were unnecessary for achieving
accurate results. Instead, using gradient descent restricted to physically
allowed quantum processes, combined with machine learning techniques
such as batched training and regularization, proved highly effective in
reconstructing quantum processes from measurement data. In several
benchmarks, this gradient-descent quantum process tomography (GD-QPT)
approach outperformed state-of-the-art techniques such as compressed
sensing and projected least squares in handling sparse data and large
system sizes simultaneously. A key to the success of the GD-QPT approach
was using manifold optimization, discussed in Chapter 3, that implemented
a trace-preserving condition on the Kraus operators.

Paper VII is about characterizing a new family of three-qubit quan-
tum gates. In this paper, an experiment was carried out to implement
these gates. The contribution to this work was solving the numerically
challenging problem of three-qubit process tomography. We adapted a
projected-least-squares technique augmented to include state-preparation
and measurement errors from single-qubit gate set tomography. Imple-
menting the process reconstruction algorithm using a combination of linear
inversion and projection allowed fast computing process matrices, which
made it possible to apply techniques such as bootstrap for uncertainty
estimation.
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In Paper VIII, the techniques developed in Paper VI were pivotal for the
experimental characterization of a logical quantum gate in a bosonic error
correction code. This experiment also used a gradient-based optimization
to find the unitary operations that implemented a logical operation on
an encoding. Since the GD-QPT method developed in Paper VI required
very few data points, it was possible to perform a full process tomography
experiment on a 32-dimensional Hilbert space. Previous methods for QPT
would have required impractical amounts of measurement time to collect
the necessary data for such a reconstruction. Similarly, as we discuss in
Chapter 4, techniques such as compressed sensing would not be able to
handle such a problem due to computational bottlenecks. The GD-QPT
technique developed in Paper VI enabled this experiment that performed
process tomography of a logical quantum operation with bosonic encoding
without having to restrict to the two-dimensional logical subspace. Freed
from this restriction, we could identify that the logical states were leaking
out of the logical subspace.

In Paper IX, an experiment was performed to improve the readout of
superconducting qubits using the higher energy levels of a transmon qubit.
Improving the readout of such qubits is a crucial step towards quantum
error correction. For this experiment, our contribution was developing a
neural-network approach to help in the fast and accurate classification of
the data representing different quantum states.

In Paper X, a Bayesian approach to quantum state tomography was
adapted to reconstruct the quantum state of a photoelectron from noisy and
sparse data. The photoelectron density matrix could be partially measured
in an experiment using attosecond pulses but contained noise due to several
factors, including a convolution of the signal with the response function
of the measurement apparatus. The problem was further complicated
by the limited data available for reconstructing the full density matrix.
In this task, we took a Bayesian estimation approach that could include
several priors based on physical motivations such as smoothness of the
density matrix and spin-orbit coupling. As we discuss in Chapter 4, the
Bayesian estimation made it possible to extract a meaningful representation
of the quantum state along with uncertainty estimates. We could find the
parameters describing the data using a complicated model that included
the convolution operation using the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo method, as
discussed in Chapter 3.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and outlook

In this thesis, we have discussed an interconnection between aspects of
modeling, constrained optimization, and machine learning that applies to
quantum physics problems. The pivotal contribution of this thesis lies in
formulating a mindset for someone who would like to apply machine-learning
methods to solve problems in quantum physics.

Machine learning, at its core, deals with data-driven predictive modeling.
The Bayesian picture provides a general mindset to such problems, incorpo-
rating model building as the proposal of a likelihood function. Parameter-
estimation techniques learn the model from data where constraints, priors,
and regularization help in different ways.

We discuss the relationship between learning problems in quantum
physics and machine learning. We showed that the central task of predicting
measurement outcomes for a quantum system could be posed as a generative
modeling task in machine learning since both relate to learning a model for
an underlying data-generating process. Therefore, techniques developed to
tackle challenges in generative modeling can be applied to quantum physics
problems.

Generative models require approximations regarding the data-generating
process we wish to learn to solve intractability issues. Neural networks
are often employed in such approximations due to their universal function
approximation guarantees. We can be similarly inspired in quantum learning
tasks to use neural networks to approximate quantum states and operations.
Gradient-based optimization that successfully trains neural networks can be
very effective for quantum problems. We discussed how such gradient-based
optimization applies to quantum state and process learning and estimating
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parameters for target quantum operations.

Machine-learning approaches could tackle the problem of exponentially
increasing Hilbert space dimension since they learn approximations from
data. We could use machine-learning models as a proxy for quantum states
and processes thereby finding effective models with a few parameters. Still,
it is unclear how much machine-learning models, e.g., neural networks,
approximate the true quantum system due to their black-box nature. An
interesting future direction would be to use symbolic machine learning
that finds efficient representations in an interpretable way. Also, using
machine learning to reduce the complexity and cost of measurements in
an experiment can be interesting to explore. Online learning of quantum
systems and frequency re-calibration is possible with machine learning.

However, machine learning with gradient descent and neural networks
is not the silver bullet to solve all problems in quantum physics. An
intricate combination of suitable models that incorporate constraints and
the structure of the problem is essential. Gradient descent and neural
networks have been adapted to incorporate such structure and constraints,
e.g., with manifold optimization for quantum process tomography. We can
therefore tackle many learning problems in quantum physics by adapting
gradient-based approaches with physics-informed models that effectively
include constraints.

A significant and essential discussion in all such estimation problems is
uncertainty computation. Neural-network-based models, or even a physical
model, can only make predictions. However, the uncertainty associated
with the predictions is essential in many experimental situations. Therefore
we ended the discussion of learning problems with Bayesian estimation.
However, this area is poorly explored compared to other ideas such as
maximum likelihood estimation or projection-based learning. Bayesian
estimation becomes computationally difficult for larger parameters. Ex-
ploring how to scale Bayesian estimation for quantum problems would be
interesting.

Lastly, we discussed quantum machine learning — an emerging field.
The implicit differentiation technique enhances the power of quantum
machine learning and variational algorithms. However, our proposed ideas
have only been tested in small simulations. It would be interesting to
run actual calculations on a quantum computer to demonstrate implicit
differentiation’s benefits regarding memory cost. Since we only have access
to the expectation value of quantities, it would become essential to analyze
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the scaling or feasibility of the method in noisy quantum devices. Further
studies and analysis would be required to address these questions and
determine the practical applicability of the method.

Quantum mechanics and machine learning, therefore, represent two
fascinating and non-intuitive fields with many avenues for exploration. This
thesis hopes to spark inspiration for discoveries in both fields.
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